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BOOKS PUBLISHED BY T. H. CARTER & CO., continued.

ALSO,

THE HOUSEKEEPER'S ANNUAL. Price 25
cents. A gift for the ladies. Seventh year of its pub-

lication. Formerly edited by Mrs. Gilman. This work
is adapted to the domestic relations of social life, and
comprises numerous useful recipes, directions for the

culiivation of flowers, anecdotes, &c.

THE NEW MORAL LIBRARY, for youth, origi-

nal and select. Highly approved by judicious parents

and teachers. Eight vols, now published, viz.

:

Arthur's story book.

well bred girl.

WELL BRED BOY.

THE LITTLE GARDENER.
HENRY OF EICHENFELS.

PERSEVERANCE UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

NARINA THE PRINCESS.

THE LITTLE MILL DAM, ETC.

Price 25 cents each. Extra binding 37* cents.

'* Moral Library.—Under this title, which is true, but
indefinite, T. H. Carter (jr Co. are publishing a collection

of moral stories of standard excellence, partly original,

and partly selected from various writers who have turned
their attention to this method of interesting and benefiting

the young. This is an excellent design, and, so far as we
have seen it, is judiciously conducted. Nothing is more
wanted than good books for the young, thoroughly good
books ; of these we never have enough, and we are glad
these publishers are exerting themselves to add to the num-
ber. They are sending forth moral and use'V •stories, in

a uniform and neat dress, and a strong binding, not the

least merit in this day of showy but feeble covers. Some
of the stories have been published before, as ' The Well Bred
Boy,' « Well Bred Girl,' and < Arthur's Story Book,' « Little

Mill-dam,' 'Narina the Princess,' and 'Henry of Eichen-
fels,' &c. We hope the plan will be pursued, and the pub-
Ushers rewarded."

—

Christian Register.

"Moral Library.—The object of these volumes is, to

present to the mind a collection of moral stories, of standard
excellence, partly original and partly selected, from writers

who have turned their attention to this mode of benefiting

the young."

—

Boston Mercantile Journal.

MARCO PAUL'S ADVENTURES IN PURSUIT
OF KNOWLEDGE. A new series of choice books
for young people, by Jacob Abbott. Complete in 6
vols., at 25 cents each, or in extra binding at 37* cents.

MEMOIRS OF MISS ELIZABETH CARTER.
Price 25 cents.

"The name of Miss Carter, we suppose, is not very fami-
liar to the readers of the fashionable literature of the day

;

yet she was one of the little constellation of female writers

of the last century, who merited all the praise she ever
received, and that was not slight ; one to whom Johnson,
whose society she enjoyed, was never rude ; who associated

with Butler and Richardson, Mrs. Montague and others

of the wisest and best whom England couid produce ; the
translator of Epictetus

; and the mistress of the Latin, Greek.
French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Hebrew,
and Arabic languages ; and, what is more important than all,

a devout and humble Christian. We cannot but regard
such a volume as a most weicome gift."

—

Christian Exa-
miner.

"This is a well written and highly interesting memoir of
one of the most learned and excellent English ladies of the
last century from the pen of the author of < Miriam,'' and
'Joanna of Naples. 7 Her love of study, remarkable attain-
ments, social habits and character, are happily sketched in
this little work."

—

Phila. Christian Observer.
" This little work, understood to be from the pen of a

highly gifted lady of New England, is marked by great
simplicity and beauty, and gives a rapid but very satisfac-

tory sketch of the life and character of one of the most
distinguished of her sex. A pen that can portray and
delineate with so much skill and effect, if it is kept under
the control of a good conscience, will not long be allowed
to slumber."

—

Albany Journal.

THE BOYS' AND GIRLS' LIBRARY. Edited
by Mrs. Colman.

" We have just finished reading its contents ; for we can-
not be satisfied with merely glancing over such a work as
this. The tales are principally original, and chosen for

their high moral tone, and their tendency to purify the
affections of children. In no other periodical of the kind
have v/e noticed so much attention to the latter. What can
be more important to young persons than this ? Knowl-
edge alone cannot make angels j their hearts must be filled

with good and true affections ; and this must be taught
them in a pleasant manner.

" We recommend this little work to the notice of every
parent desirous of procuring both instruction and amuse-
ment for his children.

" The price is but one dollar for a year."

—

National Intel-

ligencer.

" This attractive little volume will be welcomed by juve-
nile readers. Instruction and amusement are admirably
blended in its various contents, which were contributed by
Messrs. Jacob Abbott, T. S. Arthur, Mrs. Osgood, Mrs.
Sigourney, Mrs. Gilman, Mrs. L. J. Hall, Mrs. Graves,
and several other popular writers, who are well known to

the public. Many of their descriptive pieces are illustrated

by pictorial embellishments, which cannot fail to interest

the class of readers for whom the ' Library' is intended."—Phila. Chris. Observer.
" This little monthly visiter always comes charged with

blessings to the rising generation. The present number,
like all its predecessors, bears the marks of refined taste

and elevated moral sentiment. It blends in delightful

combination the attractive and the instructive."

—

Albany
paper.

" Here we have great minds at work for little folks.

This number contains many bright thoughts, and some
handsome pictures into the bargain. It is worth more for a
little child than a bushel of toys."

—

Albany paper.
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From Punch.

MR. CAUDLE'S SHIRT-BUTTONS.

" There, Mr. Caudle, I hope you 're in a little

better temper than you were this morning 1 There
—you need n't begin to whistle : people don't

come to bed to whistle. But it 's like you. I

can't speak, that you don't try to insult me.
Once, I used to say, you were the best creature

living : now, you get quite a fiend. Do let you
rest? No, I won't let you rest. It's the only
time I have to talk to you, and you shall hear me.
I 'm put upon all day long : it 's very hard if I

can't speak a word at night ; and it isn't often I

open my mouth, goodness knows !

"Because once in your lifetime your shirt

wanted a button, you must almost swear the roof
off the house! You didn't swear? Ha, Mr.
Caudle ! you don't know what you do when
you 're in a passion. You were not in a passion,
wer'n't you? Well, then, I don't know what
a passion is—and I think I ought by this time.
I 've lived long enough with you, Mr. Caudle, to

know that.

" It 's a pity you haven't something worse to

complain of than a button off your shirt. If you 'd

some wives, you would, I know. I 'm sure I 'm
never without a needle-and-thread in my hand.
What with you and the children, I 'm made a per-

fect slave of. And what 's my thanks ? Why, if

once in your life a button 's off your shirt—what
do you cry ' oh' at?—I say once, Mr. Caudle ; or

twice, or three times, at most. I 'm sure, Caudle,
no man's buttons in the world are better looked
after than yours. I only wish I 'd kept the

shirts you had when you were first married

!

I should like to know where were your buttons
then ?

" Yes, it is worth talking of! But that 's how
you always try to put me down. You fly into a

rage, and then if I only try to speak you won't
hear me. That 's how you men always will

have all the talk to yourselves : a poor woman
is n't allowed to get a word in.

" A nice notion you have of a wife, to suppose
she 's nothing to think of but her husband's but-

tons. A pretty notion, indeed, you have of mar-
riage. Ha ! if poor women only knew what they
had to go through ! What with buttons, and one
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thing and another ! They 'd never tie themselves

up to the best man in the world, I 'm sure. What
would they do, Mr. Caudle ? Why, do much bet-

ter without you, I 'm certain.

" And it 's my belief, after all, that the button

wasn't off the shirt : it's my belief that you pulled,

it off, that you might have something to talk about.

Oh, you 're aggravating enough, when you like,

for anything ! All I know is, it 's very odd that

the button should be off the shirt ; for I 'm sure no
woman 's a greater slave to her husband's buttons

than I am. I only say, it 's very odd.

"However, there's one comfort; it can't last

long. I 'm worn to death with your temper, and
shan't trouble you a great while. Ha, you may
laugh ! And I dare say you would laugh ! I 've

no doubt of it ! That 's your love—that 's your
feeling ! I know that I 'm sinking every day,

though I say nothing about it. And when I 'm
gone, we shall see how your second wife will look

after your buttons ! You '11 find out the difference

then. Yes, Caudle, you '11 think of me, then : for

then, I hope, you '11 never have a blessed button to

your back.
" No, I 'm not a vindictive woman, Mr. Caudle

;

nobody ever called me that, but you. What do

you say ? Nobody ever knew so much of me 1

all to do with it. Ha ! I

gravating temper, Caudle,
That 's nothing at

would n't have your
for mines of gold. It 's a good thing I 'm not as

worrying as you are—or a nice house there 'd be
between us. I only wish you 'd had a wife that

would have talked to you ! then you 'd have known
the difference. But you impose upon me, because,

like a poor fool, I say nothing. I should be
ashamed of myself, Caudle.

"And a pretty example you set as a father!

You '11 make your boys as bad as yourself. Talk-
ing as you did all breakfast-time about your but-

tons ! And of a Sunday morning too ! And you
call yourself a Christian ! I should like to know
what your boys will say of you when they grow
up ? And all about a paltry button off one of your
wristbands ; a decent man would n't have men-
tioned it. Why won't I hold my tongue? Be-
cause I won't hold my tongue. I 'm to have my
peace of mind destroyed—I 'm to be worried into

my grave for a miserable shirt-button, and I'm
to hold my tongue ! Oh ! but that 's just like you,
men !
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" But I know what I '11 do for the future.

Every button you have may drop off, and I won't
so much as puK a thread to 'em. And I should
like to kn*o\v what you '11 do then ? Oh, you must
get somebody else to sew 'em, must you ? That 's

a pretty threat far a husband to hold out to a wife !

And to such a wife as I've been, too: such a

negro-slave to your buttons, as I may say ! Some-
body else to sew 'em, eh? No, Caudle, no : not

while I 'm alive ! When I 'm dead—and with

what I have to bear there 's no knowing how soon
that may be—when I 'm dead, I say—oh ! what a
brute you must be to snore so !

" You 're not snoring-'? Ha ! that 's what you
always say; but that's nothing- to do with it.

You must g-et somebody else to sew 'em, must
you 1 Ha ! I should n't wonder. Oh no ! I should

bo surprised at nothing-

, now 1 Nothing- at all !

It *8 What people have always told me it would
come to

—
-and now, the buttons have opened my

eyes I But the whole world shall know of your
cruelty, Mr. Caudle. After the wife I 've been to

you. Somebody else, indeed, to sew your but-

tons ! I 'm no longer to be mistress in my own
house ! Ha, Caudle ! I would n't have upon my
conscience what you have, for the world ! I

would n't treat anybody as you treat—no, I 'm not

mad ! It 's you, Mr. Caudle, who are mad, or

bad—and that's worse! I can't even so much
as speak of a shirt-button, but that I 'm threatened

to be made nobody of in my own house ! Caudle,

you 've a heart like a hearth-stone, you have !

To threaten me, and only because a button—a but-
.ton—«"
"I was conscious of no more than this," says

^Caudle, in his MS., " for here nature relieved me
^A'ith a sweet, deep sleep."

PUNCH'S NOY S MAXIMS.

33. Dolus et fraus una in parte sanari debent.

•Deceit and fraud shall be remedied on all occa-

sions.—It may be very true that deceit and fraud

ought to be remedied, but whether they are is

quite another question. It is much to be feared

that in law, as well as in other matters, ought

sometimes stand for nothing-.

34. No man can take benefit of his own wrong.—
This is true enough, though a man may often

benefit by the wrongs of other people. Some
also suffer from another's wrong, as where a

square-keeper, who had been snow-balled, ran

after the wrong boy ; the right boy, who was

really wrong, escaped, and the wrong boy, who
was not wrong at all, paid the penalty.

35. Lex neminem cogit ad impossibilia. The
law compels no one to impossibilities.—This is

extremely considerate on the part of the law ; but if

it does not compel a man to impossibilities, it

sometimes drives him to attempt them. The law,

however, occasionally acts upon the principle of

two negatives making an affirmative, thus treating

two impossibilities as if they amounted to a pos-

sibility. As, when a man cannot pay a debt, law
expenses are added, which he cannot pay either;

but the latter being added to the former, it is pre-

sumed perhaps that the two negatives or impossi-

bilities may constitute one affirmative or possibility,

and the debtor is accordingly thrown into prison if

he fails to accomplish it. In the old editions a
case is cited, saying that an obligation to go from
St. Paul's in London to St. Peter's at Rome
within three hours, would be bad as the condition

of a bond, because it would be obviously im-
possible ; but in these days of railroads in esse and
balloons in posse, no judge would venture to lay it

down as law, that such a condition would be void

On the ground of its being an impossibility. A
condition, however, to do a certain act when
Waterloo Bridge should return a profit to the

original shareholders, would be void at opce ; for

" here," says Alderson, B., "the impossibility

of the thing is upon the face of it, and stares us in

the face, let us look how we may at it."

36. When many join in one act, the law says it

is the act of him who could best do it, and that the

thing should be done by those of best skill.—Thus,
if there are six supernumeraries standing on the

stage, and one tragedian, during the act of a

tragedy, they all join in the act, but it is the act

of the actor and not of the supernumeraries. So,

if there be nine tailors employed in making a coat,

it is the act of one man, " For/' says Coke, " if

I am asked who made my coat, I cannot answer

—

Smith, Brown, Jones, Robinson, Doe, Roe,
Thompson, Dobson, and Johnson, though it be

true that they have all had a hand in it. But if

Doe is the master, and Roe and the others are

the men, I say that Doe made the coat ; but other-

wise, if Roe is the master, and Doe, with his

fellows, the men, for then I say, marry, it was
Roe that made my coat." By the bye, it has

been settled that though property in tail cannot

come to a man till he is of full age, a coat in tail

may come to a youth of fourteen ; and it is not

usual to cnt off the tail afterwards.

37. When two titles concur, the elder shall be

preferred.—This maxim has given rise to some
dispute, and a curious case was once put in the

following terms :
—" Suppose I have two sorts of

wine, and the titles of both concur, both of them

being called red wine, though one happens to be

port, and the other elder." It then becomes a

question whether the elder is to be preferred, a

question, which all the best judges during the

evening sittings have agreed to answer in the

negative."

38. By an acquittance for the last payment all

other arrearages are discharged.—Thus, a receipt

from your tailor would be, prima facie, a discharge

to all your other debts, because your tailor's bill

is the last payment you would think of making.

Misprints.—Misprints often strike what are

termed unlucky blows. The omission of a t makes

the mortal the moral, and the immortal poet stands

praised as the immoral poet. We read a short

time ago a lamentation on " the frightful increase

of morality in the metropolis;" and once saw the

advertisement of a treatise on " the blessed im-

morality of the soul ;" we have met with the

glory of a conqueror turned into gory by the drop-

ping of the liquid consonant; our loyalty has been

shocked by the announcement of a " most reason-

able attempt on the life of a sovereign :" but,

worst of all, we lately saw the Duke of Bucking-

ham described, through the dropping of the dog's

letter, as the " Farmer's Fiend."

—

Examiner.
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From the Edinburgh Tales.

THE SABBATH MGHT's SUPPER.

They misconceive the character of this northern

land who imagine of its people as a cold, sullen,

and ungenial race, shut up from the social char-

ities, and incrusted with self-conceit, spiritual

pride, and gloomy bigotry ; but they do Scotland,

and their own understandings, worse wrong, who
imagine that this unsocial and austere national

temper is derived from that high-hearted reformed

faith which has ever allied itself with the spirit of

independence, and the sternest assertion of the

principles of civil liberty—which has disdained to

truckle to expediency, and braved every peril in

maintaining the charter wherewith God has made
man free.

The sabbatical observances of Scotland, espe-

cially, have been misrepresented and ridiculed by
those who are so inconsistent in their boasted

liberality as to contend that the Scotsman, by
constitution a man of staid deportment and serious

thought, however warm or enthusiastic hisinwrard

feelings may be, is a bigot and a fanatic, who
would blot the sun from the firmament, and en-

shroud the face of nature with universal gloom
;

because he will not demonstrate his high enjoy-

ment of the Day of Rest by frisking or carousing

—

cricketing with the peasant of England, or caper-

ing under the green trees with the working-man
of France. They will not pause to consider that,

to him. the highest enjoyment of leisure, indepen-

dently of religious feelings altogether, may be,
" to commune with his own heart, and be still ;"

or, the season of public worship past, to live apart

in unbroken communion with those to whom his

heart is knit by the strongest ties of duty, and the

sweetest claims of affection. The gay Sunday of

the theatre and the guinguette, and the more bois-

terous mirth of the tea-garden and the skittle-

ground, would, to many a native of Scotland,
prove as joyless and burdensome on any day of
the seven, as indecent and profane on the Sabbath,
which he consecrates to retirement and meditation,

or restricts to family intercourse and religious and
intellectual exercises ; regarding it as time re-

deemed to the self-examination and inward thought
which his early moral and religious discipline have
enabled him to employ aright and enjoy pro-

foundly. Nor is it easy to say why liberal politi-

cians and philosophers should almost force the

people on modes of enjoyment, on their one day
of leisure, which they would consider quite un-

worthy of their own higher mental cultivation and
pursuits.

One Sabbath for the rich, and another for the

poor—restraint upon the scanty enjoyments of the

hard-toiling many, and impunity and bounty to the

luxurious pleasures of the wealthy few—are at

the same time so directly subversive of the plainest

precepts and injunctions of that religion which
recognizes man's complete equality in civil rights

and in moral obligation, that we have not one
word to say for prohibitions that must press un-

equally.

These remarks detain us too long from our

story, which we meant to preface by the assertion,

that the types of neither the Scottish Presbyterian,

nor the English Puritan, were of the austere, sul-

len, and cynical character which their adversaries

have alleged. John Knox himself kept a cellar of

good wine, and knew how to use as not abusing it.

From the " Memoirs of Colonel Hutchison," and

many other sources, we learn that the Puritans

were, in domestic life, accomplished and enjoying,

as well as learned persons. Those who insist

that our national Sabbath must be gloomy, because,

in despite of nature, we do not, like Grimm's
German Baron keep jumping over chairs and
tables all day "to make ourselves lively," are

but shallow philosophers.—One redeeming social

feature even they might acknowledge in our Day
of Rest

—

The Sabbath Night's Supper. And
we trust that the venerable custom is not falling

into desuetude.

The family re-union, and stated feast, was at

first almost a necessary consequence of long jour-

neys to distant kirks, while the population of the

country was thin and scattered, and of those pre-

posterous and interminable diets of sermonizing,

which made Sunday literally a fast-day, until the

evening. Then, indeed, the kitchen-fires were
lighted up—then the flesh-pots seethed and dif-

fused a savory steam, or the broche spun round in

the rural Manse, and in all the Men ha'-houses in

the parish, or comfortable dwellings " within

burgh." At the close of his hard day's work,
the reverend laborer was entitled to his social

meal, of better than ordinary fare—" a feast of

fat things"—hospitably shared with the chance
guest, the modest young helper, or the venerable

elder. Nor was there wanting, if such were the

taste and temper of the reverend presider at the

banquet, the zest of the clerical joke that promoted
blameless hilarity and easy digestion. The manse
set the custom to the parish. Now, to have
insisted that the douce minister, with his family,

or the decent farmer, with his lads and lasses,

should, to show their holyday feelings, first scam-
per here and there all day—any way far enough
from home—and then go out of doors, to frisk,

like so many young maukins, in the moonlight,

would be about as intolerant as to compel the

champagne-loving Gallican to swallow, for his

especial enjoyment, the smoky-flavored Glenlivet

toddy with which the Scotsman soberly crowned
the banquet of the Sabbath Night.

In the family of Adam Hepburn of the Ferny-
lees, the Sabbath Night's Supper had been a

standing family festival for several generations.

The little quiet bustle of preparation among the

women, the better fare, the more inspirited looks,

the expanding social hearts, had become a thing

of inviolate custom, following the solemnities of
family worship as regularly as the observance of

that domestic ordinance. The venerable head of
the house would then tell of the times when Car-
gill, and Renwick, and Rutherford, and other
potent divines of the evil times, fathers and mighty
men in Israel, burning and shining lights in a
darkened land, had, when fleeing before the bloody
and persecuting house of Stuart—from whom the

curse would never depart !—by their blessings and
their prayers hallowed the hospitalities which
they shared in this very dwelling ; and that

although the then inmates of Fernylees had been
proscribed, and often severely mulcted, for har-
boring the men of God, their substance had rather
increased than diminished under this oppression,
which they felt, not for themselves, but for the
faithful of the land, and the afflicted Church of
Scotland, tried in the furnace.

No one had ever listened with more attention
to these noble tales, of doing and daring for con-
science' sake, than Charles Hepburn, the youngest
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son of the family of Fernylees, who was born to

admire with enthusiasm, but not yet to emulate,
the virtues of those heroic sufferers.

The elderly female servant who superintended

Adam Hepburn's household, had been more than

usually provident of the creature-comforts destined

to cover his board on the particular night on which
our story opens. The circumstances of the family

made it a time of more than ordinary tenderness

and solemnity. The following' morning- was to

witness the final breach and disruption of all that

now remained to be taken away of the young props

of the roof-tree of the house of Fernylees. The
elder daughter, who had borne the chills of

celibacy, ten years after her three sisters were
married, was to leave the home of her youth to

sojourn, as her old father in his prayer expressed

it, in the allusion he made to her circumstances as

a bride, in the tents of strangers. But it was the

going forth into the evil, unknown, and dreaded

world, of one who from infancy had, by his fas-

cinations and his very errors, excited far more of

fear and of hope—one over whom his father's heart

yearned while his spirit travailed—that the old

man dwelt, in his devotions, with a touching and

simple pathos, and poured forth his feelings in

that scriptural language and imagery familiar to

his lips, replied to by the low, involuntary sob of

a married sister of the youth who was the object

of these fervent petitions, and by the sympathetic

chord touched in the staid bosom of Tibby Elliott,

the above-mentioned elderly serving-woman. The
contagion even spread to old Robin, the shepherd.

When the worshippers rose from their knees,

and turned to the neatly-spread table, on which
was already laid the apparatus for the feast, the

aged father, sinking in his high-backed chair,

shaded his thin temples with his hand ; and remain-

ed silent, as if his spirit were yet within the veil.

Charles Hepburn retired to the porch with his

married sister—they were silently, hand in hand,

standing, looking out upon the stars—when the

ancient maid-servant appeared :—and " Charlie,

my man," was the whisper of the motherly Tibby,

as drying her eyes with her apron, she passed

out into the kitchen, which was in a wing of the

tenement ;
" My man, Charlie, if ye be not a good

bairn now."—She had gone on before Charles

could reply, if he had been inclined or able to

speak.

Tibby Elliott was on this night a woman cum-
bered with many cares. " Gie ye the broche a

twirl, Robin," was her first cry.—" I would no
like, nor you either, but to see things right and

mensfu' in the Ha' House o' the Fernylees, and a

son and a daughter going in the same day frae

under its roof-tree.—Fetch down that bowen o'

eggs, Robin ; we'se have a drappit egg with the

stoved eerocks, the breed o' Charlie's sprangled

game hens he was so proud of langsyne, poor

callant. But, oh, man ! heard ye ever the auld

Master sae powerfu' in intercession as this night?

It 's weel to be seen who lies next his heart's

kernel—his motherless son !—And no other won-
der ; for, with all his faults—and they are neither

few nor far to seek—a better-hearted youth, of the

name, never crossed the door-step of the Fernylees

in all its generations."
" If ye gie him a' his ain way, and keep his

pouches routh o' siller," replied the shepherd,

who was of the species of dry humorists not rare

in Scotland in his condition.

"And what for should he no' have his ain

gait, and gold in gowpens?" cried Tibby, who,
by the way, was in general much less indulgent to

the faults of Charles than was her friend the

shepherd, who had loved him from the days of
fishing with a crooked pin, and shooting with
bourtree guns, though he knew, what indeed was
no longer a secret, that the youth possessed a

fatal facility and unsteadiness of character, already

yielded to to an extent that alarmed those who
loved him best, for his rectitude as much as for

his worldly prosperity.

It is not uncommon to find in a large family one
peculiarly gifted child, to endow whom nature

seems to have robbed the others of genius, beauty,

and attractiveness. Charles Hepburn, by seven

years the youngest, was " the flower of the flock

of Fernylees," loved, indulged, spoiled, as far as

a gracious temper and a generous heart will spoil ;

and that, alas, was in his case far enough ! He
had been the caressed plaything, the petted child,

the pampered school-boy of his brothers, but par-

ticularly of his younger sisters. But at the age
of twenty-four, the overweening affection of his

aged father alone remained unimpaired, increased,

deepened by the very causes which alienated other

hearts. He who had the most suffered, still loved

the most. Nor to a stranger did this seem won-
derful. Look in the open, genial, and handsome
countenance of Charles, and his besetting sins

could not be imagined of very deep dye ; spend

with him a quietly social, or brightly convivial

hour, and all errors or defects of character had
disappeared before the charm of his manner, and

were forgotten or denied to exist. Yet their

undeniable existence had crushed and grieved the

spirit of his venerable father, and fallen hard on

the shortened means that were to sustain his old

age in humble independence. Nor was Charles

unaware of any part of this ; and the reproaches

of his elder brother, a man of quite opposite

temper, or the affectionate remonstrances of his

married sister, were less severe than his own fre-

quent bitter self-upbraidings. Now he stood on

the threshold of a new life. Hope was once

more dawning upon him, after repeated disap-

pointment, not the less afflictive that it was self-

caused ; and his sanguine, bold, and happy temper

rose to meet the new crisis.

Charles had received what is usually termed a

good education. But it could not have been the

wisest, for its early fruits were not soul-nurture,

nor wisdom and peace. He had been highly dis-

tinguished at the University of Glasgow ; and his

father, who had in his own heart early devoted

him to the service of the altar, secretly rejoiced in

the hope of seeing him an ornament of the church.

But his natural abilities and advantages of educa-

tion had not yet been improved even to any
worldly purpose.

" To throw all his lear to the cocks, and leave

us !" said the old shepherd, while Tibby and

himself discussed the circumstances of the family

and the prospects of the cadet, with the freedom

assumed by all menials, and justifiable in old at-

tached domestics :
—" It is grieving."

"And would ye have had him play the hypo-

crite—pretend to a gift and a call to preach the

gospel—when it 's ower weel kent Rob Burns'

light-headed ballads aye came far readier to

Charlie than the Psalms of David in Metre,"

cried Tibby Elliott, honest indignation giving

energy to her tones, as on her knees she ladled

or fished up the salted goose and greens, that
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were to act vis-a-vis, to her stewed eerocks, Ang-
lice, chickens.

" Houts, tuts, woman; yer are owerly strait-

laced for this day o' the warld ; what would have

ailed Charlie to have graned away among the

auld leddies till he had gotten the call, and the

patron's presentation too, and a good sappy down-
sitten, when, I daursay, he could have seen the

wisdom o' being a wee bit twa-faced, like his

neighbor ministers, and on his peremptors before

folk ony way. With eighteen or twenty chalder

victual stipend, a new Manse, and a piece gude
glebe-land, it's no sae dooms difficult to be a

douce parish minister as ye trow, Tibby. I would
undertake the job myself for half the pay. Gi'e

our young chevalier a black gown and Geneva
ban's, and let him alane for a year or twa to settle

down, and I '11 wad he 's turn out a great gun o'

the gospel."

"Ye profane knave!" cried Tibby, shaking

her fist in the face of her old friend, between jest

and earnest: "Have ye been reading Tarn Pen,
[Paine] that ye speak sae lightly o' ministers !

Mr. Charles, with all his backslidings, is no sae

far left to himself as to lay a rash, uncalled hand
on the ark—and the Lord will bless him for it.

He is the bairn, as I can testify, o' many a secret

prayer. I do not misdoubt to see him the grandest

merchant in a' Liverpool yet. Sore trial as it has

been to the kind, gude, auld Maister, crossed in

his pride, and spulyied in his purse, to see Charles

stick in the wark o' the ministry. But redde

the gait there, till I carry ben the supper."
" Ye like a' to make a sicker bargain you unco-

gude folks, Tibby. A sappy foretaste here, and
a "

" Now Robin, ye radical, hold the scorning

tongue o' ye ;—would ye see the Maister scrimpit

o' his Sabbath night's supper, wi' a' his brains

happy about him?"
"That would I not, lass ; though I might just

as weel like the auld time when rent was light,

though woo' less by the stone, and when the
man and the woman sat at the master's board-end.

I wish the auld Maister no scant measure o' a'

good things. May blessings be multiplied on
him and his. May the upper and the nether

springs be his portion ! and his also, the thought
of whom lies heavy on his spirit, this night!"—
The old man reverently lifted the bonnet off his

silvered head as he uttered these good wishes for

his master, to which the friendship and daily

intercourse of threescore years gave the fervor of

a prayer.

In a lighter tone, Robin added, nearly as much
ashamed of strong, or deep emotion, as if he had
been a man of the world instead of a shepherd of

the Border hills,
—" We can a' take precious

good care o' ourselves, Tibby ; save just the auld

Maister himself, and the young Chevalier. There 's

canny Mr. Gilbert, our auldest hope,—let number
one alo-ne to see after him. And as for mim Miss
Mysie, I '11 wager she 's thinking more than this

night, Sabbath though it be, of her bridal fal-als,

and the blankets and sheets she can rieve frae the

Fernylees, to her new hame, and of the hundred
more pounds o' tocher she should have had, had
so much not been spent on Charlie's learning,

than o' the father's house, and the kindred she 's

leaving, and the witless, glaiket brother she is

parting from."
Tibby could not dispute this affirmation. With

the goose smoking on the assiette, between her

hands, she halted to remark, that " The deadening
o' natural affection, the sure sign o' the rampant
growth of pride, prodigality, and the love o'

filthy lucre, was among the sorest of the defections

of these sinfu' times; when gear sindered the
hearts nature had made the sibbest."

The time was gone by, when the man and the

woman sat at the board-end of the house o' the
Fernylees ; but on this night of peculiar solemnity,
the old respectable pair who occupied the kitchen,

were invited into the parlor to drink prosperity to

the departing inmates ; the other servants were on
the new system, lodged in bothies, save one young
girl, Tibby's aide-de-camp. This invitation was
made on the motion of Charles, who was himself
the bearer of it, and who returned with Tibby
under his arm, smirking and smoothing down her
newly-donned clean apron, Robin Steele following,

with his queerest, funniest face, and his broad

blue bonnet, en chateau bras. Cold, and half-

offended, though the bride-elect might look from
under her dropt eyelids, the countenance of the

auld Maister, and even those of the married
daughters of the family, brightened in welcome
of this addition to the party. Robin's Young
Chevalier diligently filled the glass of Charles'

Greysteel*—such were their old caressing names
for each other—caressing after the humorous
fashion of Scottish wooing, of "nipping and
scratching."

The heart of the patriarchal farmer, at the

head of the board, appeared to become lighter,

for the whispered, half-heard, kindly jibes, passing

below the salt.

" What can I do for you, Robin, and for you
too, Tibby," whispered Charles, " in yonder far-

away big town ?" The considerate maiden paused.
" Send her a sure account o' the state o' the

gospel in Whirlpool," whispered Robin, smiling,

and winking. " And him," retorted Tibby, snel-

ly, " be sure ye send him a sound prent," (Robin's

name for a radical newspaper,) " showing how the

nation is going to wrack, and the woo' rising."

"E'en let it be sae," rejoined the shepherd
laughing. "That is, if it cost ye no expense.
I 'm not particular about the age, if the doctrine 's

sound when it comes ; the whig prents are grown
as wersh and fuzionless as " what we cannot
tell, for the conversation swelled into a higher
key, and became more general and lively. Charles
was allowed -

to replenish the punch-bowl once
;

but the motion for another was promptly opposed
by Tibby, and quietly overruled by the Master.
And the youth, just beginning to taste " the sweet
o' the night," wished Sunday had been Monday.
It was, as Robin Steele afterwards sorrowfully

remarked, the foundation of all his faults, that
" He ne'er kenned when to stop." Long before

the conviviality had reached the pitch to which
Charles was attuned, the table had been cleared,

and the "Big Ha' Bible" again placed upon it.

Mr. Hepburn requested, on this night, that his

friends should sing with him and his children, the
scriptural paraphrase of the chapter which he
called on his son, Charles, to read, the vision of
the Patriarch, as he journeyed to Padanaram

—

the covenant pillar of Bethel.

The devotional feelings of Charles Hepburn,
though he had made shipwreck of his intended

* Greysteel, the name, few natives of Scotland need be
told, given by James the Fourth, when a boy, to the
Douglas. The young Pretender was called the Cheva-
lier.
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profession, were still as warm and excitable as his

convivial sympathies. When that beautiful hymn,

"0 God of Bethel,"

was sung, which so powerfully blends human
charities with heavenly trust, every fibre of his

frame was vibrating. Repelled by the seeming
coldness of those around him, who could now, as

he scornfully thought, quietly say good night, and
retire to bed, he wandered out beneath the stars.

The very natural thought rose as he gazed around :

" What shall have occurred to me, before I look

again on Fernylees, and share my dear Father's

Sabbath Night's Supper 1
"

There would probably have appeared little

beauty in the scene on which the moon was now
rising to any one whose eyes had not, like those

of Charles, first opened upon this nook of earth.

The Fernylees was a rather bare, extensive pas-

ture farm, lying on " the winter-shaded" side of a

range of Border hills, near the foot of which, on

a gentle ascent, stood the thatched farm-house.

A few small arable fields and rushy meadows,
stretched out in front and along the holm, by the

side of the river, a humble stream, yet not un-

known in Scottish song. Around, lay the open
pastures, running up into the hills, and covered

with patches of fern, and straggling tufts of

juniper and gorse, or shelving into hollows and
little glades interspersed with natural coppices of

hazel, alder, and sloe-thorn. On one hand was a

low range of bothies and farm-offices ; on the

other, about equi-distant, rose, on an airy mound,
the barn-yard, exactly on the site of the old Peel-

house of the Fernylees. Its massy sunken wall

or bulwark was part of the original structure.

Four very large ash-trees had remained here, and,

save one, thriven, since the times of the Border
raids. On the partially blasted ash the tyrant

baron of the Fernylees (which was now a frac-

tion of a ducal domain) had hung Judon Ker, a

Border thief, whose prowess was recorded in one
of Tibby Elliott's ballads. In a nest, or cradle,

amid its withered branches, the boy Charles had
found an out-look far up and down the valley, and
a place removed from the bustle of the family, in

which to con his book in quiet—Charles, the

youth, a spot " for ruminating sweet and bitter

fancies," and for a repentance too seldom followed

by good fruits.

He once again swung himself up into his old

nestling place ; and, on the eve of a new existence,

cast his thoughts backwards upon his few and evil

days, from the time that he had left the Univer-

sity. His course had been a series of errors and

of failures in various attempts to obtain a living,

alternating with periods of complete idleness, spent

often in bitterness, while lounging about his

father's farm. Though Charles was but too prone

to divide the blame of his misconduct with others,

and to find it in any cause save the true one, it

was not in a season like this, when unveiled con-

science arraigned his thoughts, to listen to her

solemn deliverance pronounced on his conduct,

that he could deceive himself. His elder brother

and sister had treated him with coldness—had

scowled upon him as the idle waster of his father's

substance, which was robbery of their rights.

What he called their selfishness usually raised his

indignation ; but his feelings were moderate at this

hour, and did more justice to his just, if not very

generous or cordial relatives. While this train of

thought and sentiment absorbed the young man,

his affairs still formed the theme of the kitchen

fireside, to which the shepherd had returned to

light his pipe, after suppering the steed that was
to bear Charles away early in the morning to a

spot traversed by the Carlisle mail, and to which
his Grei/steel was to accompany him on the pony.

" I have no brew of this sudden journey,
Robin," said the thoughtful Tibby. " Ye see

how ill fit that lad is to take care of himself:
anither bowl on a Sabbath night ! He 's not fit

to be trusted frae hame—his wild aits are far from
being a' sown yet, or I 'm sair mista'en.'.'

" And no place fitter than the Fernylees to drap
them, where I 'm sure there 's no want of o' geese
to pick them up," said Robin, in a humor between
mirth and bitterness. No one foresaw the dangers
of his friend Charles' character more clearly than
himself; but he saw farther, and looked hopefully
to the future effects of the young man's early

training, and to the natural strength of his under-

standing yet correcting errors in whose source
were mingled

So much of Earth—so much of Heaven,
And such impetuous blood.

The thick overspreading branches of " Judon's
ash," had for generations formed a kind of chap-
elry to the farm-house of Fernylees. It was the

fortune of Charles Hepburn to be now, as it drew
on to midnight, the involuntary listener to his gray-

haired father's earnest prayers for himself. With
feelings he listened, from which we withdraw in

reverence, though their fountain was no deeper than

the breast of a gay and very thoughtless young
man.
The lingering influence of these feelings made

him listen with more than ordinary patience and
humility, to the final warning and lecture with
which Robin and Tibby gratuitously favored him.

" Dinna let wise Mr. Gilbert be casting ye up
in our dish," said the shepherd, appealing to a

species of motive, at all times too powerful with

Charles.

"And oh, Charlie," wailed the privileged and
now weeping maiden, "be wise now, like a dear

bairn, and bring not shame upon the honest house
of Fernylees ; and the gray hairs o' the maister,

with sorrow to the grave."
Charles could not reply then : but seventeen

miles off, and ten hours later, when lie shook
hands with the shepherd, as the mail came up, he
said with the frank cordiality and sanguine confi-

dence that kept the hearts his follies would have

alienated: "You shall hear how steady a fellow

I am growing, Robin. Don't despair of seeing

me, though going out a poor clerk, Mayor of Liv-

erpool yet ; while wise Gibby, at home yonder"

—

The coach-horn drowned the prognostication of

the young prophet, whatever it might be, regard-

ing his staid, industrious brother; and he mounted
and was whirling over the moor, while his Grcy-
slccl followed him with glistening eyes.

And now two years had passed over the house
of Fernylees, unmarked by any important change,
save that Tibby Elliott fancied, with some truth,

that her old master looked a dozen years older,

and Robin Steele silently remarked the increasing

difficulty with which he met the half-yearly rent-

day. Frequent and various in the same period

had been the shifting fortunes of Charles Hep-
burn ; and flattering, painful, and contradictory

the accounts received of and from him. Now all
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promised prosperity, and Robin received a half-

dozen newspapers by one post ; and next time it

was heard, from some chance source, that Charles

had again lost his employment, or had as usual

abandoned it.

Wise Gilbert had married, in the mean while,

and brought home his wife ; which made Tibby

prudently abdicate to avert a virtual dethronement.

She retired to a small cottage, in a thriving vil-

lage, some miles off, the recent creation of the

wool of the adjoining hills. In a few months her

"kind, gude, auld maister" surrendering his con-

cerns into the hands of his elder son, on a very

slender annuity, to terminate with his lease, made
the ancient maiden happy, by becoming her

lodger, or rather the master of her cottage.

The trusty Robin Steele, who still lived at the

farm, often joined their family worship on the

evenings of Sundays ; and so far as Tibb.y's means
and management would stretch, the Sabbath
Night's Supper, proscribed by the more refined

manners of the modern lady of Fernylees, was
not yet wholly wanting to the venerable auld mais-

ter , nor was the health of Charles ever forgotten

by Robin. If ever the father spoke of him, whom
his thoughts seldom left, it was to these two hum-
ble friends that his confidings were made ; his

fears and hopes, and fears again. In a fit of gene-

rous, though somewhat misplaced indignation,

Charles, usually a most irregular correspondent,

wrote home when he learned the terms on which
his father had surrendered his lease, enclosing all

of his year's salary that he could realize, fifty

pounds.
With what exultation did Tibby carry this intel-

ligence to Robin, that same afternoon, as she saw
him wearing the hoggs down the braes overhang-
ing the village. Scarcely could he prevail with

her to keep from taunting the penurious brother

with the generosity of the prodigal son :
—" Ye

wot not lass," Robin said, "the bard bargain and
sore strife Gilbert has with a lady wife, down-
looking merkates, and the ransom rent of the

Fernylees."
Tibby was a woman, and, therefore, though al-

most always kind, not always perfectly reasonable.

"Ye '11 see Charlie Hepburn bigg us a braw
sclated house with a byre at the gait-end, and mak'
the auld maister walk down the town with his

gold-headed cane yet," was her frequent boast

;

but till the accomplishment of these prophecies,

which sometimes made the saint-like old man
smile, he thoughtfully laid aside the greater part

of the money sent him, fearing that Charles was
not yet past all his expensive follies, and therefore

not above want for himself. And he congratu-

lated himself on this forethought, when, after

another long silence, it was heard by accident, from

a neighboring farmer, who had been at Liverpool

to sell his wool, that Charles Hepburn was mar-
ried ! Tibby's first impulse was indignation ; but

she suppressed her own feelings to spare those of

her master. " We'll be sure to get a letter next
week," she would say, at the spare weekly Sab-

bath Night's Supper, to which some old friend or

neighbor often came in, uninvited but welcome.
" Postage, Mr. Charles knows to be no light

charge
;

ye are aye complaining o' the parlia-

menters, Robin ; will ye get them to take off that

post-letter cess that brings sae meikle heart-break

to poor wives, widow women, and lanely mothers?

But I'se warrant me Mr. Charles, now that he is a

married man, with the care of a family upon his

head, is another guess thing. I never saw the

wise man yet that marriage did not sober and
steady."

Even to such slender consolation the old father

would try to smile. Of the new ties and duties

Charles had taken upon himself, in a distant land,

he knew nothing : but he hoped, and prayed ; and
his heart revived, and grew strong in its trust,

when his son's next letter called upon him to send

his congratulations to the gentle English girl who
had preferred his Charles to wealthier suitors, and

a grandsire's blessing to the new-born infant,

named, in pride and fondness, by his venerated

name. It had been then that Charles, ever the

man of impulse, had written home, and then, un-

der the influence of new-born feelings, he had
vowed, on the lips of his child, a future life of

wisdom and firmness of purpose—ai-esolution kept

for three long months. At the end of that time

his wife requested to add a postscript to bis letter

home—for Fernylees was still called home—in

which she declared herself, though cast off by her

friends, for what they considered her imprudent

choice, to be, as the wife of Charles, the happiest

woman in England. There was that in the

phrase, which made the old father fear, that, short

as her term of married life had been, it had not all

been thus happy. And he was right. The young
pair—and the wife was very young—had not been

many weeks married, when Charles, by his fre-

quently recurring inattentions and imprudencies,

lost an advantageous employment. Then came
a season of great hardship and privation, in which
everything failed but the affection which mutual

suffering deepened between them into unutterable

tenderness. Oh, well may the slrongest minded
of the human race dread the subduing force of

evil habit, and guard against the very appearance

of evil, when Charles Hepburn, now feeling to

madness the folly and cruelty of his own unsteady

conduct, and, pardoned times without number,

could again fall into error! His final lapse was
more pardonable in the immediate cause, than

many of his former misadventures, though it

chanced to be attended by worse consequences
;

for, though the least, it was the last drop in the

overflowing cup.

Six months before, when sunk in the very

depths of misery, shunned by his gay companions,

and looking forward to the last extremity of pov-

erty ; and when, but for the sake of his wife, he
would have fled to the ends of the earth to avoid

or amend his fortunes, he once more found em-
ployment as an inferior clerk to an extensive com-
pany, the senior partner of which was a native of

Scotland. Their business was chiefly with the

United States. For some weeks the punctuality

and diligence of Charles were quite exemplary.

Mr. Dennistoun began to hope that the bad busi-

ness character which his young countryman uni-

versally bore in Liverpool, was unfounded or

exaggerated.
" New brooms sweep clean," said the cautious;

Mr. William Smith, a junior partner, promoted?
from the quill and packing-cord, for industry and*

attention. He had, indeed, been very unwilling
to receive the branded clerk, who, among other
sins, was understood to have committed that of

rhyme. Mr. Smith was right. The old leaven
still fermented in the constitution of Hepburn ; and'

simultaneously with the discovery of his superior

intelligence in some departments of business, came'
the painful experience that had been forced upon
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all his employers. The temptations of society,

pleasure, and what he called friendship, returned

with unmitigated force upon their fascinated vic-

tim. Three times in the course of the twelve
months he had been discharged, and restored upon
promises of amendment. The last time to the

tears and intercessions of his wife—whom, as a

desperate expedient, Charles had humbled himself

so far as to permit to plead for him. Mr. Dennis-

toun pronounced his conduct " ruinous," such as

he could not overlook, save for Mrs. Hepburn's
sake, just this once. And could Agnes, who
loved so tenderly, and hoped so brightly, doubt

that now her husband, restored to comfort and

respectability, would be steady—be all that was
wanting to make her, poor and unregarded as she

was become, still " the happiest woman in Eng-
land.'.' Once again evil habit prevailed over the

sincere but infirm resolution of Hepburn.
In the bitter cold morning of the 26th of Janu-

ary, 18— , the young wife of Charles Hepburn

—

and she was still under nineteen—sat in the single

poor apartment they rented by the week, hushing
her moaning child ; and at the same time preparing

coffee for her husband's breakfast, to be ready
against the minute he would awake. She knew
that lie slept too long. Her eyes, heavier from a

long nifjht of watching than from tears, for of late

she seldom wept, were mournfully fixed on her

infant, and then a single tear stole down the

cheek, thin and sunken from the " peachy bloom"
once celebrated in Charles' sonnets. The snow-
drift was spinning without, and the twilight was
gray and dull enough that morning, in this narrow
and mean street of a busy and crowded part of

Liverpool.

Agnes had opened but a small part of the shut-

ter, that her husband might obtain another half-

hour's sleep after his prolonged revel. The clock

of a neighboring church struck a late hour. Start-

ing at the sound, she stole on tip-toe to the side

of the bed, and gazed, through now fast-gathering

tears, on the sleeper, the dreamer whether awake
or asleep !—gently pressed her cold lips to his

flushed brow—and turned away. Soft as her
movements had been, they had awaked the rest-

less slumberer ; and she was but seated, with her
child in her lap, when he tossed aside the curtain.

" You are up already, Agnes, love :—I 'm afraid

I kept you up very late last night too ; surely

you did not watch for me? But what a glorious

night, Agnes ! how Burns himself would have
enjoyed it ;—a glorious night ! a Nodes Ambro-
sia nee.

!

"

There was no immediate reply.
" Was Burns a married man?" at last whis-

pered the Englishwoman, whose young silvery

voice was already touched with sorrow ; and she
leant her head on the bosom of her child.

" Married ! ay, to be sure ; have you forgotten
' Bonny Jean,' and the little charming song you
made me teach you— ' When first I went a wooing
of you?'" cried the Scotsman, with some impa-
tience of his wife's ignorance on points so familiar

to himself. "You have then forgotten 'Of all

the airts the wind can blaw,' " he went on, in a
half-reproachful, half-playful tone.

"Oh, no, no, I have not forgotten that."
" Then, quick, Agnes dearest, get me some tea—not coffee to-day—my throat is parched, and my

head aeries like a hundred fiends. Fetch your son

here, and I will nurse him till you get breakfast

;

I trust he is better to-day. But when did you get

up, love? I hope you did not sit for me ; I dare
say it was two o'clock before I got home."
Agnes did not now say how much later it had

been, nor yet how long she had held her solitary

vigil. She placed the boy in his father's arms, and
hastened to procure a small quantity of tea with
her almost last shilling. While she moved about
the room, Charles, still under the excitement of
his revel, talked wildly of the wit, the gaiety, the
national feeling, the rapturous conviviality, with
which his friends and himself, men of different

nations, Scottish, English, Irish, and American,
united by the bond of enthusiastic admiration, had
celebrated the birth-day of Scotland's immortal
bard :

—

And the bonds they grew tighter the more they
were wet.

He repeated the flashes of Scottish genius which
had electrified the banqueters, the bursts of Irish

humor which had set the table in a roar. Either
the fire and spirit of these sallies had totally evap-
orated, or Agnes was an unfit recipient. On this

morning she, for the first time, could not feel with
Charles, or her sympathy was feigned or faint

—

her smile, for she attempted to smile, forced and
languid. Charles, whose sensibility was quick as

ethereal fire, felt damped, disconcerted, and became
silent.

The neighboring church-clock again sullenly

swung forth another hour, with the peculiar heavy
sound of bells in a snow-fall.

He paused in playing with and tossing the

child, whom, in whatever humor it might be, he
always succeeded in making laugh—paused to

count the strokes. " Seven, eight, nine"—he
started

—

"ten, eleven!" He threw down the

boy, and seized his watch. It had run down amid
his jollity. " Good God ! is that clock true

!

Agnes, how thoughtless, how very thoughtless, to

let me sleep so long!" Conscience checked the

unjust reproach. " I could not, Charles ; indeed

I could not find heart to awake you while you
looked so fevered and flushed—so much to need

rest."

"Foolish woman! For this your child may
want bread!" He hastily dressed himself, or

rather huddled on his clothes, soiled and un-

brushed from his revel ; while, ready to faint amid

the struggles of her various feelings, Agnes
tremblingly held the cup of tea to his parched

lips, which he but tasted, as with one look fixed

upon her, in which burned love, grief, and re-

morse, he started away. He flew to the ware-

house, where he should have been, where he had

most unconditionally and indeed voluntarily prom-

ised to be, by nine o'clock ; to the dock, where
the New York packet had lain, in which he was
that morning to have shipped a valuable consign-

ment of expensive British shawls, which were

only to arrive in Liverpool through the night. It

was a duty which Mr. Dennistoun, in a fit of con-

fidence and good-humor, had entrusted to Charles

—had especially selected him to manage, as a

mark of confidence. The vessel had left the dock

—she was out at sea ! In a state of feeling very

far from " glorious," Charles bent his steps to his

place of business with shame and apprehension

—

not unmingled with self-condemnation—striving,

in vain to fortify himself with the reflection of how
weak it was in Agnes not to have roused him

earlier. True, she knew not of his important
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engagements ; she had indeed scarce seen him for

the last twenty-four hours.

The first object that met the eyes of Charles, on

entering the dreaded counting-house, was Mr.
Dennistoun himself, writing at the desk usually

called Mr. Hepburn's. Mr. Smith was similarly

employed at his own desk ; but the young gentle-

man partner, the capitalist, lounged over a news-
paper. Every clerk was, in his own department,

quill-driving as if for life and death ; and nought
was heard but the rustle of sharp-nibbed pens on

paper. The office clock struck the half-hour past

mid-day ; clocks, his enemies throughout all his

life, were this day to be the ruin of Charles Hep-
burn—living things with mocking voices, taunting

his misery. He stood crushing his hat between
his hands, by the side of his own desk ; and, on
his first attempt to speak, the eyes of all the per-

sons present were involuntarily turned upon him,
with expressions varying with the character of the

spectators—all eyes, save those of Mr. Dennistoun,
who never once raised his head. As there was,
after five minutes' waiting, no symptom of that gen-

tleman relaxing in his writing, Charles, his brow
flushing, muttered, in deep confusion, " I am quite

ashamed—quite unpardonable my conduct is this

morning, sir." The old gentleman bowed coldly

in assent, and continued his writing. "But the

Washington has not sailed, though the John
Adams has gone. I trust there is yet time."

" Spare yourself all trouble on that account,

Mr. Hepburn," said the old gentleman, who could

be as stately, when he so pleased, as if bred in a

court, instead of a Glasgow counting-house.
"The goods are shipped—though tardily, yet in

good order. That, sir, became my duty, as I

had been credulous enough to believe the Ethio-
pian could change his skin ; weak enough to as-

sume an improper responsibility." He was still

writing ; and now coolly handed a slip of paper to

Hepburn, who, while his eyes flashed, and then
became dim, read an order to the cash-keeper to

pay instantly whatever arrears of salary were due
to him. That was not much, but Dennistoun,
Smith and Company had no further occasion for

his services ! Charles stood at first dumb and
petrified ; he then attempted to speak, to remon-
strate, to supplicate. He thought of Agnes and
her boy, and bitter and wretched were his feel-

ings. This dismissal was not merely loss of em-
ployment ; it was the wreck of the last remains
of his professional character. Who would trust

any man dismissed in disgrace by the calm and
liberal Dennistoun. In reply to his broken solici-

tation, this gentleman, now inexorable, however
kind he had formerly been, without uttering a

word, wrote away, merely bowing and waving his

hand, in signal to the speaker to be gone. Chok-
ing with feelings of pride, of grief now chafed to

answer, Hepburn abruptly left the counting-house,
and the old gentleman picked up the order he had
dropt, and desired the cash-keeper to pay over the
money to himself. As Charles passed through
the outer-room, the lounging gentleman partner
called to him to pay him a compliment on his

verses, recited at the festival of the preceding
night, which he, an amateur of the muses, had
just finished reading, though in business hours.

It wanted but this, in the present mood of the un-

fortunate Hepburn, to madden him outright. He
ran out ; he passed from street to street ; his only

distinct thought being by which avenue he could

soonest escape from the town. In an hour he

was several miles beyond money-making, many-
masted Liverpool, cursing his existence, and the
day that had given birth to a wretch whose life

was fraught with blighting to all that loved

him. An expression once wrung in anguish from
his aged father, now haunted him, as one idea will

cling to the brain in which reason is failing :

" Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel!" This
he muttered ; shouted in his own ears ; screamed
out in his despair.

The long winter's day wore heavily on with
the drooping and ill-boding Agnes

;
yet she ex-

erted herself to amuse her child, and to prepare
such food against her husband's arrival, as her
slender means afforded, and such as she conceived

best adapted to the state of inanition in which she
knew he must return home after his revel and sub-

sequent exhaustion. That he would not return,

never once occurred to her, many as were the

anxious thoughts over which she brooded. As
the day wore later, Agnes became more and more
uneasy. Occasionally Hepburn's impulsive zeal

had detained him after the ordinary hours of busi-

ness ; and but too frequently he encountered, in

the busy streets of Liverpool, "friends, country-

men, and lovers," all joyously met; whom he
could not entertain in his own poor lodging, and
accordingly adjourned with to a tavern.

In the evening, one or two of Charles' convivial

companions, of the previous night, called at his

lodging to fight their battles o'er again ; but he

was found to be abroad, and his wife, usually a

very lively person, was "sullen," one young
man said; and another, more candid, "in low
spirits—and no wonder." Later in the night, a

porter called, belonging to the Dennistoun and
Smith firm, who was from Charles' native parish,

and who felt kindly towards him, and was often

helpful to him and his wife in many little matters.

When informed that Mr. Hepburn had not yet

come home to dinner, the man looked so blank,

that the imagination of Agnes, prone of late to

gloomy apprehension, caught fresh alarm, and the

simple man was glad to escape from her anxious

questionings. Leaving her sleeping child to the

care of her landlady, Agnes walked to the exten-

sive ware-houses of Mr. Dennistoun. All was
shut up in darkness, and must have been so for

some hours. With difficulty she made her way
home, where Hepburn had not yet appeared ; and

now exhausted from want of sleep and of food,

and tortured by apprehension, she became so ill,

that when the landlady proposed to go to the pri-

vate residence of Mr. Dennistoun, to obtain intelli-

gence of Charles, no opposition was offered.

The Liverpool merchant was in his splendid

drawing-room, enjoying his well-earned evening

leisure in the midst of his family, and with a small

circle of friends. Among the pleasures of the

evening, his favorite grand-child, a girl of thirteen

or fourteen, had sung to the old Highland air to

which they were appropriated, the unlucky Burns'
verses of the more unfortunate Hepburn, which had
been so much admired in the newspapers of the

morning. Mr. Dennistoun was luckily not aware
of the author of Letitia's song, or he might have
listened, on this night, with impatience. The old

melody, (Arrie nam badan,) tender at once and
spirited, had been first heard by him among the

hills of Argyle, more than half a century before.

Whether it were in the music, the voice of the

singer, or the braes and brackens, and heather-
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bells and long yellow broom that mingled in the

song, that the spell lay, or, as was more likely, in

the whole combination, we cannot tell, but the

thoughts of Hepburn, which had hung upon the

old Scotsman's spirits all day, returned to him
more painfully than ever. Not that he repented

what he had done, or of anything save his weak
forbearance, and pernicious indulgence of errors

of so bad example. Yet a man may be fully ac-

quitted by his conscience, as to the justice of a

particular action, and yet be very far from com-
fortable in his- inward feelings. So at least it was
with Mr. Dennistoun, even before a message was
brought up stairs that a woman was below inquir-

ing for Mr. Charles Hepburn, one. of the clerks,

whose wife was dying, while he could not be

heard of anywhere ! The old gentleman became
greatly agitated. His first thought was indeed

terrific. Those excitable hare-brained geniuses

like Hepburn, there was no saying what mad act,

when in a desperate mood, abandoned of reason

and of God, they might perpetrate ! He recalled

the appearance of the young man, the wild ex-

citement of hilarity and the fumes of wine scarcely

out of his brain, when they must have been suc-

ceeded by the fierce extremes of despair and of

stinging self-reproach. Late as it was, and in

spite of the remonstrances of his family, Mr. Den-
nistoun resolved to accompany the woman to Hep-
burn's lodging, and his nephew, the mercantile

amateur of the muses, attended him, to take care

of him home again. The uncomfortable apart-

ment, and its details, were of themselves full of

reproach of the thoughtless and improvident habits

of the owner. Agnes, recovered from the faint-

ing fit which had so much alarmed the landlady,

on the appearance of the two gentlemen, taxed

her spirit to its utmost powers to learn the worst
that fate had in store for her ; but Dennistoun had
neither heart nor nerve, nor could he think it wis-

dom to say more at this time, to the poor creature

for whom he felt so strongly, than that he had
seen Hepburn early in the day. And, in a tone

of parental kindness, he added, " We are both
aware, madam, that our friend Charles is not

always the most punctual of men." Agnes sighed.

The nephew, who, from delicacy, had not ven-

tured farther than the door of the room, could
from thence see that Hepburn's girlish-looking

wife, sitting on a low stool by the side of the cra-

dle, was the most meek, pale, Madonna-like,
mournful beauty he had ever beheld. Hepburn
himself was, he knew, a man of great talents, ab-

solutely a genius. He felt the strongest desire in

the world to have him pardoned and reinstated.

Certainly it was shameful, unkind, disgraceful, to

leave so sweet and beautiful a creature pining in

poverty in this miserable place, while her husband
was revelling, spending a guinea, or perhaps two
guineas, on a single dinner.

But even the light that led astray,

Was light from Heaven !

As much from pity for Agnes, however, as

from sympathy with her husband's poetical and
social tastes, he ventured farther into the apart-

ment ; and to his uncle spoke something between
excuse and vindication of the absent culprit.

Agnes then, first looking eagerly up, her eyes
swimming in grateful tears, gave him encourage-
ment to proceed ; and he urged his suit till he had
fairly exasperated the benevolent, but somewhat
impatient temper of his senior, and turned against

himself the very feelings on which he had relied

for Hepburn's exculpation and forgiveness. He
lauded the genius of those men

—

Scotsmen—in

whom warmth and exaltation of feeling palliated

aberrations unpardonable in the dull, cold-blooded,

money-making mortals, who lived by square and
rule. "There was," he continued in illustration,

" your glorious Burns "

" Be silent, sir !" cried the old man, in a tone

of stern severity, which made Agnes start and
shudder, and which at once imposed silence on the

speaker. " If there be to young men of genius

ohe warning example more impressive and solemn
than another, it is that of the life and death of my
noble and unfortunate countryman, Robert Burns.
And weak, and shallow, and false are they, who
dare plead his magnified or imaginary errors in ex-

tenuation of their meaner follies. Have the weak-
lings any right to plead his faults, who are neither

fired by his genius, elevated by his virtues, nor

tortured by his passions and his pride? If Burns
has left a few careless verses, which unthinking

fools construe to their hurt, has he not given them
hundreds of lessons of deep and purifying tender-

ness ; of virtue in its loveliest, holiest simplicity?

For one careless expression ; for the record—per-

haps fictitious—of one reckless carouse, may we
not, from his writings, learn of thousands of times

when, after a day of hard toil, he wandered away
into solitude, feeling within him the first stirrings

of the hidden strength ,
' the gropings of the Cyclop

round the walls of his cave'—his own splendid

image. Do not the address to a Field-mouse and.

the Cotter's Saturday Night, alone, tell us of

months and years of meditation on the loftiest and

the tenderest themes that can exalt the thoughts

of the true poet, musing on humanity—of the rapt

spirit, rising ' to Him who walks upon the wings

of the wind ;' or, in another mood, welling up

from its depths of tenderness, over the little wild

flower lying crushed in his path ? And what
chilling years of barren toil and hopeless privation

were those !—I declare, before Heaven, it were

enough to make that mighty spirit burst its

prison-house to hear a crowd of drivelling idiots

charge their vices and follies upon the memory of

Burns!"
The old gentleman struck his cane upon the

floor with an energy that recalled his own senses

to the obstreperousness of his tone, and the vio-

lence of his indignant rhapsody. An octave or

two lower, lie apologized to Agnes for his vio-

lence, while he acknowledged that this was a sub-

ject which always provoked him. "There is,"

he said, " no doubt something wrong, and in false

taste in a few of the bravading verses of Burns,

and in later things of the same kind from other

pens, in which fools read damnation to them-

selves ; but still nothing whatever to excuse those

who thus construe them to their own hurt. Those
scenes of gaiety, merriment, and extravagant con-

viviality, or of downright degrading sensuality,

certainly never had existence, save in the brains

of the writers, or the pages of a book. Shall we
blame the genius of Schiller, because a few hot-

headed, excitable, and weak-principled lads chose

to band themselves as robbers, and take to the

forests in emulation of his hero ?"

" Yes," cried Agnes, impressively, " the heart-

broken mothers and sisters of those misled youths

well might blame him whose writings proved so

perniciously seductive. Why will not genius in-

list itself in a nobler cause?"
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" My dear madam, this I fear often resolves

itself into a simple question of commerce," said

Dennistoun, smiling, "which is another cate-

gory." The conversation reverted to Hepburn;
and, kindly enjoining Agnes to take care of

herself and her child, and to send Charles to

him early in the morning, Mr. Dennistoun took

his leave.

This well-meant advice could not realize itself

to the extent of the benevolent man's desire. The
forsaken Agnes could indeed undress herself and

her child, and fold its little fevered frame to her

bosom, and for its sake endeavor to take necessary

sustenance ; but she could not command her tor-

tured spirit to be tranquil, nor her aching eyes to

close.

.

The first tidings of Charles Hepburn were not

obtained by Mr. Dennistoun until the fourth day,

and then through a Lancaster newspaper ; in

which, for the humane purpose of giving informa-

tion to friends, a gentleman answering the appear-

ance of Hepburn, was described to be lying in a

violent brain-fever, at a little wayside public-house.

His hat and his linen bore the initials C. H., but

no papers, or property of any kind, nor means of

tracing him, had been found about his person,

which had probably been rifled before he was dis-

covered by a traveller passing in a gig. A man
had been seen running from the spot across a

field ; but there was no visible injury on the per-

son of the stranger. The condition of his clothes

showed that he must have wandered far ; and
probably lain in the open air for one or more of

those severe nights. It was added, that the

incessant, incoherent, hoarse cry of the unfortu-

nate man, was "Unstable as water, thou shalt not
excel.

'

'

It was a week later, and far up on the topmost
heights of the Fernylees pasture range, that Robin
Steele, at all times a much greater newsmonger
than his master, read the same paragraph in a

Carlisle paper, and instantly left his flock ; and
only four more days had elapsed before the gray-

headed, heart-broken father stood by the bedside of

his daughter-in-law and her apparently dying in-

fant, poisoned by the fevered maternal nutriment
which should have been its life.

By the prompt care of the humane Dennistoun,
Charles Hepburn had. meanwhile, received every
attention needful to his condition. He was now
in the house of a medical man, in Lancaster, and
the strength of his constitution had already over-

mastered the fever. Of the more enduring and
less medicable ailments of his patient, the surgeon
knew, and could say nothing, save that it had done
Mr. Hepburn immense good to hear that his

father was in Liverpool with his wife, and that

he might probably join them in a few days.
But long years elapsed before that meeting took
place.

It was with prospects dark enough that Charles
Hepburn, commending, in the most passionate
terms, his forsaken wife and his infant to the care

and love of his father, and to the tenderness of
Agnes the gray hairs he was, indeed, bringing to

the grave with sorrow, took a pathetic leave of

them both when about to enter, as a private sea-

man, a merchant vessel preparing for the voyage
to India. His letter was dated at Bristol, where
the ship was lying. " Since I cannot live by
reason," he said, "I must live by rule ; since I

cannot be my own master, I must be the slave of

another man's will. Need I say, my own A;
dearest ! best beloved ! most injured ! that 1

carrying with me but one feeble hope—the i

of once again appearing before you, if conscit

shall, after my long, self-prescribed period

exile and probation, say, that there is still pe

on earth for the veriest wretch its surface n

bears."

The rule which the unhappy man had pi

scribed for himself was as rigid as that of tl

most self-mortified anchorite. It was more severe

from being practised in the midst of society an<.

business. His rule was not temperance, for ht

had never been intemperate, but total abstinence

from wine. Solitude was not in his power, for he
wished to be continually engaged in business ; but

he resolved never to employ English speech far-

ther than was absolutely needful, nor one super-

fluous word in any human language. Charles

Hepburn left the ship at Bombay. By his con-

duct he had secured the esteem and goodwill of

the captain ; and from this circumstance, and the

proofs of his superior education and capacity, he

obtained an appointment on an indigo plantation,

in the Upper Provinces, where he esteemed him-

self fortunate in having no European associates

—

no society whatever, save that of the simple

natives. After remaining here for two years he
had money to transmit, and he ventured to write

home ; but these letters never reached his wife

and his father. The money was never claimed.

He now imagined himself strong enough to endure

better the temptations of society ; and he longed

to be rich ! Who had motives like his for gain-

ing what an Indian would smile at as but a very

paltry competence ! The speechless, melancholy

man became the supercargo of a private ship

trading between Bengal and China. His associ-

ates—or those human beings about him—were now
chiefly Lascars, for still he shunned European
society. Again he had written home, but this

time he sent no order for money. All he was
worth was embarked in trade on his own account;

and his intelligence and energy were agreeably

manifested in the success of his speculations. At
the end of bis third voyage Hepburn hoped he was
reformed ! He was at least rich enough in his

own estimation, for he had in his possession bills

on London for £8000 ; and letters from Agnes
and his father had waited him at Madras, beseech-

ing him to come to them—only to come home !

—

to love—to happiness— to a share of the bread

which, by God's blessing on frugal industry, had

never yet failed them—which his exertions must
increase—his presence sweeten ! They had com-

plied with all his proud wishes ; never had his

name been mentioned by them. It was enough
that, in their own hearts they knew that he lived

and loved them.

About noon on an October Sunday, the Carlisle

mail, rolling over the same moor, but at a vastly

augmented rate of speed, set down a traveller, on
the exact spot, where, ten years before, Charles
Hepburn had left his Greysteel. The traveller

was a handsome, grave-looking man, between
thirty and forty, embrowned by the burning suns
of a hot climate, and of the appearance, which, for

want of a more accurate definition, is usually called

military. He carried a very small portmanteau
;

and, as the coach drove off, proceeded on foot up
the stony path, merely a bridle-way, which led

winding into the hills from the wide open moor.
Frequently he paused—looked round the country,
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or tojai
^s watcn

> and to the sun, which was still

high' r ^n one °f tnese halts, he was overtaken by

a y^fting shepherd, with his dog-, but in his Sunday

c l ()trr
iies, for he was returning-, as he told, from the

g ecgeder meeting-house, which stood far off on the

ver.q
' e °f tne moor. In such circumstances, con-

vert nation was inevitable. An intelligent Scottish

sn( 'pherd is not, by very many degrees, less curi

ou r

s than a Yankee farmer.

L " An' ye have been in the Indies'?
—

'Od, it

ffj
.aun be a queer country the Indies. Was't the

pi lace where they have the breed o' sheep Robin
Steele tells about, with tails sae braid that ilk ane

tmaun have a whirlbarrovv to carry the tail o't after

^t. Ye'll have seen Sir Pulteney and young
Craigdarroch, I reckon? It's a desperate place

i the Indies for making siller." The stranger said

L he had seen the gentlemen alluded to ; and added,

j
" And Robin Steele is alive still?"

" Howt ay.—Sae ye kenned Robin? Alive!

what should ail him ?—a doure, steive auld deevil,

who ran wi' the souplest o' us at the last games."
"And as great a Whig as ever?" said the

stranger, smiling.
" Worse," said the man, laughing to see Rob-

in's character so well understood ;
" a clean Glas-

gow Radical. It might cost auld Fernylees his

lack, if the Dyeuke or the Factor were to hear

the half O'Robin's nonsense—ay, and sense too,

which they like far waur." The stranger held

his hat before his face, while his companion eyed
him keenly.

" And Robin is still at the Fernylees ?"

"Ye may be sure o' that, and him in the body.

How could the place do without Robin, or Robin
without the place ? All the three years the auld

Maister lived in the village, Robin hung on about

the farm ; and so was there before him, to wel-

come him and his gude-dochter, when they went
back."

" His whom 1

?" inquired the stranger, eagerly.

"His gude-dochter—that's what the English
call his daughter-in-law :—ye'll no understand our
Scottish tongue. And a good dochter has she
been to him—English and stranger to our country
though she be. Yea, in truth, what Ruth the

Moabitess was to ancient Naomi, and—better to

him than ten sons. Mrs. Charles is, to be sure,

an angel upon the yearth— sent to make up to

that worthy patriarch o' the Fernylees i' the end
of his day for the crossing and cumber he has

had with his family, and fight with world's gear.

I'm jalousing ye have aynce kenned some-
thing o' the Fernylees folk ?'"'

The stranger bowed in acquiescence.

"Their tale is soon told. Old Fernylees gave
up the farm to Mr. Gilbert, and brought home
Charles' English wife and her child, just after

that, good-hearted, harumscarum, ne'er-do-weel,

ran off from her and his bairn to gude kens whith-

er-and-beyont. Tibby Elliott (if ye kenned the

lave, ye would ken Tibby, for she was aye the

tongue o' the trump in the house of Fernylees)

grudged at first a fremit woman, with a young
wean, coming home to be a burden on the auld

Maister's sma' means ; but He who brings good
out of ill, made the sight o' that young English
lady even the greatest blessing ever fell on the

auld Maister's gray head. With her white genty
hands she wrought wi' her needle and her shears,

late and early, for him and her bairn ; keeping a
bit school for the farmers' dochters here about :

and wi' her kindness and her counsel she stayed

and comforted him in all his afflictions. The hale

country-side blessed her ; and when, in the hinder-

end of the ither year, the plea about her tocher,

carried on by the great Mr. Dennistoun, the Liv-

erpool merchant, out of his own pocket—lose or

win—for her behoof and her bairn's, was fairly

won—conscience ! ye would have thought it was
the auld Dyeuke's birth-day come back, when
rents were reasonable, and nae Radicals in the

country-side. There was as good as five thou-

sand pounds o' it—very convenient it came to buy
back the stocking of the Fernylees, when Mr.
Gilbert, seeing every year growing worse than the

last in this rack-rent country, would be off to Van
Dieman's Land, before the Dyeuke had gotten his

last plack. Robin Steele will no let on what the

new rent is ; but if mercats bide up, there 's bread

to be made out o' the Fernylees yet, he says, if

there were younger een to look after it. Yet it is

just wonderful how the auld Maister, in his blind-

ness, goes about the knowes, led by his grandson
;

but he has kenned the braes all his days."
" My father ! My father !" exclaimed the stran-

ger, surprised and shocked by the information of

his father's blindness ; and the voluble young
shepherd, considerably abashed, now knew in

whose presence he stood. Where his now quiet

companion's road struck off, Charles shook hands,

and parted from him almost in silence.

Charles suffered the shades of night to fall deep
before he found courage to leave the hazel copse

and approach the house, and peer over the window-
curtain into the little green walled parlor, where,

in the blaze of the turf-fire, sat all that was dearest

to him, the faces that had haunted him, asleep or

awake, in the jungle, on the deck, or at the desk !

On one side of the fire, in his old place, sat his

silver-haired blind father ; on the opposite seat,

his Agnes ; and leaning on the old man's knee,

with a book—yes, that was his boy ! He was now
prattling to the grandsire, who spoke and smiled to

Agnes ; and as she returned his speech and smile,

he drew his hand caressingly over the child's head,

as if complying with some fond request. Charles

could stand no longer. He perceived his friend

Tibby, unchanged in looks, dress, or bearing,

spreading the cloth on the small table, from which
she had just removed the Bible, probably after

family worship, and he drew into the shade of the

porch as she passed him to go to the outer kitch-

en, and smiled internally, yet not without a slight

pang, as he heard her say, " Na, Robin, ye'll see

we are just going to have anither spoiled bairn

—

the auld game o' the young Chevalier ower again.

There 's the auld Maister consenting that the little

rogue shall sit up this night, to the Sabbath
Night's Supper : but, to be sure, there 's a rea-

son for it ; for the bairn repeated the fifth Com-
mand in the distinct way it would have done your

heart good to hear. I maun make him a pan-

cake."
In ten minutes afterwards the boy spoken of,

panting and rosy, came flying into the kitchen,

crying, " Robin, Robin shepherd ! there 's a grand

gentleman sitting under Judon's ash, just where
my grandpa' says his prayers : come and see

him." They went out hand in hand.

In three minutes Robin was back—his eyes

staring, his hair rising. " As I am a living sin-

ner, Tibby Elliot, if Charles Hepburn be in the

body, he is sitting under Judon's ash—and I have

seen him !"

Tibby turned round, the frying-pan in her hand
;
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and brandishing it about, burst into the most ex-

traordinary screaming and eldritch laugh her old

friend had ever heard, seen, or imagined. Ner-
vous disorders and hysterics were rare at the

Fernylees.
" P the body ! and what for should he no be i'

the body ! heich ! heich ! heich! Eh, sirs!" and

down dropt the frying-pan ; and Tibby raised her

hands, wept and sobbed in a manner yet more
frightful and eldritch. " As ye are a living sin-

ner ! and are na ye a living sinner ? I could prove

it. And what for should not Charlie Hepburn
come hame, and appear in the body to his own
bairn on the very spot where his godly father

has wrestled heich ! heich ! heich ! heich !

" and she went off into another fit of hideous

and wild laughter.

Robin was now almost at his wit's end. It was
clear Tibby had lost her senses, so there was no

time to lose with her. He had read or heard that

cold water was a specific in hysterics, or vapors,

or some female ailment or other ; and seizing a

large cog, that stood full on the dresser, he dashed

its whole contents about her, leaving her in the

middle of the kitchen like a dissolving Niobe.

When Robin went again to Judon's ash no one

was there !—but through the same pane where
Charles Hepburn had lately looked, he saw " the

blithest sight had e'er been seen in the Fernylees

since the auld maister's bridal." An instinctive

feeling of delicacy, which nature often denies to

the peer to plant in the bosom of the shepherd-

swain, told Robin that this, however, was no
sight for him—and he went back to his friend.

" It 's just Charlie Hepburn, Tibby lass ! come
home at last, a wise man and a wealthy. Losh,
woman ! ye surely canna be angered at me, a feal

auld friend ! for twa or three draps o'clean cauld

water spilt between us, meant a' for your good?
Let me help ye off with your dripping duds, and
busk ye quick to welcome the Young Chevalier.

If I 've done ye offence, I '11 make ye amends."

"I freely forgi'e ye, Robin," Tibby sobbed;
" freely forgi'e ye—ye meant weel. But this

should be a Sabbath Night's Supper we ne'er

saw the marrow o' in the Ha'House o' the Ferny-
lees. And, save us, man ! drawback the broche !

Is this a time to scouther the single dyeuke, [duck

meant this time, not Duke,] when I hae skailt in

my joy the dear bairn's pancake. But ye are no
caring, dear, deed are ye no !" cried the gracious

Tibby, as the boy burst bounding upon them,
and clasping Robin's knees, exclaimed, " That
gentleman is my papa ; I took him from Judon's
ash to my mamma. Did you see him, Robin ?

He 's a braw gentleman ! I have looked at him
all this time. Mamma cried, but my blind papa
lifted his hands and said his prayers ; and my
other papa said to me, ' Run now, my boy, and
call my trusty fere, Robin Steele. Let me have
all my father's friends about me.' "

The " trusty fere" kept the child for sometime ;

and then they went together to summon Tibby's

old aid, now a decent shepherd's wife, and mis-

tress of a neighboring bothie.

Seated by the thrice-blest Agnes at the head of

his board, the dim eyes of the venerable old man
seemed on this night to beam with a heavenly

lustre. "Nay, Robin, nay Tibby, ye shall sit

by, and among us," he said, as the faithful old

servants would on this night have withdrawn

;

" ye have shared days of sorrow wi' us, we will

share our joy together. Sit ye down, dear friends,

while we crave the Almighty's blessing on anither

Sabbath Night's Supper."

From the Protestant Churchman.

BRIDGES.

I have a bridge within my heart,

Known as the " Bridge of Sighs ;"

It stretches from life's sunny part,

To where life's darkness lies.

And when upon this bridge I stand,

To watch life's tide below,

Sad thoughts come through the shadowy land,

And darken all its flow.

Then, as it winds its way along

To sorrow's bitter sea,

Mournful is the spirit-song,

That upward floats to me.

A song which breathes of blessings dead,

Of friends and friendships flown
;

Of pleasures gone—their distant tread

Now to an echo grown.

And hearing thus, beleaguering fears

Soon shut the present out,

While bliss but in the past appears,

And in the future doubt.

O, often then will deeper grow

The night which round me lies
;

I wish that life had run its flow,

Or never found its rise !

I have a bridge within my heart,

Known as the bridge of faith
;

It spans, by a mysterious art,

The streams of life and death.

And when upon this bridge I stand,

To watch the tide below,

Sweet thoughts come from a sunny land,

And brighten all its flow.

Then, as it winds its way along

Toward a distant sea,

O pleasant is the spirit-song,

That upwards floats to me.

A song of blessings never sere,

Of love " beyond compare,"

Of pleasures flowed from troublings here,

To rise serenely there.

And hearing thus, a peace divine

Soon shuts each sorrow out
;

And all is hopeful and benign,

Where all was fear and doubt.

often then will brighter grow
The light which round me lies

;

1 see from life's beclouded flow,

A crystal stream arise. A. I). F. R.
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From Hood's Magazine.

THOMAS HOOD.

It is with a heavy and an aching heart that we
darken these pages, that have so often reflected the

brilliant wit of our beloved Editor, and the calmer
lustre of his serious thoughts, with the sad tidings

of his approaching death ; a death long feared by
his friends, long even distinctly foreseen, but not

till now so rapidly approaching as to preclude all

hope. His sufferings, which have lately undergone
a terrible increase, have been, throughout, sustain-

ed with manly fortitude, and Christian resignation.

He is perfectly aware of his condition ; and we
have no longer any reason, nor any right, to speak

ambiguously of a now too certain loss—the loss

of a great writer : great in the splendor of his co-

pious imagery, in his rare faculty of terse incisive

language, in his power and pregnancy of thought,

and in his almost Shakspearian versatility of gen-

ius
;
great in the few, but noble works he leaves

behind
;
greater still, perhaps, in those which he

will carry unwritten to his early tomb. It is this

indeed which principally afflicts him : the Man is

content to die—he has taken leave of his friends,

and forgiven his enemies, (if any such he have,)

and " turned his face to the wall ;" but the Poet
still longs for a short reprieve, still watches to

snatch one last hour for his art ; and will perhaps

even yet, once more, floating towards the deep
waters of eternity, pour out his soul in song.

In any case, this, the last number of his Maga-
zine that he may live to see, shall not go forth

without some impress of the Master's hand—some
parting rays of the Flame now flickering low in

the socket. We have chosen for this purpose the

beautiful conclusion of his "Ode to Melancholy,"
which those who know it will delight to read

again, while for others it may help to solve the

enigma of his many-sided genius, to account for

the under-current of humor that often tinctured

his gravest productions, and to justify the latent

touch of sadness that was apt to mingle in his

most sportive sallies. Truly, indeed, for the Poet's

earnest heart,

"All things are touch'd with Melancholy,
Born of the secret soul's mistrust,

To feel her fair ethereal wings
Weigh'd down with vile degraded dust

;

Even the bright extremes of joy

Bring on conclusions of disgust,

Like the sweet blossoms of the May,
Whose fragance ends in must.
Oh give her, then, her tribute just,

Her sighs and tears, and musings holy !

There is no music in the life

That sounds with idiot laughter solely

;

There 's not a string attun'd to Mirth,
But has its chord in Melancholy."

Hood's " Ode to Melancholy;' (1827.)

Fort Leavenworth.—Such is the loveliness

of this situation, and so enticing is its society, that

it allures back all who have once seen it and en-

joyed the hospitality and kindness of the officers

stationed there. Situated upon the bluff which at

this place gradually slopes back from the river, it

commands a fine prospect of the surrounding coun-

try, sprinkled over with trees and diversified by

hill and dale—being at once a place of great

strength and beauty. The landing is one of the

best on the river, Nature having erected a stone

wall the whole distance of the front, against which

the turbid waters of the Missouri beat ; but it is a
wharf which will last for ages, and require no
repair. The parade ground is a beautiful spot,

surrounded on three sides by officers' and compa-
nies' quarters, and on the other, by stables capable

of containing horses for six complete companies
of dragoons. At this time there are six companies
stationed at the fort, four of dragoons and two of

infantry, none of which, however, are full. Once
in every two months the troops are reviewed and
drilled, and a few hours which we spent at the

fort, the other day, happened to be upon one of
these occasions ; and a finer looking set of officers

and men we never expect to see.

Fort Leavenworth has long been regarded as an
important military post ; and now that it is pro-

posed to create a new territory on the other side

of the river, it acquires additional importance, as,

in that event, it will no doubt be the seat of gov-

ernment, at least for a long time. It is convenient

and accessible from all points on the frontier, and
must, from its centrality, before long have the

superintendency of Indian affairs. It is also the

best point for emigrants to start from to Oregon,
as by doing so they can keep between the waters

of the Kansas, on the one hand, and the Nemeha
and tributaries of the Missouri, on the other.

Indeed, nothing now prevents emigration from

this point but prohibition, and we have heard

that this will be removed.

—

Weston Journal.

Liebig when a Boy.—Liebig was distinguished

at school as " booby," the only talent then cultiva-

ted in German schools being verbal memory. On
one occasion, being sneeringly asked by the mas-
ter what he proposed to become, since he was so

bad a scholar, and answering that he would be a

chemist, the whole school burst into a laugh of

derision. Not long ago, Liebig saw his old school-

master, who feelingly lamented his own former

blindness. The only boy in the same school who
ever disputed with Liebig the station of " booby"
was one who never could learn his lesson by heart,

but was continually composing music, and writing

it down by stealth in school. This same individual

Liebig lately found at Vienna, distinguished as a

composer, and conductor of the Imperial Opera-

House. I think his name is Reuling. It is to be

hoped that a more rational system of school

instruction is now gaining ground. Can anything

be more absurd or detestable than a system which
made Walter Scott and Justus Liebig " boobies"

at school, and so effectually concealed their natural

talents, that, for example, Liebig was often lec-

tured before the whole school on his being sure

to cause misery and broken hearts to his parents,

while he was all the time conscious, as the above

anecdote proves, of the possession of talents simi-

lar in kind to those he has since displayed ?

—

Dr.
Gregory on the Head and Character of Liebig, in

the Phrenological Journal.

Proving an Alibi.—A clergyman at Cambridge
preached a sermon which one of his auditors com-
mended. "Yes," said a gentleman to whom it

was mentioned, " it was a good sermon, but he
stole it." This was told to the preacher. He
resented it, and called on the gentleman to retract

what he had said. " I am not," replied the ag-

gressor, " very apt to retract my words, but in

this instance I will. I said you had stolen the

sermon : I find I was wrong ; for on returning

home, and referring to the book whence I thought
it was taken, I found it there."

—

Critic.
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ALGM, OR SEA-WEEDS.

[This little paper is abridged from the Inverness

Courier newspaper. It is interesting as a fair

specimen of the compositions of the numerous re-

flecting and observant men scattered over our

country in the capacity of land-agents ; and we
have no doubt that its thoughtful reference to

nature at large will, with most of our readers, be

sufficient to excuse the local application of some of

its details.]

—

Chambers' Journal.

We have a great and growing antipathy at the

term iveed, and cannot help coming to the belief

that Dr. Johnson was not following his own nose

when he defined weed as an herb " noxious or use-

less," as we apprehend such an anomaly as a

weed in the sense entertained by the doctor, has

no place in nature. The doctor, if he had exer-

cised his own judgment in the matter, would, we
are convinced, have come to a different conclusion,

and would, or at least should, have defined it as

" an herb, the use of which is not yet understood. H

With all due deference to the great lexicographer,

and as the term is probably too firmly fixed in our

language ever to be eradicated, we wTould define

weed as an agent for gathering, arranging, and

storing up matter below the reach of, and intangi-

ble to, animal and the higher grades of vegetable

life ; thus fulfilling a great and mighty end in the

scheme of creation—the gathering together of the

stray substances which, amid nature's varied man-
ufactures, has as it were slipped through her fin-

gers, and would have run to waste, and converting

them, by sure and certain processes, into tangible

and useful compounds.
In the article of the alga?, or sea-weeds, we are

particularly struck with the economy of nature in

so singularly adapting the means to the end. The
office of these plants is to collect the stray sub-

stances held in solution by the salt water, particu-

larly the alkalies and phosphates ; and as these

have to be extracted from the water, and not from

the earth beneath it, the plants have no roots,

properly speaking, but simply processes for cling-

ing to the hard and flinty rocks, as points of attach-

ment ; while, at the same time, in place of a firm

and erect stem to keep the branches and leaves ex-

panded, as in terrestrial plants, and which would
be cumbrous and unhandy for plants which change
their medium as often and as regularly as the

tides, they are furnished writh innumerable air-bags

or vessels for accomplishing this purpose, so that

the branches and leaves of the plant may come in

contact with the greatest possible quantity of

water consistent with its size—these air-vessels

serving the double purpose of furthering the plant

in its destined office, and when this is accom-
plished, floating it to our shores and beaches to be
applied to useful purposes. * *

In sailing or steaming round our west and
northern coasts in the months of April and May,
one is struck with the number of boats and men,
and horses and carts, and women and boys, and
creels, all busily employed at ebb tide in cutting
and carrying away sea-weed from the shores, for

the purpose of manuring the fields ; and when we
think of the immense quantities of potatoes raised
almost exclusively by this manure, and the number
of people who live upon them not only in the
country, but in the towns to which they are ex-
ported, we must come to the conclusion that the
algae, or sea-weeds, are a tribe of plants of vast
importance to a large section of the population of

Scotland at least ; and, when taken in conjunction

with the peaty and waste soils round our coasts,

almost invaluable, as no species of manure reduces
a rough peaty soil so quickly to a state fit for the
production of human food. There is no need of
waiting for the " meliorating effects of the atmos-
phere,' where there is plenty of sea-weed. The
lotter, with sea-weed at command, commences his

spring labor at the middle of April, and by the

middle of May, if the weather be propitious, will

have planted potatoes sufficient to serve a numer-
ous family all the year round ; and that on the most
forbidding peaty soils, never before touched by the

spade of man, and of the value, in its natural stale,

of some three half-pence or twopence per Scotch

acre. This is always done on what is called the

lazy-bed system, which, in spite of the name, is

perhaps the best system for " bringing in" all

rough, deep, peaty soils, as the lotter can always
calculate on a crop the first season by this mode

—

an immense affair to a person whose capital or

stock in trade consists merely of his " thews and
sinews." * *

If we may judge from the scramble there is for

sea-ware all over the thickly-peopled parts of our

sea-coasts in March, April, and May, there is evi-

dently a very great demand and want of sea-ware

for agricultural purposes ; as, besides the great

breadths annually cut from the shores at spring

tides, hundreds of boats and men are yearly em-
ployed dragging it from the bottom with grappling

irons—and a most laborious and tedious operation

it is—to e]je out the scanty supply, and which sup-

ply will become yearly more scanty as population

increases and waste lands are being taken in.

With these views, I need not say that I believe an

increase of the sea-ware round our coasts would be

a very great blessing and advantage, and would
form a permanent source of subsistence to thou-

sands yet unborn ; and I am gratified to say that

this can be accomplished to a very great extent in

a great many situations, and at an expense not

likely to prove a barrier in this age of overflowing

capital. It is well known that sea-weed prevails

most on our rocky coasts ; and the reason of this

simply is, that the weed requires a point of attach-

ment—something tangible and steadfast to hold

by—that it may spread its branches and leaves to

catch the stray matter held in solution by the

water. With this point of attachment, nothing

further is required to constitute a perennial field

of algae ; nature does all the rest. And hence

there need be no dread of greedy and. slothful

tenants over-cropping the land, dissipating the

phosphates, and allowing the drains to choke up,

and forgetting to pay the per centage on the capi-

tal you had invested in them. This is a bargain

you are making with nature, and she never repu-

diates. Here, for once, that wise old saw of that

wise old cock, Franklin—namely, that always

taking out of the meal tub, and never putting in,

soon runs to the bottom—is rendered null. There

is nothing but cut and come again with the sea

weed : it is, in fact, a modern exemplification of

the widow's cruise and the barrel of meal on a

gigantic scale. In walking along the sea-coast al

ebb tide, we see that, wherever a beetling cliff

projects into the sea, and, as a consequence, the

shattered rocks that tumble down from time to

time are strewed along the beach, here it is that

the sea-weeds are most luxuriant. Now, what
nature does in this case we can do artificially, and

that to our advantage, as, from the laws that gov-
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ern falling bodies, the beach must have a certain

inclination before the shattered rocks can roll into,

and remain in, the zone where the algae naturally

grow. Now, the inclination required to be so

great where stones roll in by their own gravity,

that the breadth of this zone is consequently greatly

narrowed, and instead of having a breadth of sea-

weed—as we may have artificially—of a half, or

even a whole mile, we have frequently only a few
yards.

All that is necessary to constitute a field of sea-

weed, is to strew the shore under high-water mark
with rough boulders from the nearest cliff; and in

order that the shores may be regularly planted,

the stones should be regularly laid down at the

rate of about one in every yard square. This
" planting" of the shores is not at all a new thing,

but has been practised on a small scale in various

parts of the Highlands, and, in every instance that

I have heard of, with the very best success. I

lately visited a small patch that had been thus arti-

ficially done, some twenty or twenty-five years

since, and was quite pleased with the result, as it

looked better than any natural piece of sea-ware
within miles of it. The piece consisted of about

one-third of a Scotch acre, and was done by a

small lotter in liquidation of arrears of rent. He,
the lotter, I believe, still enjoys the sea-ware of

this piece, which he and a neighbor of his assured

me could be easily disposed of at 24s. every two
years, or, 12s. yearly, being at the rate of 36s.

yearly per Scotch acre. I could not so easily as-

certain the expense the job had actually cost, as

your genuine Celt has an innate caution about him
in all matters relative to pounds, shillings, and

pence, and has as much dread of breaking through

or establishing any precedent that may hereafter

infringe his interests, as any lawyer who ever sat

at the Queen's Bench. I, however, understood

that the job had been the " dernier resort" of the

landlord, and probably cost twice as much as it

would have done, under ordinary circumstances.

In looking at the job, I had no doubt that it

could have been done in the present day at about

£8 or £10 per Scotch acre. Supposing, then,

the value of an acre of sea-weed at 30s., and the

expense of creating it £10, the investment would
be something about a seven years' purchase—no
bad ' ; spec," one should think, in the present state

of the money market ; and in slock as permanent
as the earth itself.

In carrying out improvements of this kind, little

engineering skill is required. The only thing to

be considered is the nature of the rock or stone to

be laid down ; and, contrary to what one would ex-

pect, land stones are greatly superior to stones

taken from either salt or fresh water, and in all

cases give, and continue to give, a much superior

crop. The reason of this seems simply to be, the

smoothness of the surface of rolled or water-worn
stones not permitting the seeds of the plant, in the

first instance, to form a lodgment; and, in the

second place, being too smooth for the fibrous

attaching apparatus of the plant to keep a perma-

nent hold of. In regard to the size of the stones,

little nicety is required ; large stones will do

equally as well as small ; but it is evident they

will be much more expensive in first laying down.

Stones of from twenty to forty pounds would be a

very handy size, and such as carry a close cover-

ing of lichens, and break with a rough granular

fracture, will probably answer best. When too

small, they are apt to be carried out to sea, or cast

upon the beach when under a full crop of buoyant
sea-weed. The conveniency and accessibility of

the situation will naturally influence the planter
;

as also the risk of the new-laid stones being lifted

or sanded up ; but this is easily guarded against.

When we look at the miles and miles on end
of barren gravel and sand on some of our sea-

coasts, without one vestige of vegetation, and our

eye at last rests on some rocky corner abounding
in marine vegetable life, we are struck with the

difference, but merely imagine that this corner,

somehow or other, is favorable to the growth of

sea-weed. We do not advert to the fact, that the

sea is imbued with the same qualities and influ-

ences on the barren and gravelly beach as in the

rocky and weedy corner ; nevertheless it is the

same. The rent and shattered rocks precipitated

into the sea from the cliffs above is the work of

nature in her incessant career of building up and
pulling down. This operation we can happily

imitate, to the extent at least of strewing our

shores with the fragments of our mountains

;

while nature at the same time " bears a hand,"
and clothes these fragments with perpetual ver-

dure.

From the Forget-Me-Not.

THE PROPHET IN THE WILDERNESS.

LINES ON AN ENGRAVING BY MARTIN.

When, from before the threatening queen,

Far for his life the prophet fled,

He durst not seek the fields of green,

But straightway to the desert sped.

There, 'neath the juniper, he came
To make its favoring shade his rest,

For languor bent his aged frame,

And heavier woe his heart oppressed.

Losing his trust that weary day,

He lifts the murmuring voice on high
;

" Now take, O Lord, my life away

!

It is enough—now let me die !"

As thus he lay amid the waste,

His faithful God beheld him there

;

And, pitying, bade his angel haste

His grief to soothe, his meal prepare.

Then rose the seer His name to bless,

Who for the houseless wanderer spread

A table in the wilderness,

And there with stren<nhenin<T waters fed.

SONNET ON THE DEATH OF LAMAN ELAN-

CHARD.

Gentle and kind of heart—of spirit fine
;

The " Elia" of our later day—the sage

Who smiled the while he taught, and on the page
'Mid wisdom's gold bade gems of wit to shine

;

He hath departed, and the tuneful Nine
Mourn a true worshipper; his lyric strain,

His moral song, for these we list in vain
;

The sparkling essay, pure in its design,

And full of racy humor, we no more
With each recurring month shall read, and still

Improve the fancy and instruct the will

With images and thoughts from that rich store,

That mental treasury—that copious rill,

That freshened and gave life to all it gushed o'ei.

H. G. A.
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From Chambers' Journal.

BOOKSELLING BEFORE THE INVENTION OF

THE PRESS.

It has long- been acknowledged that the book-

selling business, from its very nature, requires a

greater amount of intelligence to be successfully

carried on than any other branch of trade. Au-
thors—who must be considered good judges of the

matter—have, as a body, testified in favor of this

view of bookselling ; and although disappointed

writers occasionally show an aptitude to decry
"the trade" and its professors, yet the most emi-
nent authors have seldom joined in such a condem-
nation. Dr. Johnson speaks of them only too

highly, for he designates them " the patrons of
literature," whilst in truth they are only the agents
of its real patrons, the public. DTsraeli the elder

remarks, that " eminent booksellers, in their con-
stant intercourse with the most enlightened class

of the community—that is, the best authors and
the

.
best readers—partake of the intelligence a-

round them." Booksellers are inseparably iden-
tified with literary history. Whoever, therefore,

takes an interest in that progress of civilization

which has been helped on so materially by letters,

will find much to instruct and entertain him in

tracing back, through the records of past time, the
rise and vicissitudes of the book-trade, and by
finally looking round on the present condition of
things, and following its progress up to the state

in which it now exists. With this view we have
busied ourselves in collecting various historical

notices and anecdotes concerning booksellers and
their craft, from the earliest down to the present
time.

Before the invention of printing, the articles in

which the booksellers dealt were manuscripts.
These were inscribed on some flexible material,
manufactured either from the inner bark of trees,

(hence the Latin word liber, and the German
buche or book,) from the leaves of the papyrus
plant, or from leather or parchment. In one of
the earliest forms of books, only one side of the
material was written on, and one sheet was joined
to the end of another till the work, or one section
of it, was finished, when it was rolled up on a
cylinder, or staff. The leaves composing such
books were designated pagina?, from which we de-
rive our term "page;" the sticks upon which
they were rolled were cylindri, at each end of
which was a knob for evolving the scroll. These
balls were called umbilici, or cornua, " horns," of
which they were often made, though sometimes
composed of bone, wood, or metal, either elabo-
rately carved, or richly inlaid with gold, silver, or
precious stones

; the edges of the scroll were
called frontes. On the outside of each scroll was
written its title.* In the earlier manuscripts, the
writing was not divided into words, but joined in
continuous lines. The Greeks read from right to
left, and from left to right alternately, the reader
commencing the one line immediately under the
termination of the line above. This was a highly
necessary arrangement for the guidance of the
reader, who, by adopting the modern plan, would
have been very apt to "lose his place" on ac-
count of the extreme length of the lines : for those
ancient volumes were much larger than we at the

* The ancients seldom numbered the divisions of their
works as we do, but named them after some deity or pat-
ron. Thus the books of Herodotus respectively bear the
names of the muses.
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present day have any notion of. # The scroll,

when rolled up, was often a yard and a half long,
and the lines of manuscript consequently very lit-

tle short of that, across. WT
hen extended, each

volume was sometimes fifty yards long. A roll of
calico, such as is seen standing at linen drapers'
shop window's, will give the reader some idea of
the external form of an ancient book, without its

umbilicus or roller. Each scroll was usually

washed in cedar-oil, or strewn between each wrap
with cedar or citron-chips, to prevent it from rot-

ting or being eaten by insects. Ancient books did

not exclusively consist of scrolls. The Romans
had also books of papyrus, or vellum, folded in

square- leaves like ours. These they called codices.

Such were the articles which formed the stock

in trade of a Grecian bookseller. The trader was
also the manufacturer, keeping a number of tran-

scribers to make copies of the works he sold.

Diogenes Laertius mentions that there were at

Athens public bookshops called Bibliopoleia ; nor
were these libraries solely devoted to the copying
and selling manuscript books, for it was the cus-

tom among the learned to meet in the shops to dis-

cuss the literary gossip of the day, to criticise,

possibly, a new comedy by Aristophanes, the trag-

edy of the last feast of Bacchus, or to dispute on
the latest philosophic theory. In those times
when, from the extreme labor of producing them,
books were both dear and scarce, the shopkeeper
sometimes hired a qualified person to read a new
manuscript to his learned customers, and to give

an exposition or lecture concerning it. This must
have been an important branch of his business

;

for, from the high price of books, the sale of cop-

ies must have been upon a very limited scale. The
works of Plato appear to have had an unusually
large circulation, for concerning them history re-

cords one of the earliest instances of literary pira-

cy : Hermodorus the Sicilian, a disciple of that

philosopher, having turned his attention to book-
selling, extended the sale of his master's works
not only throughout Greece, but as far as Sicily.

This was done, however, without the consent of
the author.

When literature, in its onward course, left the
shores of Greece and fixed itself for a time at Al-
exandria, under the fostering encouragement of
the Ptolemies, the bookselling business had be-

come of so important a character, that a regular
market was established for the sale of manuscripts.
" The trade" was chiefly composed of emigrant
Greeks, who had by that period acquired a char-

acter all over the civilized world for cunning and
knavery. Hence we find Strabo bitterly complain-

ing that most of the volumes at the Alexandrian
market were "copied only for sale;" in other

words, hastily, and without revision or comparison
with the originals. Pie also laments that the im-

pertinence of the transcribers introduced matter

which the author never penned. This scanty in-

formation is all which exists concerning the book-

* The implements used by a Grecian or Roman scribe

were as follow :
—" A reed cut like our pens ; inks of dif-

ferent colors, but chiefly black ; a sponge to cleanse the
reed, and to rub out such letters as were written by mis-
take ; a knife for mending- the reed

;
pumice for a simi-

lar purpose, or to smooth the parchment ; compasses for

measuring the distances of the lines ; scissors for cutting
the paper ; a puncher to point out the beginning and end
of each line ; a rule to draw lines and divide the sheets
into columns ; a glass containing sand, and another glass
filled with water, probably to mix with the ink."

—

Man-
ual of Classical Literature : from the German of J. J.
Eschenburg.
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sellers of the old world. When, however, litera-

ture forsook the east, and, travelling westward,
set up a long rest in Rome, more ample details

concerning- their mode of doing business are at

our disposal.

The first mention of Latin books, as forming
regular articles of commerce, is made by several
Writers who existed during the time of the Roman
emperors. It is to be inferred that, previous to

that time, people of distinction borrowed works
from their authors, and caused copies to be made
either by professed scribes, (hbrarii,) or by their

own slaves. Gradually, however, the demand for

books made it worth while for certain individuals

to devote time and capital to their purchase, and
these tradesmen were designated, after their Gre-
cian brethren, bibliopole. Their shops were in

public places : in, for instance, the well-frequented

streets near the Forum, the Palladium, the Sigilarii,

the Argiilelum, and the temple of peace ; but prin-

cipally, according toGellius, in the Via Sandalina-
ria. These shops being, as at Athens, much re-

sorted to by men of letters, were the chief sources of
literary information ; they formed what modern
newspapers call an "excellent advertising me-
dium :" announcements of new works were con-
stantly exhibited not only outside the shops, but
upon the pillars of the interior. Depots for the

sale of manuscripts were also to be met with in

the provincial towns. Amongst the Roman book-
sellers originated the practice of purchasing copy-
rights, and it lias been clearly ascertained that

several of the most celebrated Latin works were the

exclusive property of certain bibliopola?. The
names of several of these booksellers have been
handed down to posterity, chiefly on account of
Ptheir excellent mode of doing business, and for

tihe care which they took in insuring the correct-

mess of the manuscripts they sold; frequently go-
>jng to the additional expense of employing the

-authors themselves to examine and compare the

(Copies made from their works. The Tonsons,
Longmans, Cadelis, and Murrays of the times of
Horace, Cicero, Martial, and Catullus, (who men-
tion them,) were the "speculative" Tryphon,
the " prudent" Atrectus, Tul. Lucensis " the

freed man," the brothers Sosius, Q. P. Valerianus
Dicius, and Ulpius. We are informed by Galenus
that less respectable bookdealers took dishonest

: advantage of the fair fame of these magnates in

the "trade," by forging the imprints of those

^celebrated publishers upon imperfect and ill-

written copies.*

With the fall of the Roman empire the book-
selling business not only declined, but was for a
time swept away from the list of trades. Litera-
ture and science, ingulfed in the monastic system,
were hidden in the cloister. The monks became
the transcribers of books, and in this laborious

• occupation the learned Benedictines are known to

have particularly excelled. The works produced
by these religious men where almost exclusively
missals, or books of devotion ; copies of the Scrip-
tures were also produced by them, though to a
less extent. There was, however, at this period,

a great difficulty in procuring material on which to

write books, and the device, more ingenious than
• commendable, was resorted to of deterging the
-writing of old classics, and then using the cleaned

;
parchment for the works required. This practice

r is understood to have caused the loss to the world

* History of the Book-Trade and the art of Book-Print-
ing. By Frederic MetZ, Darmstadt : 1334.

of several classic authors. Occasionally, in old

collections of manuscript books, a missal or copy

of the Gospels is to be seen inscribed on vellum,

on which shines faintly the not-altogether obliter-

ated work of an ancient writer. We lately saw,

in the Bibliotheque Royale, or great public library

in Paris, a copy of the Gospels as old as the ninth

century, which had thus been written on the

cleaned pages of a classic author. Whether on new
or old vellum, a great number of books were copied

and collected in England during the eighth century ;

the monks of that period having been exceed-

ingly emulous of attaining skill in writing and illu-

minating ; and at a later period, this was enumer-
ated as one of the accomplishments even of so

great a man as St. Dunstan. They abandoned the

system of writing on scrolls, adopting the form in

which books are now printed. Yet posterity had
little benefit from these great assemblages of

books ; for, during the numerous inroads of the

Danes from the ninth to the eleventh century,

many of the richest libraries were committed to the

flames, along with the monasteries which con-

tained them.* In the thirteenth century, books

were, from these destructions, extremely scarce,

and the few that existed were exclusively in the

hands of the monks ; for they were almost the only

persons who could read them. " Great authors,"

says DTsraeli, "occasionally composed a book

in Latin, which none but other great authors cared

for, and which the people could not read." For
these reasons, the small amount of bookselling

which took place in the middle ages was solely

conducted by monks ; and works, being scarce,

fetched prices which would astonish the modern
bibliomaniac. It is well authenticated that the

homilies of Bede, and St. Austin's psalter, were

sold in 1174 by the monks of Dorchester (Oxford-

shire) to Walter, prior of St. Swithin's, (Winches-

ter,) for twelve measures of barley and a splendid

pall, embroidered in silver with historical repre-

sentations of St. Birinus converting a Saxon king.

At a later period, a copy of John of Meun's " Ro-
mance of the Rose" was sold before the palace

tjate at Paris for 40 crowns, or 33/. 6.s. Sd. A
learned lady, the Countess of Anjou, gave for the

homilies of Haimon, bishop of Halberstadt, the

unheard-of exchange of two hundred sheep, five

quarters of wheat, and the same quantity of rye

and millet. Among these instances of the high

prices sometimes set on unprinted books, we can-

not exclude mention of an extraordinary work,

which was executed in a singular manner. It con-

sists of the finest vellum, the text cut out of, in-

stead of inscribed on each leaf, and being inter-

leaved with blue paper, it is as easily read as print.

The title involves one of the paradoxes in which

authors of that age so much delighted : it is " Liber

passionis Domini Nostri Jesu Christi, cum figuris

et characteribus nulla materia compositis"

—

(The book of the passion of our Lord Jesus

Christ, with figures and characters composed of

nothing.) For this singular curiosity the Emperor
Rodolph II. of Germany offered 11,000 ducats.

As the book bears the royal arms of this country,

it is thought to have been executed by some inge-

nious and patient English monk. We mention

the work to account in some measure for the high

prices adverted to, which Robertson, in his history

of Charles V., adduces as a proof of the scarcity

of manuscripts. The truth is, that some copies

were intrinsically valuable for the beauty and rich-

* Biographia Britaanica Litcraria, pp. 35 and 107.
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ness of the binding; and a few others were ren-

dered almost beyond price, from having the relics

of saints inserted in them. At a visitation of the

treasury of St. Paul's cathedral, in the year 1295,

by Ralph de Baldock, (afterwards bishop of Lon-

don,) there were found twelve copies of the Gos-

pels, all adorned with silver, some with gilding,

pearls and gems, and one with eleven relics, which

were ingeniously let in to the plates of precious

metal that surrounded each page.*

We cannot find that bookselling awoke from its

monastic torpor till the establishment of universi-

ties in various parts of the continent. But in

1259, sellers of manuscripts, chiefly on theological

subjects, became so numerous in Paris, that special

regulations were instituted regarding them. Pierre

de Blois mentions that they were called librarii or

stationarii. The former were brokers or agents

for the sale and loan of manuscripts. By station-

arii (so called from having stations in various parts

of cities and at markets) were meant sellers and
copiers of manuscripts, like their Roman proto-

types. It appears that at the time the above laws
were made, there were in Paris twenty-nine book-
sellers and book-brokers, two of whom were
females. The enormous prices they demanded for

their books became a public scandal, and one object

of the new law was to regulate their charges.

Taxalores Librorum, or book-taxers, were em-
ployed to determine the price which every manu-
script should be charged, that, on the one hand,
the stationarii should have a reasonable profit, and
that, on the other, the purchaser should not pay
too dear.f But the most profitable branch of the

trade appears to have been lending books, which
were generally so valuable, that for their safe re-

turn security was taken. When Louis XL bor-

rowed the works of Rhases, the Arabian physician,

he not only deposited, by way of pledge, a large

quantity of plate, but was obliged to find a noble-

man to join him as surety in a deed binding him
under a great penalty to restore the book un-

harmed. Some books were so highly prized, that

they were conveyed or pledged as security for

loans, as estates are mortgaged. It is recorded
that one Geoffrey de St. Lieges deposited the

Speculum Historiale in Consuetudines Parisienses

(Historical Mirror of the Customs of the Parisi-

ans) with Gerrard de Montagu, king's advocate,
as security for a sum equal to about 10/.

From these facts, it would appear that book-
selling was in Paris—then the chief seat of learn-

ing—a profitable calling between the twelfth and
fifteenth centuries. They were not, however, the
only members of the trade existing in Europe.
Wherever universities were established, book-
sellers also resided, especially in Vienna, Palermo,
Padua, and Salamanca. Gradually, " the trade"
spread itself over less learned places ; and by the
time printing was invented, both librarii and sta-
tionarii exercised their vocations in most of the
larger European towns.

Sucli was the condition of the trade up to the
year 1410, when it felt the effects of a revolution
which shook far more important professions and
institutions to their base. About the year 1430 it

was whispered in Mayence that one John Gutten-
berg had invented a process by which he and an
assistant could produce more copies in one day
than two hundred and fifty of the most expert pen-

* Dugdale's Monasticon, iii., p. 309—324.
t Annals of Parisian Typography. By the Rev. Parr

Greswell London: 1832.

men. The learned were incredulous; but a few
years afterwards their doubts were silenced by the

appearance of a Bible in Latin

—

printed from metal
types. This wonder was effected by a machine
which has since done more for the advance of
civilization than all the other expedients of inge-

nious man to save his labor, or to promote his wel-

fare—THE PRESS.

From Chambers' Journal.

MADEMOISELLE LENORMAND.

The French have been accused of incredulity

and want of faith in matters of high and weighty
import. How far this may be true we are not

now about to inquire; but the sum of 500,000
francs, amassed by Mademoiselle Lenormand, the

celebrated fortune-teller, testifies strongly to the

credulity of the nation in subjects on which a
want of faith might justly be defended. And that

credulity, strange to say, was manifested at a time

when what were called the fetters of ancient

superstition were cast aside by a large portion of

society. Moreover, in the character of this far-

famed prophetess there does not seem to have
been any remarkable elevation, or any great dis-

play of intellect. A few fortunate coincidences,

an unbounded self-confidence, and considerable

shrewdness, were the groundwork of her fortunes,

and served to call forth, in a singularly striking

form, the weakness of many of the most cele-

brated characters of the last half century ; though
it must be acknowledged that her own countrymen
alone were not the dupes of her imposture.

The father of Mademoiselle Lenormand was of
Falaise ; but having married a Mademoiselle Guil-

bert of Alengon, he established himself in the

latter city, where the celebrated fortune-teller was
born, besides a younger sister, and a brother who
entered the military service. M. Lenormand died

young, and his widow, who re-married, did not long
survive her second nuptials. The second husband
also soon consoled himself for his loss, and took
another wife ; by which event Mademoiselle Le-
normand, her brother and sister, became dependent
on the care of a father and mother-in-law ; who, to

be quit of a young family which did not belong to

them, placed the daughters in a convent of Bene-
dictine nuns in the town ; from whence, when
they had learned all that the good sisters could

teach, they were removed to that of the Visita-

tion ; and so on through all the convents of

Alengon in their turn, after which the future

prophetess was apprenticed to a milliner. It was
in the house of the Benedictines that Mademoi-
selle commenced her vocation, by predicting that

the superior would soon be deprived of her office
;

for which ill-boding the young lady was subjected

to punishment, and underwent a penance ; but the

event soon justified the prediction. She continued

the career she had begun by announcing the name,
age, and various other particulars respecting the

successor of the deprived abbess. There were at

the time many candidates for the office, and the

ultimate decision remained in doubt and abeyance.

Verifying at length the truth of the oracle, it con-

firmed the pretensions of the damsel to a super-

natural power of revealing the events of futurity.

But the town of Alencon was too confined a
theatre for her aspiring disposition, and the needle

too ignoble an instrument for one who aspired to

wield the wand of prophecy. She persuaded her
mother-in-law to send her to Paris, where her
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stepfather was then residing ; and at fourteen

years of age Mademoiselle Lenormand started for

the metropolis, with no other worldly possessions

than the clothes on her back, and a piece of six

francs in her pocket, given to her by her maternal

guardian.

Arrived in the great city, her father-in-law

obtained for the young adventuress a place in a

shop, where she soon gained the good-will of her

employers, and la grosse Normande became a uni-

versal favorite. One cf the clerks undertook to

instruct her in arithmetic and book-keeping, and

gave her some knowledge also of mathematics.

Pursuing her studies with great industry, she

soon surpassed her instructor, and resolved, after

a time, to gain the means of subsistence by her

own exertions, and in a manner congenial to her

habits and inclinations. To this end she estab-

lished in the Rue de Tournon a bureau d'ecrilure,

which succeeded well, and where she continued to

exercise her vocation as a prophetess till the time

of her death in 1843. Her success enabled her,

after a time, to get her sister married as she

desired, and to promote her brother in his military

career. It was towards the end of the reign of

Louis XVI. that Mademoiselle Lenormand com-
menced practice. She found the troubles of the

times, which unhinged the minds of all around

her, and filled them with alarm and anxiety, very

propitious to her views. The unfortunate Princess

tie Lamballe, whose untimely fate she predicted,

was one of her frequent visitors ; and she pos-

sessed a letter from Mirabeau, written from his

prison at Vincennes, in which he intreated her to

tell him when his captivity would cease. The
revolution followed, and applicants for the benefit

of her oracular powers increased. Alarmed at

the rapid progress of events, and rendered super-

stitious by their fears, crowds of anxious inquirers

flocked to the Rue de Tournon under various dis-

guises, which it required no great shrewdness or

talent to discover. It was at this time that, two
French guards who had joined the crowd in the

attack on the Bastile visited the celebrated reader

of futurity: to one she predicted a short but glo-

rious military career, and an early death by poi-

son ; to the other the baton of a mare§hal of France.

The former was afterwards General Hoche, whose
untimely fate fulfilled the augury ; the other the

celebrated Lefebvre. The Comte de Provence,
(afterwards Louis XVIII.,) on the night of his

ilight from Paris, sent to consult the sybil of the

Rue de Tournon, "en qualite de voisine,
,
' previ-

ous to his departure.

During the reign of terror, Mademoiselle Lenor-
mand continued for some tiirie undisturbed in the

exercise of her divination, and was visited one
evening by three men, who demanded with smiles

of evident incredulity to learn their future destiny.

On examining their hands attentively, she became
greatly agitated, probably knowing the parties she

had to deal with ; they encouraged her, however,

to speak without fear, as they were ready, they

said, to hear whatever doom she should pro-

nounce. For some time she remained silent, and

eontinued to examine the cards apparently with

great attention, but evidently under considerable

excitement ; yielding at length to their encourage-

ment, she foretold their destiny, and, tragic as it

was, her visitors received the prophecy with

shouts of incredulous laughter. " The oracle has

failed for once," observed one of them; "if we
ire destined to destruction, we shall at least fall

at the same time ; it cannot be that I should be
the first victim, and receive such splendid honors*

after death, whilst the people shall heap your last

moments with every possible insult." " She
slanders the citizens, and should answer for it at

the tribunal," observed the youngest of the party.

"Bah!" replied the third; "the dreams of

prophecy are never worth regarding." The
death of Marat, one of the inquirers, soon after,

confirmed the first part of the prediction ; and the

completion of the second alone saved the prophet-

ess from destruction, she being incarcerated when
Robespierre and St. Just, the other two visitors,

met the destiny she had foretold them. How it

chanced that the science of Mademoiselle did not

guard her against the danger in which she was
involved, is nowhere recorded. Occupied, we
must suppose, with the destiny of others, she

seems to have neglected to read her own, and fell

into perils she might otherwise have avoided by
examining the lines in her own fair palm, or

dealing out the cards for once for her own infor-

mation and instruction. Yet that she really had
faith in her own power of divination, seems to be

proved by her conduct with regard to her brother,

who, as has been stated, was in the army. Re-
ceiving intelligence that he was severely wounded
in an engagement, she never ceased seeking, by

means of the cards, to know the state of his

health ; and at length, after having passed a night

in various cabalistic researches, she was found in

the morning by her attendant bathed in tears, and

gave orders for mourning, having ascertained, she

said, that her brother was dead ; which was soon

afterwards confirmed by the arrival of letters.

After the reign of terror, the celebrity of the

prophetess continued to increase. Barrere was
one of her constant visitors. Madame Tallien

seldom allowed a week to pass without availing

herself of her supernatural powers. Barras fre-

quently sent for her to the Luxembourg. From
the access she had to the leaders of all parties, it

required no great skill in divination to predict

many of the events which took place at that time.

The empire was, however, the season of her

richest harvest. Josephine, as is generally known,
was a firm believer in auguries and prophetic inti-

mations. The early prediction of her future

greatness, and its termination, has been so fre-

quently repeated, without receiving any contradic-

tion, that it is become a fact which no one ques-

tions, and would easily account for the firm faith

she reposed in the oracles of Mademoiselle Lenor-

mand, to whom she constantly sent to ask, amidst

other questions, explanations respecting the dreams

of Napoleon ; and when the latter projected any

new enterprise, the empress never failed to con-

sult the reader of futurity as to its results. The
disasters of the Russian campaign, it is said, were
clearly predicted by Mademoiselle Lenormand

;

and it was from her also that Josephine received

the first intimations of the divorce which was in

contemplation, which premature revelation, unfor-

tunately for the authoress, procured for her an

interview with Fouche, who, on her being intro-

duced, inquired, in a tone of raillery, if the cards

had informed her of the arrest which awaited her?
" No," she replied ;

" I thought I was summoned
here for a consultation, and have brought them
with me ;" at the same time dealing them out

upon the table of the minister of police without

any apparent embarrassment. Without mention-

ing the divorce, Fouche began to reproach her
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with many of the prophecies she had lately ut-

tered ; and which, notwithstanding the kindness

she had received from the empress, had been em-
ployed to flatter the hopes of the royalists in the

Faubourg St. Germain. Mademoiselle Lenormand
continued to deal the cards, repeating to herself in

an under tone, "The knave of clubs! again the

knave of clubs!" Fouche continued his repri-

mands, and informed her that, however lightly

she might be disposed to regard the matter, he
was about to send her to prison, where she would
probably remain for a considerable time.

"How do you know that?" asked the proph-

etess. "Here is the knave of clubs again, who
will set me free sooner than you expect."

" Ah, the knave of clubs will have the credit of

it, will heT'
" Yes, the knave of clubs represents your suc-

cessor in office—the Due de Rovigo."
The fall of Napoleon brought fresh credit and

honor to Mademoiselle Lenormand. She had
foretold the restoration of the Bourbons, and re-

ceived the rewards of divination. The Emperor
Alexander visited and consulted her ; and her old

patron, Louis XVIII., again availed himself of her
science and advice. But it was not the monarchs
of Europe alone that gave their support to this

singular woman. Prince Talleyrand, with all his

incredulity, and with all his knowledge of man,
and Madame de Stael, with all her boasted talents

and wisdom, both were carried away in the gene-
ral delusion.

It was during the consulate, when Madame de
Stael returned to Paris, after a lengthened ab-

sence, that she allowed herself to be persuaded to

make a visit to the Rue de Tournon. In the
course of conversation, Mademoiselle Lenormand
observed, "You are anxious about some event
which will probably take place to-morrow, but
from which you will receive very little satisfac-

tion." On the succeeding day, Madame de Stael
was to have an audien.ee of the first consul, who
well knew her pretensions, and was but little dis-

posed to yield to them. Madame, however, flat-

tered herself that the power of her genius, and the

charms of her conversation, would overcome the

prejudice she was aware he had conceived against

her. The lady was received in the midst of a
numerous circle, and fully expected to produce a
brilliant effect upon Bonaparte, and all who sur-

rounded him. On her being introduced, the con-
sul abruptly asked, " Have you seen /a pievoleuse,

which is so much in fashion ?"* Surprised at the

unexpected question, Madame de Stael hesitated a
moment for a reply. "On dit," he added, "we
are soon to have la pie sedilieuse also." The
second observation completed the lady's confu-
sion

; and the first consul, not wishing to increase
it, turned and entered into conversation with some
more favored visitor. After this memorable audi-
ence, Madame de Stael called to mind the obser-
vation of Mademoiselle Lenormand, and from that
time had great confidence in her skill, paying her
many subsequent visits.

The residence of the prophetess for fortv years
was at the extremity of a court, (No. 5, Rue de
Tournon,) and over the door was inscribed,
" Mademoiselle Lenormand, Libraire." The pro-

fession of a prophetess not being recognized by the
code, she took a " patente de libraire," to receive

* The Thieving Mag-pie, a play so called ; the same,
we presume, as that called in English the Maid and the
Magpie.

her visitors and exercise her vocation, without
giving offence to the prefect de police or his

agents ; and, under the title of librarian, her name
is inscribed in the royal and national almanac. On
ringing at the door of the oracular abode, a servant

appeared, and you were introduced into an apart-

ment in which there was nothing extraordinary.

So well was the character of Mademoiselle estab-

lished, that no additional means of imposture were
requisite to support it. Some thirty or forty

volumes were arranged on shelves against, the

wall, chiefly consisting of the works of the lady

herself—"Les Souvenirs Prophetiques." "La
Reponse a Mon. Hoffman, journaliste," "Les
Memoires Historiques," and five or six other

works chiefly on cabalistic subjects. Mademoi-
selle soon made her appearance—a short fat little

woman, with a ruddy face, overshadowed by

the abundant curls of a flaxen wig, and sur-

mounted by a semi-oriental turban, the rest of

her attire being much in the style of a butter-

woman.
'

' What is your pleasure ?" she demanded of her

visitor.

" Mademoiselle, I come to consult you."
" Well, sit down ; what course of inquiries

do you wish to make 1 I have them at all

prices; from six, to ten, twenty, or four hundred

francs."

"I wish for information to the amount of a

louis-d'or."
" "Very well ; come to this table ; sit down, and

give me your left hand." Then followed several

queries—"What is your ape? What is your

favorite flower ? To what animal have you the

greatest repugnance ?" During the course of her

questions she continued shuffling the cards ; and

at length presenting them, desired you to cut them
with your left hand. She then dealt them out

upon the table one by one, at the same time pro-

claiming your future fate with a volubility that

rendered it very difficult to follow up all she said,

and as if she were reading with great rapidity

from a printed book. In this torrent of words,

sometimes quite unintelligible, occasionally occur-

red something which particularly struck the in-

quirer, whose character, tastes, and habits, she

sometimes described very accurately, probably in

part from phrenological observation. Very often

she mentioned remarkable circumstances in their

past life with great correctness, at the same time

predicting future events, which many of her visi-

tors found to be afterwards realized. Of the fail-

ures, probably innumerable, nothing was heard.

In justice to the lady, it must, however be

observed, that her natural shrewdness and obser-

vation frequently enabled her to give advice which

was of considerable advantage to the inquirer.

Mademoiselle Lenormand, notwithstanding the

favors she received from the emperor and Jose-

phine, was a steady and devoted adherent to the

elder branch of the "Bourbons ; and, after the revo-

lution of July, retired very much from her usual

business, both in consequence of her age, and from

the diminution of her visitors
;
passing much of

her time at Alengon, where she purchased lands

and houses, and built herself a residence which she

called "La petite maison de Socrate." Remem-
bering the little honor a prophet receives in his

own country, she refused to exercise her vocation

in her native town, saying that she came to

Alengon to forget that she was a " devineresse,"

and only calculated horoscopes at Paris.
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How far she believed in her own skill, cannot

be exactly ascertained ; but from the fact relative

to her brother's death, she seems decidedly to have
had some faith in the revelations she drew from
cards. Another instance is recorded in which she

acted from some principle analogous to those from
which her c6nclusioiis were sometimes drawn.
At the time of the first invasion by the allies,

Mademoiselle Lenormand had beside her a con-

siderable sum of money, and many articles of

value, which she was anxious to intrust to some
one in whom she could place confidence. The
only person who presented himself at the time was
not much known to her, but at the moment there

was no one else to whom she chose to address her-

self. " To what animal," she asked in her usual

routine, " have you the most repugnance?" " To
rats," was the reply. " It is the sign of a good

conscience," she observed. "And to which do

you give the preference?" "Oh, I prefer dogs

far beyond all others." Mademoiselle, without

hesitation, committed the important charge to

his care, as one in whom she could place entire

confidence.

The prophetess was in person excessively fat

and ugly ; but her eyes even in age preserved their

brightness and vivacity, and the good citizens of

Alen^on were wont to say, " Que ses yeux flam-

boyants leur faisaient peur." It was never under-

stood that. Mademoiselle Lenormand showed the

smallest inclination to marriage, nor was there ever

a question on the subject ; but she was well known
to have a great aversion to young children. Be-

sides a large funded property, and her houses and

lands at Alencon, she possessed a very handsome
house in the Hue de la Same at Paris ; a chateau

at Poissy, eight leagues from the metropolis ; and

a large collection of very good pictures, principally

representing the acts and deeds of members of the

house of Bourbon ; also avast collection of very

curious notes respecting the events of which she

was either a spectatress or an actress, all written

in her own hand, which, by the by, is a most
cabalistic-looking scrawl. She had also auto-

graphic and confidential letters from most of the

sovereigns of Europe, and was in fact a remarkable
proof of the credulity of the nineteenth century,

and of an imposture which, for its long and con-

tinued success, has had few rivals in any age of

the world.

Of the two children of her sister, which she

adopted after their mother's death, the daughter
died young, of consumption, and the son is now
an officer of rank. On the decease of his aunt

during the last year, he inherited all her prop-

erty.

Extraordinary Sporting Statement.—The
following anecdote is given on the authority of
" An old sportsman," on whose veracity we can

rely :—A gamekeeper to a nobleman in an adjoin-

ing county, being shooting upon his employer's

estate, on the second of September last, flushed a

covey of partridges, a brace of which separated

from the others and fled in a direct line for a large

fish-pond, by the side of which was a foot-road

leading to the mansion. The keeper having

killed a sufficient supply for the larder, was return-

ing, when one of his dogs made a stand by the side

of the pool, and on the keeper's approaching, the

brace of strayed birds rose, and attempted to cross

the pool, but the keeper shot one of them, which
was immediately taken, while fluttering on the

water, by a large pike. This circumstance did

not much surprise him, as he well knew the vora-

cious propensities of the fish. But on the morrow,
as he was again passing this large sheet of water,

the same dog made what is termed a dead set at

the edge of it, and kept looking steadily at a few
rushes that grew in the water, about two yards

from land. Not seeing anything in the water, the

keeper was surprised at his dog standing, and tried

to send him in, but without effect, when presently

he saw a large pike, about four inches beneath the

surface, which he shot, when the dog dashed in

and brought it to land. In returning home the

keeper perceived an unusual fulness in the belly

of the fish, and, taking it into the kitchen, re-

quested the cook to cut it open, when, to his great

surprise, he found the bird of his yesterday's kill-

ing, which sufficiently accounted for his dog stand-

ing when he got to leeward of the fish, as no
doubt he was setting the bird, which he must have
scented from the respiration of the fish.—The
above is one of the many wonderful circumstances
which frequently occur to the observation of

sportsmen.— Worcester Chronicle.

CONTINENTAL RAILROADS.

Royal North of Spain.—Bay of Biscay to
Madrid.—This line is to commence at the port of

Aviles, and to extend inland as far as Leon. For
this purpose one million of capital will be suffi-

cient. Aviles possesses a fine natural harbor, and
it is intended to effect a regular steam communi-
cation between Aviles and Falmouth, a distance

which will be accomplished in two days. The
effect to be produced on the civilization of Spain,

by bringing London within three days' journey of

Madrid, it is not easy to over-estimate. Within
eight miles of Aviles are the Ferrones collierie ; a

little further on are those of Santo Firme, and for

nearly forty miles the line crosses the great Astu-
rian coal-field, the largest in Europe. The anti-

cipated dividend is 14 per cent., the lease is for 90
years, and it is important to our own manufactures
to know that all the material for constructing and

working the line is to be introduced from Great
Britain free of duty.

—

Railway Chronicle.

A line from Lisbon to Badajoz is to be formed
and completed in ten years.

Belgian Railways.—Brussels, March 12.

—

We learn that Mr. Stephenson, the celebrated

English engineer, has accepted the proposal, made
by Richards and Co., to visit the line entre Sambrc
et Meusc in all its details, to study the situation of

the country, and consider the wants of the various

branches of manufactures, and the modifications in

the proposed line which may appear to be advan-

tageous.

Great Paris and Lyons—Proposes to con-

nect the north and the south of France, and, by a

branch from Dijon to Mulhausen, to connect Mar-
seilles with Strasbourg and the Mediterranean with
the Rhine, so as to secure to France the continu-

ance of the commercial transit of which Austria
and Italy seek to deprive her.

The formation of companies for foreign rail-

roads proceeds at a rapid pace, and it is said that

the Dutch are coming into our market for funds to

construct a new line.
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CHAPTER VII

As it is our hope, in the course of this small

history, to chronicle many great achievements of

our hero of the gutter, St. Giles, we shall not

follow him year by year through his humble yet

industrious course, in which, to his own satisfac-

tion and strengthening- conceit, he became pro-

foundly knowing; subtly learned in every way of

petty peculation ; whether he plundered the orange-

baskets of Covent Garden market, or whether,

with finest skill, he twitched the tempting hand-

kerchief from the pocket of the lounger. Nor
was this, his lowly career* undignified by suffer-

ing. No ; for ere he was twelve years old, he
had tasted the hospitality of Bridewell ; where, in

truth, he had been inducted into the knowledge of

far deeper mysteries than he had ever hoped to

learn. In Bridewell, his young and ardent soul

had expanded with the thoughts of future fame,

won by highway pistol—or burglar's jemmy. And
there, too, would he listen to fairy tales of coining

;

would dream of easy, lasting wealth, acquired by
copper guineas. As for the lash bestowed upon
him, the pain of that did but burn into his mind
his high resolves. He would the more fiercely

revenge the suffering upon everybody called honest.

He would steal with all his heart and all his soul

;

he was born and bred to steal ; he came into the

world to do it, and he would notably fulfil his

mission. Such was the strengthened belief of

young St. Giles, when, at fourteen and for the

second time, he came back to the world across

the threshold of Bridewell. Such was his creed :

the only creed his world had taught him. Never-
theless, our hero did not vaunt this belief, save
among those of his own Newgate persuasion ; on
the contrary, he assumed the character of a trades-

man, that under his commercial aspect he might
the more securely plunder the innocents who
dealt with him. True it is, he had not the secur-

ity of a shop ; he could not, like his patron the

dealer in marine stores, despoil across a counter
;

but he carried a basket: and whilst to the unsus-

pecting eye, he seemed only the Arcadian vender
ofchickweed, groundsel, and turf for singing-birds

—for the caged minstrels of the poor—he was, in

every thought, a robber.

It was a fine morning early in spring, and Plum-
tree-street resounded with the sharp tradesman
cry of young St. Giles. Pausing at a door-step,

and looking up to the second-floor windows, he
pitched his commercial note with a peculiar signifi-

cance, as though giving notice of his whereabout
to an expected customer. " Chickweed for sing-

ing birds," cried St. Giles, in a shrill, prolonged
voice, as though he would send the glad tidings

up to the garret casement, where hopped and flut-

tered some solitary linnet—some lonely goldfinch—that, feeling the breath of spring, albeit through
prison bars, sang a song of hope and cheerfulness.
"Chickweed for singing-birds," cried St. Giles,
with increasing volume and impatience. Then
again he looked up at the window, and then mut-
tered, " The old un can't be dead, can she?" As
he thus speculated, the window was raised, and a
woman looked down into the street. " Is it you,
my poor boy?" she cried ;

" stop a minute ;" and
instantly disappeared. "Thought the old un
couldn't be dead," said St. Giles, self-commun-
ing ; and then he began to hum a tune and shuffle

a dancing-step upon the pavement. The door
was opened by a girl, who, with no very cordial

looks, muttered—" Mrs. Simmer—well, she 's a

droll cretur, she is !—Mrs. Simmer says you 're

to come up. You can leave your basket here,
can't you?"

" In course, my beauty," said St. Giles, " 'cause,

you see, there 's only these two bunches left ; and
them I can carry in my hand without breaking my
back." With this, St. Giles, rapidly placing his

basket against the wall, gave a saucy wink to the

servant, and bounded like a kid up stairs. In a

moment he was with his patroness, Mrs. Simmer.
" My poor child, I thought you was lost," said

the dame in the kindest voice. " What makes
you so late?"

" Why, do you know mum, I can't tell what's
come to the chickweed : it doesn't grow no how,
now. If I was n't at five in the morning in Hamp-
stead fields, a hunting in every edge, and hav'n't

got above three penn'orth. Chickweed, mum, as

Tom Blast says, seems a perishin' from the face

of the earth, and only to spite poor people as lives

by it. I don't know how much I couldn't ha'

sold this mornin' ; but I says to myself—no, there 's

Mrs. Simmer's blessed little linnet, and her dar-

lin' goldfinch as draws his own water—they

sha'n't go without, whoever does."
" Poor dear child ! good little boy," said Mrs.

Simmer, looking with softened looks upon the

wily little trader.

" And to hear how all the birds did seem to call

to me from their cages—I 'm blessed if they did n't,

mum, as I came along—but no, says I to 'em, it 's

no use, my little cockies, no use to be gammonin'
me—this here chickweed 's for Mrs. Simmer's
Bob and Tit, and for nobody else whatsomever."
And after this fashion was the simplicity of two-

score and ten talked to and duped by precocious

fourteen.

But dear Mrs. Simmer seemed to be one of

those good, old people, who strangely enough
carry their hearts in their heads. She had not

been above a fortnight in London at the time of

this interview with St. Giles, whom she had met
in the street, and whose pathetic tale of destitution

—delivered with the cunning of an actor—had
carried away her sympathies. St. Giles, how-
ever, had another claim upon her. He was, she

said, such a pretty boy. Dear soul ! she could

no more read a human face than she could read

Sanscrit. She only saw the bright, glittering

eyes of St. Giles, and not the fox that looked from

them ; she praised his eyes and face, as she might
have praised a handsome hieroglyph, wholly un-

conscious of its subtle meaning. A great master

has said, " there is something in true beauty that

vulgar souls cannot admire." And sure we are,

there is something in the truest rascality, that

simple benevolent souls cannot detect. They
have not an eye for the worst counterfeit counte-

nance ; have no ear for a false voice, let it ring ever

so brassily. Now, dear Mrs. Simmer was one of

these : hence, was she, at fifty, but a babe, am
innocent, in the hands of young St. Giles.

" Now, my poor child," she said, " take some*
tea. I 've kept it for you, with some toast ;" and-

Mrs. Simmer took a smoking jug and a plate-

piled with toast from either hob, and placed them;
on the table, before her guest. "Take as much;
as you can, my child, and then you shall tell me;
all your story as you promised. Poor lamb

!

Bless you, eat—it does my heart good to see:
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you ;" and Mrs. Simmer, folding- her hands,
looked with almost maternal tenderness upon St.

Giles, who, acknowledging; the welcome with a

knowing nod of the head, proceeded vigorously

with his meal. Mrs. Simmer thought she never
saw so handsome a creature : what St. Giles

thought of Mrs. Simmer, we will not say. " And
so you've no father nor mother, my dear boy?"
after some time asked Mrs. Simmer.

" Not one on 'em," answered St. Giles, rapidly

moving his buttered chin. " Not one on 'em."
"The Lord help you!" cried Mrs. Simmer:

" and no uncle, no aunt, no"
"No nothing, mum," said St. Giles; and he

gulped his tea. " All on 'em died, mum, when I

was a babby."
" Poor dear child ! Bless my heart ! And how

have you been brought up?"
"Brought up, mum"—and St. Giles grinned

and scratched his head—"you said brought up,

mum? Don't know, mum."
" And where do you live, now, my poor boy?"

and Mrs. Simmer melted with every question.
" Don't live nowhere, reg'lar, mum. Poor

boys, like me, why we live—as Tom Blast says

—like the rats, where we can. Then o'nights,

mum, I sometimes sleeps in the market among the

baskets. Sometimes, though, don't they come
with a stick, and cut us out? I believe you!"
and St. Giles seemed to speak with a lively recol-

lection of such incidents. " Cuts the werry breath

out o' you," he then significantly added.
" Cruel creatures ! Gracious little lamb ! And

I 'm afraid you meet with bad boys there,, eh ?

Wicked boys, that may some day tempt you to do

something wrong? Eh?" asked simple Mrs.
Simmer.
" Believe you," said St. Giles, with well-acted

gravity. " Lots on 'em wanted me to go picking

pockets—

"

" Heaven forbid !" cried Mrs. Simmer, and the

tears came to her eyes.
" That 's what I said, mum ; no, says I, no, I

shall stick to chickweed if I starves for it—I 'm
not a-going to be hanged to please nobody : no,

mum."
" That such a precious flower should be thrown

away!" cried Mrs. Simmer to herself : and then to

St. Giles :
" you 're a good boy ; I 'm sure you 're

a good boy. And tell me ; I hope you go to

church?"
"Oh, I should like it so!" cried St. Giles:

" but you see, mum, it 's impossible."
" How so, my boy?" asked Mrs. Simmer.
"Look here, mum," and St. Giles, with the

coolness of a philosopher, drew his feet up almost

level with the table, and with his forefinger pointed

to his ten muddy toes, that showed themselves
through the parted shoe-leather. " Parson
would n't have 'em, by no means. I did once try

to go to church ; I did begin to feel so wicked.

Well, mum, if the beadle did n't come up, mum,
and nearly cut me in two, mum."
"How wicked—how barbarous !" said the in-

genuous Mrs. Simmer.
" And only for my bad shoes, and the oles in

my coat ; but that 's how they serves poor boys,

mum. I don't think it 's kind, mum ; do you,

mum?" And St. Giles tried to look at once in-

jured and innocent.

Mrs. Simmer wiped her eyes, making an effort

to be calm. She then said, " I 've been thinking,

if I could get you a place in a gentleman's house."

" Wouldn't that be prime?" cried St. Giles
;

and as he spoke, there rang through the house a
loud and hurried knock at the street-door. Mrs.
Simmer, without a word, jumped to her feet, and
ran to the window.

" Well, I declare ! if it is n't that blessed child !

if it is n't his lordship !" she cried.

Young St. Giles, at the word lordship, slid from
his chair, and looked slyly about him. Was it

possible that a lord could be coming into that

room ? Could he imagine such a thing as to see

a real lord in such a place? Ere St. Giles had
done wondering, the room-door was flung open,
and in ran young St. James. St. Giles seemed to

shrink into himself at the splendid appearance of

the new comer. He wore a bright scarlet coat,

thickly ornamented with gold buttons ; and a black

beaver hat, with a large, heavy feather of the same
color, brought out in strong contrast his flushed

and happy face. For the moment, young St.

Giles felt himself overpowered, abashed by the

magnificent outside of the little stranger. He
sidled into a corner of the room, and looked at

that scarlet coat as though it had been something
dropped from the heavens. " Well, nurse," cried

St. James, with a loud, ringing laugh, " I told you
I 'd come and see you, and here I am. I went
out riding with Mr. Folder. Well, he stopt to

talk to somebody, and so I just gave him the slip,

put Jessy into such a gallop ! and was here in a

minute. I say, can't that boy"—and St. James
pointed his riding-whip towards St. Giles—"can't
that boy hold Jessy, instead of the girl?"

" To be sure, my lord—to be sure," cried Mrs.
Simmer.

" Certainly, my lord—directly, my lord—

I

knows how to hold osses, my lord," said St. Giles

in a flutter.

" Just walk her up and down a little, will you,

for she 's hot," said St. James, with an early

knowledge of horse-flesh.

" Yes, my lord—to be sure, my lord—walk her

up and down, my lord ;" and St. Giles flew down
the stairs, and relieved the girl of her charge.

Young St. James was then left to have his gossip

with Mrs. Simmer : from which gossip a stranger

might have learned that the good woman had, for

years, been in the service of the family of St.

James ; that she had been the favorite nurse of

his young lordship ; and that for the first time

in her life she had come to London from the

country, where, made comfortable by a pension

granted to her by the marchioness, after a short

sojourn in the metropolis, it was her purpose to

return. She had been to the house in the square,

where young St. James had made his chivalrous

promise to visit her
;
yes, at all hazards, to seek

Plum-tree street, out of pure love, and a little

frolic, to his old nurse. "Oh, I shall be at home
now before Mr. Folder," said young St. James,
in answer to the fears of Mrs. Simmer, alarmed at

the escape of the young gentleman from his tutor.

However, we must leave them and descend to the

pavement to St. Giles.

With an air of becoming gravity, the boy led the

pony up and down before the door, his eyes riveted

upon the beast : certainly a creature of extreme
beauty. She was jet black, of exquisite delicacy

of outline ; and her arched neck, quivering nostril,

and fiery eye, told something for the spirit and
horsemanship of the boy who rode her. Up and
down St. Giles walked ; and now looking at tho

animal, now thinking of the boy lord, it appeared
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to him that all the treasures of the world were
concentrated in that pony—that St. James was a

sort of earthly angel ; a being of altogether another

kind to the boys St. Giles had ordinarily met with.

There was something so magnificent about the

pony and its rider—that only to have had his lord-

ship speak to him—that only to hold the bridle of

his steed, seemed in the confused brain of St.

Giles to redeem him from somewhat of his misery
and lowliness. He could not but think the better

of himself for all time to come. He had spoken to

a lord—had held his horse ! Could any of his

gutter companions boast such greatness ? These
thoughts were busying the mind of St. Giles,

when he heard himself addressed by a familiar

voice. "What! my flower?" was the greeting
;

and St. Giles, turning, beheld his friend and tutor,

Tom Blast. St. Giles, in his last retirement to

Bridewell, had had the advantage of Tom's tui-

tion ; and to speak truly, the teacher and pupil

were worthy of each other. Tom was a scoun-

drel of most extensive experience ; and had the

happy art of so simplifying his knowledge, that he
made it available to the meanest understanding.

St. Giles, however, had no need of any such con-

descension : he could jump at a meaning—good or

bad—half way. Hence, the teacher and the

taught respected each other for their mutual ex-

cellence. In fact, Tom Blast looked upon young
St. Giles, as his Newgate son ; and St. Giles, in

default of another, considered Tom as the best of

fathers.

"What have you got here?" asked Tom, his

eye sparkling all over the pony.
" Got a oss to old," said St. Giles with an in-

quiring look at Tom. Then he added, sinking his

voice—" it belongs to a lord : sich a little chap,
and yet a lord."

"Well, she's a beauty," said Blast ; "make
her walk a little faster."

" She is a beauty," cried St. Giles, boldly ven-

turing an opinion, and quickening the animal's

pace.

"What a sweet trot!" said Blast, "so light

and so free ; why she would n't break a egg-shell

!

would she?"
"I should think not," answered St. Giles, a

little flattered that his opinion was solicited.

" Come up !" cried Blast, urging the beast into

a quicker pace. " Come along, sweet-lips !"

"Stop, Tom: stop!" said the prudent St.

Giles, when he had arrived in Bedford-square.
" Blest if we don't turn back, if they won't think

we 're a going to steal her ; and that would n't do,

no how, would it Tom?" asked the boy, and his

eye encountered Tom's thoughtful look.

"Why—no," answered Tom with some delibe-

ration. " No ; it would n't—turn her round again
;

and walk her gently, Giles
;
gently, pretty cretur."

And as St. Giles complied, Tom turned too, walk-
ing with meditative eye that now glanced at the

boy and now at the pony. Ambitious thoughts
busied the brain of the small, timid thief, Tom
Blast ; and he pondered on the means whereby he
could reap the profits of a stolen horse, still assur-

ing to himself exemption from the tragic penalty.

For many years Tom had from time to time eaten

stolen bread ; nevertheless, he had lived, as it

were, upon the crumbs, the broken morsels of

crime. He had never had the courage to dare

Tyburn that he might dine, but he satisfied him-
self with the pickings of petty larceny. No ; he
never promised to earn for himself either biogra-
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phy or portrait in the Newgate Calendar. Hence,
he was a little perplexed at the temptation that

would intrude itself upon him as he glanced at

Lord St. James' satin-coated pony. Fortune
seemed willing to make him a handsome present
of horse-flesh, if he had only the valor to accept
it. No ; he would not be tempted ; he had re-

solved to die a natural death, and therefore he
resolutely dismissed the demon that would destroy
him. Nevertheless, he thought it possible that

policy might achieve what courage failed to at-

tempt. He might accomplish all by a stroke of

wit, profiting in security by the danger of another.

St. Giles might be made the robber, and Tom
Blast, in happiest safety, pocket the proceeds.

Thus ruminating, Tom again reached Mrs. Sim-
mer's door.
" Not wanted yet," said St. Giles, looking from

the door to the window. " We '11 give her another

trot, eh ?" And at the word the pony was turned

towards Bedford-square.

"Gently," said Blast, "gently. Why don't

you have a ride upon her? The young lord

wouldn't know nothing of it. And what if he
did? He could n't take the ride out of you again.

Only not so big, else she 's the very pictur—yes

the very moral of Dick Turpin's Bess," said Blast,

looking critically, admiringly, at Jessy. " Get up,

and don't be a young fool," he added ; and then

St. Giles—he hardly knew how it was accom-
plished—found himself in the saddle. " There,
that's something like life, isn't, it," said the

tempter suddenly, speaking from the whole breadth

of the pavement, and every other minute looking

cautiously behind him the while he mended his

pace, and St. Giles jerked the pony into a trot.

"That's something like living for, eh? and I

should like to know why you shouldn't have it

just as soon as any little lord whatsomever ?"

"Ha! wouldn't that be prime, Tom?" cried

St. Giles, his eyes sparkling, and face glowing.
'
' Would n 't it be prime ? '

'

"It's nothing more than what you ought to

have ; why, you ride as well as if you was born

upon her back—give her her head a little more

—

now down this way," sharply added Blast ; and

then rapidly turning to the right, he ran on, St.

Giles trotting hard after him. Arrived at the east

side of Russell-square, Tom suddenly halted.

" Now, St. Giles," said he, " are you man
enough to make your fortin?"

" I should think so," said Giles, in high spirits

with his feat of horsemanship.
" Now listen to a friend, Giles—a friend as

never yet deceived you," said Blast with sudden

gravity. " Throw away this bit of luck, and you

may never get another. Take the pony and sell

it." St. Giles stared. "Why not, you fool!

you may as well," cried Blast, " you 've stole

it, you know"

—

" Stole it!" cried St. Giles.

" It 's all the same ; there 's nobody as would

believe otherwise—so I '11 stand your friend, and

get you the money for the bargain. Ha ! I see

—

you have n't no pluck in you—not a bit," said the

taunting friend.

" Ain't I though ! just you see !" cried young
St. Giles, determined to do anything.

" Well, then, as you 've got yourself in a bit

of trouble, I '11 stand by you. Now, you listen
;

just dash as hard as you can through the fields,

and then turn to the right.—and so round and
[round, until—you know the way—until you drop
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down upon Smithfield. Then make for Long-

Lane ; and then, just afore you get to the Blue
Posts, get off and lead the pony up and down, as

if you was holding her for somebody—and then in

a crack I 'm with you. Now, look sly, and your

fortin's made. Young Turpin forever ! Off with

you !" And so saying, the Tyburn monitor slapt

the pony smartly with his broad hand, and the

mettlesome creature bounded forth, young St.

Giles with difficulty keeping the saddle. Away
went the pony up the Long Fields and away to-

wards Islington! The words "young Turpin"
still rang in the ears of St. Giles, as he cantered

along. He felt that he had already done some-

thing worthy the exalted name bestowed upon him
;

and as his blood mounted with the exercise, he

imagined future triumphs that would make him
glorious. The robbery of the horse was—for the

time—altogether forgotten in the increased impor-

tance that had fallen upon him. He dreamt not

of the punishment attending the theft ; he only

thought of the hatful of guineas that the stolen

property would produce him. And then, as he
rode, how petty and contemptible did his for-

mer pickings and stealings appear to him ! he al-

most felt ashamed of himself, comparing his past

petty larcenies with his last grand achievement.
From that moment, he had taken leave of boyhood.
He had suddenly become a man, by the grace of

daring felony. Then—he thought—how should
he ever be able to spend the money? Would he
not have a scarlet coat with gold lace to it? ay,

much finer than the little lord's ! And would he
not go to the play every night, and have his hot

supper afterwards ! And would he not flourish

money in a hundred ways that should make all his

old companions—the little dirty, paltry thieves of

Hog Lane—look up to him with devotion and as-

tonishment?
Still young St. Giles ambled along, and still

the world seemed changed to him. He was in a
waking dream—a rapture of happiness! All
things about him bore a brighter hue ; all things
sounded with a sweeter music ; his brain seemed
on wings, and his lightened heart danced in his

bosom. And—poor wretch—this ecstasy of igno-

rance arose from evil, from a crime whose fatal

effects, certain as death, would follow him. Still

the very houses, to his fancy, took a new and
pleasant aspect ; wherever he looked he saw a

new face of happiness—whatever he heard came
toned with a new note of harmony. He saw not
the blackened stones of Newgate—heard not the
freezing accents of the death-dooming judge.
Miserable, foolish wretch !

Yet how often do men—in the ripeness of
worldly wisdom, imitate the folly, share the ig-

norance of young St. Giles ! Elated by the com-
mission of some profitable wrong, seeming secret,

too, as profitable—how often to them does fortune

seem to put on a new and shining face, when at

the very time she grasps the lash, or drugs the

bitter bowl that shall revenge the wickedness.
For a brief time does successful evil put a new
tint of outside beauty upon all the world ; and
happy knavery rejoices in the cunning that makes
the world to him so beautiful. What a plodding,

leaden-eyed fool is mere honesty ! what an oaf,

an ass, compared to him who squares his code of

morals by his seeming interest ! And then full

surely time advances, and the world, that looked

80 iresh and smiling, is hollow-cheeked and ghast-

ly—its beauty wiped away, even as a harlot's

paint. Successful knavery, dizzied with its luck,

sees suddenly delicious scenes—a paradise of
w7orldly joy and life-long rest—then, waking to

the truth, beholds around it burning, barren sand.

If the mature pilgrims of the world are sometimes
so deceived, why not the boy St. Giles?

Still the young, yes, and happy, felon trotted

on, until he entered Smithfield. He then walked
the pony slowly up Long Lane, and soon as he
espied the Blue Posts, faithful to his orders, he
dismounted, looking anxiously around him for his

friend and instructor, Tom Blast. A quarter of
an hour passed, and still he came not. And then,

and for the first time, he looked at the stolen

goods with lowering eyes, and his heart felt lead-

en. What was he to do with the pony without
Tom? Nobody would buy it of him. And then
a deeper and a deeper shadow fell upon all things;
and, biting his lips, young St. Giles, with eyes
quick as rats', looked about and about him.
What an ugly brute the pony seemed to him !

Yes ; he knew what he would do : he would jump
upon the pony—gallop back to Plumtree-street,

and swear he had only been for a ride. Anything
to be well clear of the pony. With this thought
St. Giles had his foot in the stirrup, when he was
tapped upon the shoulders by a man plainly and
comfortably dressed in a dark-gray suit, wearing a
light flaxen wig in tight curls, surmounted by a
large beaver hat, scrupulously sleek. He had a
broad, fat face, with a continual smile, laid like

lacker upon it. And, when he spoke, he spoke
very gently and very softly, as with lips of butter.

" My dear little boy," said the stranger, patting

St. Giles affectionately on the back, " where
have you been so long?"

St. Giles looked—he could not help it—very
suspiciously at the stranger ; then scratching his

head, he observed, " Don't know you, sir."

"I dare say not ; how should you, my dear?
But you will know me, and for a friend. I 've

waited for you, these ten minutes."
St. Giles said nothing ; nevertheless his thoughts

were never more active. He by no means liked

the appearance of his new friend : he felt afraid

of him. He would fling himself into the saddle,

and gallop off. As he determined upon this, the

stranger, in the gentlest manner, twitched the bri-

dle from his hand, and gently said, " My little

dear, it 's all right."
" All right !" cried St. Giles ; and somehow he

felt that his stolen pony was about to be stolen

from him—" what 's all right?"
" You came from Plumtree-street." St. Giles

winced. " Now you know you did ; don't tell a
lie, my little dear ; for don't you know what
comes of little boys who tell lies ? I have seen

your friend, and paid him ; it 's all right ; but as

you 're such a nice little boy, here 's a guinea for

yourself." St. Giles' heart rose somewhat at the

guinea. " You 're to go into the house, and
wait for Mr. Blast." St. Giles' eyes twinkled at

the name : of course, as the stranger averred, it

must be all right, " Stop, don't change the

guinea; here 's a shilling too, my little dear.

Now, go in—I don't want to be thanked—only
let me see you go in, that you may n't come to

any harm in the street." St. Giles, taking a last

look at the pony, entered the Blue Posts. The
stranger and the pony went—who shall say-

whither?

St. Giles meekly seated himself in a corner of
the hostelry, ordering for his refection two penny
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worth of ale, and some bread and cheese. And
when he had somewhat solaced his inward boy,

he began to wonder when Tom Blast would come.

Hour after hour passed, and still St. Giles re-

mained alone. Again and again he looked at the

clock—again and again at the guinea. Never be-

fore had he possessed such wealth : and the con-

templation of his riches in a great measure abated

his anxiety for the arrival of Tom ; even though

he thought of him as the bearer of other guineas,

the purchase-money of the pony. Still, there was
the charm, the fascination of ready gold to com-
fort St. Giles : the glitter of the money held him
like the eye of a snake. His only perplexity was
how he could best spend it. He was deep in these

thoughts when, the room having filled, his atten-

tion was awakened and afterwards possessed by a

man who, talking very loudly—and with his clench-

ed fist beating the table the while—about what he
called the abstract beauty of honesty, gradually

hushed all speakers into reverent listeners. The
man was about the middle-time of life, drest some-
what like a grazier. He seemed prematurely bald,

which questionable defect gave to his head an out-

side look of wisdom, possibly not warranted by the

contents. He had one of those large clear faces,

often called open, because probably there is noth-

ing positive in them. He was earnest and voluble

in his speech, as though his arguments welled up
from his heart, and would out.

" You have said, sir," he cried, " that honesty

is the best policy. You have been pleased to call

that a golden maxim."
" I have," answered a huge, dull-looking man,

in a butcher's coat. "I have," he repeated;

sucking his pipe, and winking his small eyes.
" Sir," cried the bald-headed orator, " I call it

the maxim of a rogue and a rascal."
" Hallo ! Hallo !" cried some, and " Prove it

—prove it," shouted others.
" Prove it ! Why it 's as plain as the door of

Newgate. Now, listen, gentlemen, if you please.

Honesty is the best policy, that 's what I have to

tackle. Very well. What is honesty ? I ask

you that. Why, I suppose, it 's not to pick a

man's pocket—it 's not to steal his purse, or his

coat, or his sheep, or his horse !" Young St.

Giles turned his eyes from the speaker. "It's
not to put off bad money, or to give short measure,
or light weight."

" Stick to the pint," cried a man with an apron,

apparently a small shopkeeper.
" I am sticking to it," resumed the orator.

" Now I tell you again that that maxim is n't the

maxim of a good man, but of a rascal : of a fellow

that wants to be rewarded for not stealing—for not

passing off bad money—for not giving short mea-
sure. He says, no says he, I '11 be honest, not
because I love honesty for itself, but because it 's

all to my advantage to be honest. Now, I ask
you, isn't that the trick, the cunning, of a sly fel-

low] What does he know about what I beg leave
to call honesty in the abstract?"

" Stop, old fellow ; not so fast," cried the shop-
keeper. " I never heard of that. What is honesty
in the abstract"

" Why it 's honesty stript of all flummery and
nonsense," was the answer; "in a word, it's

honesty stark-naked."
" I see," said the butcher, winking knowingly

"I see: just as the lord mayor—with his

robes and his gold chain, and every rag and thread
in the world stript off him—would be the abstrac
of a lord mayor."

" That 's it
;
just it," said the bald-headed man.

"Now, I ask, is any man here a friend of the lord

mayor's?"
"I am"—"And I"—" And I"—" And I,"

cried several.
" Very well ; now suppose you got nothing by

him ? Suppose you never got a dinner out of him,
or a little favor of any sort—or a bow—or so much
as a civil word of him—well, would you be his

friends still? I ask you that." There was no
reply- " Well, then, the lord mayor 's nothing to

you in the abstract, and your friendship 's not

worth a brass farthing. In the same way that the

man who follows honesty because it 's the best

policy, follows it for what is nothing more than a

mean and dirty advantage. No, gentlemen.

Make honesty not the best policy, and then show
me the man that loves it. That 's my man

—

that's the true heart, gentlemen. But, to follow

honesty because it 's the best policy—why, I re-

peat it, it 's nothing more than the calculation of

a sneak-up—of a fellow that has n't the courage to

be a rogue. No
;
give me honesty naked as truth

;

that 's the honesty I love best. I don't want to be

bribed for being honest ! Eh ?" and he gazed tri-

umphantly around him.
" I want you," said a man, putting his head in

at the door, and looking with strange significance

at the speaker.
" God bless me !" cried the orator, and imme-

diately obeyed the summons.
Oh, abstract honesty ! bleed for thy worship-

per ; for in less than three minutes was he

handcuffed at the door on a charge of street rob-

bery.

To return to young St. Giles, an attentive

though unenlightened listener to the lecturer upon
honesty. St. Giles had heard of honesty ; had

some dim notion of its meaning. It was a some-

thing especially made for people who had all

things comfortable about them : so much he knew
of honesty : but for honesty in the abstract—in

that he was as ignorant, ay, as even some of his

betters.

The hours passed, and still Tom Blast came
not. Evening approached—night shut in—mid-

night came, and St. Giles, with a heavy heart,

though lightened somewhat by his guinea, turned

into the street. He could not go home—no ; at

least, for a time, Hog Lane must be to him a for-

bidden Paradise. No matter. Plad he not a guinea

—a whole guinea—to himself? The thought,

even in the midnight street, fell like a sunbeam
upon him ; he sprang from the pavement with a

shout, reckless with his wealth. He would make
a night of it—yes, he would have all things

glorious ! And with this hilarious wilfulness, he

took to his heels, and was speedily housed for the

night within the very shadow of Newgate.

CHAPTER VIII.

For more than a week did St. Giles live upon
his guinea. True it is, that for the first day or

two he dined and supped in the Apollo of an east-

ern cook-shop ; besides taking his luncheon of

fried fish in the Minories, for the which delicacy,

the Hebrews, thereabout dwelling, enjoy a just

renown. But these days of Carnival past, St.

Giles economized, with a fine knowledge of the
resources of the metropolis. Threepence awarded
to him the sweets of sleep beneath a roof ; and a
shilling saw him safely through the day. How-
ever, let not the reader imagine that St. Giles

—

like many a great genius—was made dull and in-
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active by the golden reward of his ability—a cir-

cumstance to be so often deplored in the case of

great authors, great painters, and especially of

great philosophers; wherefore, it is questionable,

if the world would not really gain more by them
if it never rewarded them at all.—St. Giles was by
no means one of these. No : he still kept his eyes
wide open at the doings of life ; still hived in that

odd, world-twisted little brain of his, all sorts of

knowledge for the future day. He especially em-
ployed part of his time, dodging about the haunts
of Tom Blast ; but, strange to say, that interest-

ing person never showed himself in any of his

wonted places of ease and recreation. Again and

again did St. Giles travel Long-Lane—again slink

and spy into every haunt in the fond and foolish

hope of once more meeting with the soft-spoken

man who, at the ruinous price of one guinea one

shilling, had purchased a pony of incomparable

Arab blood. St. Giles, with all his friendship, all

his gratitude for Tom, could not but feel that he

had been tricked, bamboozled by his tutor : and
the nearer and nearer he approached to his last

shilling, the more intense was his indignation

—

the more insatiable his thoughts of revenge. Yes,
it was strange ; but the poorer St. Giles became,
the less tolerant was he of human frailty. And
this uncharitableness is only another of the thou-

sand evils to be shunned in poverty. Therefore,

reader, if only to cultivate chanty, cultivate

wealth : virtue blossoms on a golden bough.
It was the ninth day of St. Giles' absence from

his maternal home, and the pilgrim of London
stood before a house of humble entertainment in

Cow Cross. The time was noon ; and St. Giles,

feeling the last threepence in his pocket—turning

them over, one by one—was endeavoring to arbi-

trate between pudding and bed. If he bought a

cut of pudding—and through the very window-
pane he seemed to nose its odor—he had not

wherewithal to buy a lodging. What of that?

London had many doorways—hospitable stone-

steps—for nothing ; and pudding must be paid for.

Still he hesitated ; when the cook-shop man re-

moved the pudding from the window. This re-

moval immediately decided St. Giles. He rushed
into the shop, and laid down his last worldly stake
upon the counter. "Threepenn'orth o'puddin',
and a good threepenn'orth," said St. Giles. With
a look of half-reproof and half-contempt the trades-

man silently executed the order ; and in a few mo-
ments, St. Giles stood upon the king's highway,
devouring with great unction his last threepence.
Whilst thus genially employed, he heard a far-off

Voice roaring through the muggy air : his heart
beat, and he ate almost to choking, as he listened

to these familiar words :
—" A most True and Par-

ticular Account of the Horrible Circumstance of a
Bear that has been Fed upon Five Young Children
in a Cellar in Westminster / " It was the voice

of Blast ; and St. Giles swallowed his pudding,
hurriedly used the back of his hand for a napkin,
and following the sound of the crier, was in a

trice in Peter-street, one of the mob that circled

the marvel-monger of Hog-Lane. Nevertheless,

though Tom roared with an energy that very

strongly declared his own faith in the horror that

he sought to vend for only one halfpenny, still his

auditors lacked credulity or coppers, for the well-

worn enormity. Nobody purchased. Not even a

timorous, sympathizing servant-maid advanced
through the crowd to make the mystery her own.
Tom looked about him with evident disgust at

what he had heard called the advancement of the

age ; he had heard of the nuisance, and now he
beheld it. His standing in the world as a trades-

man was fast crumbling from beneath his feet.

St. Giles was hurrying up to his old and early

friend, when, at a short distance, he beheld his

former patron, Capstick the muffin-maker, and
Bright Jem. They looked, as he thought, some-
what curiously at his friend Tom, and then seemed
to take counsel of one another. Under these cir-

cumstances, St. Giles thought that to accost Tom,
would be to call unnecessary attention to himself.

He therefore remained, shrunk down among the
mob that every moment became less and less.

What, too, made it most discouraging to Mr
Blast were the scoffs and loud laughter with which
certain new-comers would listen to the description

of the horror sought to be circulated, and then
hurry off. "That cock won't fight now!" cried

one—"A little late in the day for that. Get
something new," cried another. "Gammon!"
shouted a third.

Nevertheless, be of good heart, Tom Blast

:

take consolation from this. You suffer in great
society : you sink in most worshipful companion-
ship. Very reverend, grave, authoritative persons
—men of the bench, even of the pulpit—who for

centuries sold to their exceeding profit, " Most
True and Particular Accounts" of a horrid bear
of some sort—whether of royal or feudal privilege

—of witchcraft—of popery—of sham rebellion

—

nay, fifty bears and bugbears, all of horrid, ghastly

nature—they, too, in their turns, have outlived the

profitable lie. And even in these latter days,

when some Tom Blast in higher places—nay, in

the highest—sounds his tin horn of bigotry, and
would trade upon some bear apocryphal—he is

assured in the like sense, although in gentler

phrase, that such cock will by no means fight

—

that the day has passed for so foolish, vain a story

—that, finally, his bear is no bear at all, but

briefly, yet intensely—gammon. Has not history

her catch-pennies, even as the archives of Seven
Dials?

Mr. Blast was somewhat of a philosopher. He
could have borne the laughter and scoffing of the

crowd, if any of them had bought his ware ; but

his philosophy was not of that transcendental kind

to endure outrage, unmitigated by any sort of coin,

even the smallest, current in the realm. He
therefore, with a sotlo voce expression of the deep-

est contempt for his hearers, broke from the crowd,

passing on, and then—his legs evidently walking

in a passion—turning, he strode still onwards until

he entered Cow-Lane. Here, St. Giles, hanging

at his skirts, came up with him.
" Well, if it isn't a sight for bad eyes to see

you !" said the unabashed Tom. " But don't

let's talk in the street." And Tom made for an

opposite public-house, one of his customary places

of call, unknown to St. Giles. Stalking through

the passage, followed by his young friend, he made
his way into a small, dark, low room. " I thought
there 'd be nobody here," said Tom ; and then in

a tone of great tenderness and anxiety, looking

straight in the eyes of St. Giles, he asked, " Well,
and where have you been \ They 're mad about

you in the Lane. Where have you been?"
" Why, I 've been looking for you," said St.

Giles moodily, shaking his head. " You must
have know'd that."

" And that 's I suppose why we did n't happen
to meet," replied Tom

;
possibly recollecting that
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his chief care had been to keep out of the boy's

way. "Why, what's the matter] you look

plaguy sarcy ! What are you looking so black

at, you young devil?" cried Tom, with sudden

ferocity; but St. Giles felt his injuries, and was
not to be browbeaten.
" Why, I 'm a looking at you—and not much

to look at neither," shouted St. Giles, with answer-

ing vigor. "You 're not a goin' to frighten me,
I can tell you. Why did 'nt you come as you
promised you would? You're a good un, you
are."
" Now, what does ail the boy ?" said Tom coax-

ingly ; though evidently ill at ease : for his fingers

worked ; and he bit his lip as he gazed on the boy,

who with sullen, defying air, returned his look.
" Why, this ails me. Did n't you tell me to

take that pony to Long Lane—and then didn't

you tell me to wait for you?"
" I know it, Giles ; I know it ; but you see, as I

went along, I thought agin over the matter. I

thought, you see, it might lead you into trouble,

if I came ; so I thought I 'd stay away, and you 'd

bring the pony home agin, and then, mayhap,
after a little breeze, there 'd be an end of the

matter. That 's it, Giles," said cautious Mr.
Blast.
" Then why did you send the man as gave me a

guinea, and took the pony away? and, as said too,

that he 'd made it all right with you, and that"

Here St. Giles was interrupted in his volubility

by Mr. Blast ; who performed—and an admirable

performance it was—a look of immense astonish-

ment, at the same time whistling very vehemently.
At length, mastering his wonder, he cried

—

" Why, Giles ! you 've never sold the pony ?"

" No. I never sold it—but you did ; the gem-
man told me so. You sold it ; and after that

—

"

Mr. Blast could scarcely contain himself, so big,

so swelling was his compassion for the injured boy.

"Oh, Giles," he cried—"poor little fellow!

You 're done, Giles
;
you 're done."

"And who's done me? Why, you have,"
screamed the youngster in a paroxysm of passion.

All childhood vanished from his face, so suddenly
was it convulsed with rage. He stood, for a

moment, breathless with emotion ; and forgetful in

his fury of the bulk and strength of his former
teacher, he clenched his little fist, and grinding

his teeth, advanced towards Blast, who, for a

moment, recoiled from the small assailant. Then
recovering himself, he laid his hands upon his

knees, and with an effort to be calm, contemptuous,
said—" And this, you little varmint, is your thanks
to me ; to me, you scorpin, as has been better than a

father to you ! To me, who 's taught you ballad-

chanting, and everything as is decent, you know
;

to me, as has laid awake in my bed thinkin' what
T could do for you in the mornin' ; to me, who 's

always looked on you as arasher ofmy own flesh !

And you '11 shake them little mawleys at me !"

The picture of ingratitude was almost too much for

Mr. Blast. He was nearly melted in his own
tenderness.

" None o' that : that won't do for me, no how,"
cried St. Giles. " You made me steal the pony

—

you sold it, and now—

"

The charge was too much for the indignant

virtue of Mr. Blast. With an exclamation of

disgust, he aimed a blow at his accuser, that but

for his agility, would have laid him senseless on
the floor. Bobbing his head and doubling himself
up with wonderful elasticity, St. Giles escaped

the meditated punishment, and the next moment
saw him fastened on Tom : clasping him round
the waist, and kicking with all his might and
malice at his benefactor's shins. Tom, mad with
pain and vexation, sought to fling the urchin off;

but he held to his prey like a stoat. For some
moments the boy heroically suffered the worst
punishment that his master in equity could inflict,

returning it with unequal powers. At length,

Blast unclasping the urchin's hold, seized him in

his arms, and threw him violently off. The boy
fell, stunned, against the wainscot. The infu-

riate savage—his passion raging—was about to

deal a blow—it would have been the last—upon
the prostrate boy, when Capstick, Bright Jem,
and a couple of officers burst into the room.
Blast immediately divined their business, and with

masterly coolness observed, pointing to St. Giles

lying in the corner a senseless heap,—" There 's

your young oss-stealer for you ; and a nice job

I 've had to nibble him. A varmint of a pole-cat

as he is."

" The young un and the old un, too," said one

of the officers. " Why this is better luck than

we bargained for."

Jem lifted up the boy between his knees ; he
was still pale and senseless. " Mr. Capstick,"

said Jem, " for God's sake, some water !" Then
turning an indignant look upon Blast, he added,
" Why, what a paving-stone you must have for a

heart, to use a poor child like this."
" A child !" cried Blast, " a young devil."
" And if he is," said Jem, " who 's made him

one? Murder! why it's the worst of murders

;

to take and kill all the good in a child's soul, and
then to fling him into the world to do his worst,

and answer for it."

"There, there, never mind, Jem," cried Cap-
stick, who was turning himself round, and shuffling

about, visibly affected by the miserable condition

of the child, yet struggling to maintain his out-

ward misanthropy. " All wretches ; all alike,

worthless animals !" And then he roared at the

waiter as he entered—" Why don't you bring

some water—some brandy—anything, everything

for this poor creature—this miserable—helpless

—

forlorn—unhappy little boy?" And then Capstick

turned his face in a corner, and violently blew his

nose, and coughed, and vowed he never had such
a cold in all his life.

"There, there," said one of the officers, as

Jem bathed the boy's face, "he'll come round
again, never fear."

Jem groaned, and shook his head. " Yes, he
will come round," he said. "If it was n't that

blood would be on somebody's head, it would be a

good thing, if he didn't. Lord! Lord!" cried

Jem, " to think this is the babby's face I once

knew."
"Pooh—pooh!—nonsense," said Capstick;

" we 've nothing to do with that ; nothing at all.

The ends of justice—the ends of justice, Mr. Ani-
seed"—and again the muffin-maker coughed ; he
had such a cold.

However, whilst Jem—with his heart running

at his eyes— is solacing young St. Giles, we will,

as briefly as we may, inform the reader of the
cause that has brought the muffin-maker and the

link-man to Smithfield.

Ever since the conclusion of our sixth chapter

—

which the urbanity of the reader will consider to

be no less than six years ago—fortune smiled
upon Capstick. True it is, she often smiles upon
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the strangest lumps of men—is oft a very Tilania

enamored with an ass's head—nevertheless, she

showed good judgment in the favors she bestowed
upon the muffin-maker. So fortune made interest

with her good sister fame to play a flourish on her

trumpet in praise of Capstick's muffins ; that in

time rejoiced many hearths without the circle of

St. Giles'. In a word, Capstick soon built an
enduring reputation upon muffins; and therefore

had a better chance of his name going buttered

down to posterity, than has the name of every

monarch duly buttered in birth-day ode. Well,
the calls upon Capstick's oven were so increasing,

that his wife suggested he should forthwith start

a horse and very genteel cart. She, good woman !

had no eye to a Sunday drive—the vanity never

entered her head : all she thought of was busi-

ness : she was a woman, and therefore had no

wish to adulterate it with even a drop of pleasure.

Mr. Capstick was somewhat twitted with himself

that such proposal emanated from his wife : it was
so good, so reasonable, it ought to have been his

own. However, he would say, the woman had

caught something like judgment by living with

him. At once, then, Mr. Capstick consented to

the vehicle ; and that purchased a bargain, he

took his way—in pestilent hour for him—to Smith-

field, to buy a horse. Now, Mr. Capstick knew
no more of the points of a horse than of a unicorn.

As, however, he had little faith in human nature,

and none whatever when mixed up with horse-

flesh, he said to himself that he might as well be

cheated at first hand as at second ; therefore,

went he alone to buy a steed. Arrived in the

market, full soon was he singled out by a benevo-

lent, yet withal discerning dealer, who could see

in a twinkling the very sort of thing that would
suit him. " A nice little cretur that would eat

nothing, and go fifty miles a day upon it." In

brief, the worthy man sold it to the muffin-maker,

sold it to him for an old song—to be sure, he

could afford to let it go thus cheap—the black

pony which only two days before had been the

valued possession of Lord St. James. For four-

and-twenty hours alone did the muffin-man rejoice

in his purchase : for on his very first attempt to

degrade the high-blooded animal to a cart—it was
quite as fit to draw St. Paul's—the creature, al-

though its flowing tail and mane had been ruth-

lessly docked and cropped—was identified by

Cesar Gum, on his way, with a sisterly message,
to Short's Gardens. Never before had Mr. Cap-
stick known the full value of a good character.

His story of the transaction was received as truth
;

and though he lost the ten pounds—the value

of the old song—he had given for the animal,

he maintained his untarnished reputation. Of
course, St. Giles was soon known as the horse-

stealer. It also came out, that Mr. Thomas Blast

had been seen in very earnest conversation with

the boy, as he led the pony. Every search was
made for Tom ; and as, with a modesty not usual

to him, he seemed wholly to have withdrawn him-

self from his native parish, curiosity to learn his

whereabout was the more quickened. Mr. Cap-

stick felt his judgment, his pocket, too, somewhat
involved in the transaction. He felt that he stood

fair and upright in the eye of the world, neverthe-

less it would be to him a peculiar satisfaction could

lie detect Mr. Thomas Blast, or the benevolent,

simple-spoken tradesman who—for the price of an

old song—had sold the pony. With this wish

thumping at his heart, Capstick every day visited

Smithfield and its neighborhood ; taking with him
Bright Jem, whom he had accustomed himself to

think an honest, worthy fellow, and his particular

friend ; that is, so far as the misanthropy of the

muffin-maker would acknowledge the existence of

such a treasure. It was strange, however, that

Capstick, in his thoughts of revenge, had no
thought of young St. Giles. No ; all the vehe-

mence of his wrath was roused against the boy's

tutor.

We have now, we trust, sufficiently explained

the course of accidents that brought the muffin-

maker and Jem to Porter-street, and so made them
hearers of the unprofitable oratory of Tom Blast.

Fearful that they might be recognized by him,
they employed a third party to watch him to his

haunt, whilst they secured the attendance of offi-

cers. Hence, they saw not St. Giles, who, as

we have before observed, kept himself close

among the mob. They were the more astonished

to find the ill-used boy in the same room with his

schoolmaster.

"There, now, he's all right," cried one of

the officers, as St. Giles—restored by the efforts

of Bright Jem—looked about him. However, no
sooner was he conscious of the presence of Cap-
stick and his fast friend Jem, than his face glowed
like a coal. He hung down his head, and burst

into tears : there was no sham whimpering—no
taught effort of sorrow—but the boy's heart

seemed touched, melted, and he wept and writhed
convulsively. A recollection of the goodness

—

the disregarded kindness of the men before him

—

thrilled through his soul, and though he knew it

not, he felt the yearnings of a better nature.

There was anguish—penitence—in the sobs that

seemed to tear his vitals.

"Thank God for that!" cried Jem; and the

poor fellow wept, too. " I like to hear that, eh,

Mr. Capstick?"
Mr. Capstick felt an old queasiness in his throat,

and could say nothing. He therefore again threw
himself upon his pocket-handkerchief. Then,
conscious that he had a great duty to perform for

the ends of justice—a fact, that when otherwise

puzzled he had more than once insisted upon—he
turned to the officers, and pointing his thumb
towards Blast, observed with peculiar loftiness,

" You will be good enough to handcuff that man."
" Handcuff me!" cried Mr. Blast. " They '11

do it at their peril."
" Ha ! my good man—I beg your pardon—you

desperate scoundrel !" said Capstick, with wither-

ing urbanity ;
" they 're accustomed to do a great

deal at their peril : thanks to such rascals as you.

Handcuff him."
" They darn't do it—they darn't do it," shouted

the struggling Blast ; and in a moment afterwards

his wrists were locked in iron. "I '11 make you
pay for this—never mind ; it 's no matter to me

—

but I '11 make you pay for this," he said ; and
then, like a Tyburn philosopher, Tom became sud-

denly reconciled to his manacles.

We will not dwell upon the details of the ex-

amination of the prisoners. It will be sufficient

for the reader to know that, after certain pre-

liminaries, a sitting alderman committed St.

Giles and his tutor for horse-stealing. Both
scholar and master awaited their trial in New-
gate.

It was not until after the culprit's first exami-
nation, that Capstick felt the full annoyance of his

position. When Jem would shake his head, and
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look dumpish on the matter, Capstick would talk

loud, and beg- him to think of the ends of justice :

but when the boy was committed on the capital

charge, the muffin-maker's public spirit wholly

forsook him. Evidence had brought the accusa-

tion quite home to the boy ; however legal proof

might fail to criminate his tempter. "They'll
never—never think of much hurting the boy—

a

child, you know—a mere child," said Capstick to

Jem, as they left Guildhall together.
" Humph ! I don't know what you call hurting,

Mr. Capstick," said Jem, moodily. "But I

should n't think hanging pleasant."

Capstick turned pale as flour, and he could

scarcely articulate the words—" Impossible—ri-

diculous—they could n't do it."

"Ha!" cried Jem, "when hanging's the

thing, you don't know what they can do. Well,
I'd rather ha' been in bed, with a broken limb,
than had a finger in this matter. I shall have that

poor child always about me ; I know I shall.

When he 's killed and gone, I shall never take my
pipe without seeing his face in the fire. And then
my poor old woman ! She that still 's so fond of
him—poor orphan thing ! for his mother 's worse
than lost to him—she '11 lead me a nice life—that

is, though she won't say anything outright, she '11

always be a crying about him. We 've done a
nice thing, Mr. Capstick, to make our lives pleas-

ant as long as they last
!"

"Pooh, pooh—folly, Jem; all folly. I sup-
pose property must be protected. I suppose you
won't deny that, eh ?" asked Capstick.

" I deny nothing," answered Jem hopelessly;
and then he groaned " God help us ! Why did n't

he die in the frost and snow 1 Why did I warm
him, when a babby, at my own fire, only to help
to hang him arterwards?"
"Hang him! Nonsense! I tell you, Jem,

you 're a fool—an old, butter-hearted fool—and
you know nothing : here have you lived all your
life with the worst of people about you—not but
what folks at the very best are great rascals, every
one of 'em—but here have you been up to your
ears ir villany—and yet you look upon everybody
about you as innocent as shepherds and shepherd-
esses in white china. I 'm ashamed of you, Jem

;

be a man, and think of the world as its rascality

deserves. For, Lord ! what a lump of roguery it

is ! How that the blessed sun should ever conde-
scend to smile upon such a lot of wretches as we
are, I can't tell."

" No more can I," answered Jem ;
" but since

the sun, as you say, does condescend to show a
good face to us, I think it 's as little as we can do
to try to do the same to one another."

Capstick, taken somewhat aback, looked sud-
denly round upon Jem; and then, feeling himself
wholly unable to controvert this opinion, he simply
said, " Jem, you 're a fool."

A week passed on, and the trial of St. Giles
approached. It was strange to Mr. Capstick that
so many of his customers would ask him about his

health. "Why, what can ail the people?" he
would say. " I was never better—never in all

my life. I eat like a pig, and sleep like a dor-
mouse : can any man do better than that?" But
Mr. Capstick was not well. The biped pig made
poor meals ; the human dormouse had restless

nights : and when dreaming, dreamt horrid visions

of death and Newgate.
It wanted some ten days of the trial, when

Bright Jem presented himself at Capstick's house.

"You see," said Jem, "they're getting some
money in the Lane so that they may have a lawyer
for poor St. Giles. Well, they're a bad lot, I

daresay : but you should only know what some of
the poor souls have done."
" And what have they done?" asked Capstick,

with what he meant for a sneer.
" Why, some as had two blankets have sold one

on 'em ; some with two gowns have pawned one
o'them. It would make you bless yourself, Mr.
Capstick, to see besides what things they 've made
twopences and threepences of—kettles, sarcepans,

anything. It 's wonderful to see how they do
stick by one another."

" Crime, Mr. Aniseed, crime is a brazen cord

—

and certainly does hold rogues together," said

Capstick.
" You may say what you like," said Jem, " but

whenever I 've looked up that horrid Lane, and
seen men and women like devils, and children

—

poor creturs—like devils' little ones—I never

could have thought that in that dismal place

there was after all a sort of good, that the very

best of us would n't be any worse for more of

it."

" Very like ; very like," said Capstick. " And
I am to understand, that the people want to fee a

lawyer?"
"That's it," replied Jem. "There's a Mr.

Tangle, somewhere in Clifford's Inn ; he 's a sharp

un : they say he 'd get a chap out o' Newgate
;

get him out through a flaw no bigger than a key-

hole. Well, I 've been thinking—not that I can

do much—but I 've been thinking that as we
helped to get the boy into Newgate, if we was
to give what money we could to help to get him
out."

" And so defeat the ends of justice ?" cried Cap-
stick, and he frowned severely.

"Oh, I daresay it's wrong," said Jem;
"nevertheless, if we could only get the boy safe

off, he might be a good un after all. Didn't
you hear how he cried? Oh, there's heart in

him yet, I 'm sure there is. Well, then, you
see—

"

" I see perfectly," said Capstick, " you 've

come to ask me to subscribe to the fund for the

lawyer?"
" Well, that 's just it," assented Jem.
"Forgetful of my serious responsibility as a

witness—forgetful of the ends of justice—for-

getful of what I owe to society—forgetful
—

"

" Forgetful," cried Jem with animation, "of
everything except of saving a child from the gal-

lows."
"Mr. Aniseed," said Capstick very decidedly,

" I am sorry to refuse you anything, but you must

not let your feelings blind you : you mean well,

but you have yet to learn that the best meaning

men are those who so often do the most mischief.

In a word, sir, I can have nothing to say to this

business."

Bright Jem made no answer, but with a moody
nod, was about to leave the shop, when the muffin-

maker called to him. "I think you said this attor-

ney's name was Wrangle?"
" Tangle," said Jem, shortly.

" Tangle. Lyon's Inn," said Capstick.
" Clifford 's-Inn," cried Jem, a little sulkily, and

then he darted from the shop.

It is most true that Mr. Tangle deserved the

high reputation bestowed upon him by Jem. His
office in Clifford 's-Inn was looked upon as a pri-
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vate way out from Newgate. Many and many a

time, when the fatal halter seemed inevitable, has
he, by some deft device, turned the running into a

slip-knot, and the hangman has been defrauded by
the quibbler. Many a gentleman had Mr. Tangle
restored to the road, none at all the worse for

Newgate. Many a highwayman, on his solitary

midnight watch, might think with gratitude of the

master-spirit of Clifford's Inn.

It was the evening of the day on which Bright
Jem solicited Capstick, and Mr. Tangle sat in the

solitude of his chambers. He was sunk in pro-

found study
;
possibly, pondering how to find or

make a flaw : how to give to the line of right a

zig-zag, profitable bend, for some consulting client

shut in Newgate stones. His clerk was out

:

therefore, his knocker being struck, he rose him-

self and opened the door. A tall, bulky man,
wrapped in a great-coat, a hat slouched over his

face, tied by a handkerchief that almost wholly

covered his features, stalked into the room. Mr.
Tangle was not at all surprised ; not at all. So
many odd people, so strangely appointed, every

sessions called upon him.
" You are Mr. Tangle," said a voice that, most

assuredly belonged to Capstick, the muffin-maker.

Mr. Tangle bowed. " You are interested in the

case of a boy, one St. Giles?"
" I have been consulted," said Tangle in his

dry way. " A bad case ; confessedly, a bad case
;

still, something may be done. You know till a

man 's hanged there 's always hope ; that is, if

there 's always "

" Money." Mr. Tangle smiled and nodded.

Mr. Capstick took a small leathern bag from

his pocket, from which he counted out ten guin-

eas. "I am not a rich man, Mr. Tangle," said

Capstick.

"lam sorry for it," said Tangle, (and evidently

with a feeling of sincerity ;)
" otherwise the ten

might have been fifty."

" But do what you can for that wretched boy

—

only save him from hanging, and there 's twenty

more."
"Thirty pounds," said Tangle; "it's doing

it—if indeed it 's to be done at all—very cheap ;

too cheap. Nevertheless, as you 're not a rich

man, I '11 not refuse money. What name ?"

"Never mind that," said Capstick. " I think

I 've given you enough to show that I 'm in

earnest. Now, only save the child, and as God 's

in heaven you shall have the other twenty."
" We '11 see what can be done," said Tangle,

showing Capstick to the door—"I have hopes;
great hopes."
And the trial came on, and St. Giles and

Thomas Blast were arraigned for stealing a pony
of the value of fifty pounds, the property of the

Marquess of St. James. Nothing could be clearer

than the evidence against the boy, as delivered by
young St. James, Mrs. Simmer, and her servant.

But legal proof was wanting against Blast. True,
he had been seen talking to St. Giles, as the boy
led the pony; but nothing more. There was no
doubt that the man who had taken the animal

from St. Giles in Long Lane was an accomplice
of Blast's, but he was not to be found—there

was no proof. Whereupon, Thomas Blast was
acquitted ; and young St. Giles found "Guilty

—

Death."

THE BELLS ON SUNDAY MORNING.

Translated for the Protestant Churchman, from the German of

Agnes Franz.

Up, up, the day is broad awake,
The stars have gone to bed,

The glorious sun is spreading fast

His banner o'er our head
;

And, hark, from the heights the merry bells ring,

'T is a message from heaven to earth they bring
;

"Up, up, from your sleep break away,"
The morning breeze wafts the chimes along,

Arousing the birds to their morning song
;

" Think of the Lord—think of the Lord,

Who has given another day."

The mother wakes her little one,

And teaches him to pray
And praise the Lord, who has begun

Another blessed day.

The night has gone with its chilling fears,

And the warmth of the cheerful light appears,

And the bells ring merrily
;

She bends with a pious heart to hear

The voice which the chimes are wafting near,

—

" Praise ye the Lord,

Praise ye the Lord,

Who has tenderly guarded thee."

The sick man tosses to and fro,

Trying in vain to pray
;

The cheerful sun but comes to show
A sad and suffering day.

" Who cares for a friendless soul like me,
Who cares for the sick in their misery

;

Alas ! there is none to hear."
Then suddenly burst from their heights above,

The chimes of the bells with their voice of love,
" Rest on the Lord,
Rest on the Lord,

Who treasures up every tear."

The rich man on his bed of down,
Is scarcely roused to hear

The merry chimes, alas ! they fall

Unheeded on the ear.

Thou idler, awake—each moment of thine

Is a talent but lent by a Master divine
;

Be ready the bond to pay !

Then hark to the chimes as they 're floating past,

They tell thee thy moments are flying fast

;

" Think of the Lord,
Think of the Lord,

And the awe of the judgment day."

Oh, holy, blessed Sunday bells,

Ye bring us from above,

The tidings which each bosom swells,

Of God, the Father's love
;

Long may your echoing chimes rebound,
And over the heathen land resound,

Till all in one harmony blend.

Then arouse to the voice when the matin bells ring,

For a message of love from the heavens they bring,
" Think of the Lord,
Think of the Lord,

Who pities and loves to the end."
M. W.
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From Chambers' Journal.

A FEW DAYS IN A FRENCH CHATEAU.

BY A LADY.

I often wonder at what has been a thousand

times wondered at already—the remarkable re-

semblance between the course of events in Eng-
lish and French history. A king possessing many
good qualities, falling on evil times, is carried by
his people to the scaffold. Next follows a pre-

tended republic, which merges in a military des-

potism. This ends, and then comes back the old

reigning family. But this family not conducting
itself properly, loses the popular affection, is turned

adrift, and a far-off cousin is elected king. To
make the parallel pretty nearly complete, the fam-

ily of the dethroned monarch lives in a distant

land, hoping for better times, and retains a hold

on the loyalty and compassion of certain old fami-

lies of distinction, whose feelings cannot brook an
unhesitating submission to the powers that be.

One thing more, indeed, as respects France is still

wanting to render the resemblance complete—an

insurrection led on by these old-fashioned loyal-

ists, and fruitless in everything but utter ruin to

their expiring cause.

No such mad freak having yet occurred, the

legitimists of France, as they are pleased to term
themselves, occupy a position parallel with the

Jacobites in Scotland and the Cavaliers in Eng-
land, a short time before their annihilation as a
party by the rebellion of 1745. In the same man-
ner that these sturdy Jacobites and Cavaliers used
to shun the court of George I. and II., and live in

grumbling retirement in their old castles and halls,

so do the legitimists of France eschew the court
of Louis Philippe, and shutting themselves up in

their chateaux or their town mansions, live but
for their families, and dream only of a second
restoration. James III. was " the king over the
water," who, the Cavalier party declared, should
one day " enjoy his own again ;" the young Duke
of Bourdeaux (nominally Henri V.) is the object

of veneration among the saddened adherents of the
Bourbons.

Visionary as everybody now allows the projects

of the Cavaliers and Jacobites to have been,
nothing can make me disbelieve them to have been
a noble set of men—gentlemen of high principle,

brave, generous ; their very misfortunes making
one almost love them in spite of their manifold
errors. Had I lived a hundred years ago, I dare
say I should have attended the ball of "the
prince" in Holyrood, at least if so gallant a per-

sonage as Fergus MTvor had asked me. I am
certain I should have wept the fate of Lords Kil-

marnock and Balmerino and Charles Ratcliffe
;

and even now I have a degree of tender regard for

the " bonny white rose." the emblem of the unfor-

tunate house of Stuart. Of such poetical inclina-

tions, it will not be thought surprising that, on a
late visit to Paris, with a party of friends, I should
have wished to see and know something of the old

loyalist families who still cling to the Jleur-de-lis—
the De Sullys, the De Montmorencies, the De
Choiseuls, and other remnants of the shattered
noblesse.

In ordinary circumstances it is no easy matter
to become acquainted with these families ; for

they do not mingle much in general society. The
few who dwell in Paris reside in the Fauxbourg
St. Germain, a quarlier which has now become
synonymous with their party, and the inhabitants
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of which are associated in the mind with the
brilliant court of Louis XIV. The loyalists who
have retained their fortunes display their taste for

magnificence only in the sumptuous adornment of
their palace-like houses, and in the splendor of
their equipages. The brilliant toilette, so dear to

all other Frenchwomen, is by the ladies of these
families discarded, and replaced by the neatest and
most simple attire. Their manners partake of the

same simple character; they are frank, and at the

same time polite ; merry without being boisterous,

and never exacting ; for they have been schooled
by that best of teachers—adversity.

A previous acquaintance in London with certain

members of one of these ancient and noble fami-

lies, was now fortunately instrumental in bringing

us an invitation to spend a few days with them
and their venerable relative at their seat in the

country ; and as life in a French chateau can be
but little known in England, I propose—adopting,

as may be supposed, fictitious titles—to attempt a

sketch of what fell under our observation at the

chateau of our new but valued friend.

The Comte de Beaulieu, one of the sons-in-law

of the nobleman to whose country-house we had
been so hospitably invited, offered to come to

Paris to escort us to Lini&re ; but this stretch of

politeness we positively declined, and only would
consent to meet him at Versailles, where we in-

tended to remain for a few days previous to quit-

ting France. Behold our party, then, at Ver-
sailles, where, on the appointed day, the comte
made his appearance; and after an interesting

stroll with him through some of the private apart-

ments of the palace, to which he had special

access, we set off for Liniere early in the after-

noon, and under as bright a sun as ever shone on
la belle France, being preceded by the comte, who
drove an elegant open carriage, built from a de-

sign of his own, and drawn by a pair of fine Eng-
lish bay horses. The excursion was short and
delightful. Passing through a district of country

tolerably wooded, we had here and there a glimpse

of an old chateau, whose white walls contrasted

finely with the bright green of the trees which
surrounded it, and were thus prepared for what
we might expect at the conclusion of our drive.

On we went, and in about two hours arrived at

the park gates of Liniere. At the head of an

avenue of trees stood the mansion, a fine pile of

building, with a spacious flight of steps in the

middle, from the top of which, on each side,

branched off a terrace with a balustrade of stone

running across the front of the chateau. The
steps at both sides were flanked by quantities of

geranium and other fragrant plants in full bloom,

which imparted an air of elegance to the scene.

At our near approach, the venerable master of

the house, the Marquis de Tourville, accompanied

by another of his sons-in law, the Vicomte de Saint

Prosper, descended the steps where they had been

waiting some time. The truly hospitable and

kind manner in which we were thus welcomed,

could only be equalled by that which we experi-

enced from the ladies, when, a few moments after,

we arrived at the vestibule, where they reiterated

the same kind expressions in the most engaging

manner. We then walked through the ante-

chamber and billiard-room into the drawing-room,
where we chatted for a short time, and then ad-

journed up stairs, preceded by the Marchioness
and the Countess de Beaulieu, who pointed out our
individual apartments, and quickly retired, warn-
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ing us that we had not much time before dinner
for the duties of the toilet. In a short time the
great dinner bell rung-, and when the ladies tapped
at our door to conduct ns to the drawing-room, we
were not quite prepared to descend. When we
made our appearance in the drawing-room, we
found all the family assembled : therefore, whilst
waiting for the announcement of dinner, let me
describe our host, hostess, and family. The mar-
quis numbers more than seventy years, although
he does not appear so old : from his military bear-
ing, no portion of his height is lost, and this, com-
bined with an aqueline nose and eagle eye, give
him such an imposing presence, that one cannot
approach him without feeling a degree of awe.
From infancy he had been in attendance upon
Maria Antoinette, as his family was one of those

who enjoyed the intimate acquaintance of that un-

fortunate queen.

The marquis in early life joined the allied army,
and is linked in the dearest bonds of friendship

with some of our brave old generals with whom
he had served. After the Restoration, he was
reinstated in his former rank and position, and
succeeded in regaining a great part of his fortune.

When Charles X. ascended the throne, he was
intrusted with a high and responsible command of
great honor, which he filled up to the moment of

the Revolution. He has ever since lived apart

from the court, and never takes his seat in the

Chamber of Peers unless some question involving

the vital interests of his country is to be agitated.

The marchioness is the descendant of one of the

most renowned families in France : her mother
and grandmother both perished under the guillo-

tine. She has passed middle life, is peculiarly

j-graeeful both in person and manner, has a sweet

tout sad expression of countenance, and in youth

must have been beautiful. She dresses to perfec-

tion ; never tries, by any youthful denudings, to
J

:take one year off her age; and wears her own
: nice gray hair. Her family consists of three

. daughters, who are all married. The eldest, the

Countess de Beaulieu, always resides with her

parents; she is an elegant, self-possessed, intelli-

gent woman, with a very engaging expression,

and excels in music and painting. She has six

children. The comte, who is the heir of a house
as ancient as that of his wife, is a handsome, dark-

complexioned man, and highly accomplished.

'The youngest daughter, who was staying here,

resembles a lovely young Englishwoman ; she is

a beautiful blonde, and is married to the Vicomte
• de Saint Prosper, eldest son of the Duke de Saint

Prosper, with whom they reside nine months every
year, the other three being passed at Liniere.

The vicomte is a tall, handsome, fair-eomplex-

ioned man, and so much like a John Bull, that he
has frequently been mistaken for an Englishman.
They have also six children.

On dinner being announced, the marquis po-

litely offered one of us his arm, with the air of

an old cavalier, and the rest of the company fol-

lowed. According to French custom, the host

and hostess sat at opposite sides of the table, on

which the display was simple and tasteful, the eye

being feasted as well as the palate. I was par-

ticularly struck with a large and handsome basket

occupying the middle of the table, and filled with

the most beautiful flowers. As soon as the soups
< were despatched, and the covers removed, an im-
• mense joint of roasted beef, as a compliment to us,

. stood revealed, towering over all the delicate

dishes. After three courses, which would ha?e
done credit to Ude himself, the table, with the
cloth still on, was replenished with the most de-
licious fruits, sweetmeats, and iced creams.
The conversation during dinner, which lasted

about two hours, was lively and entertaining.

A number of merry stories were related of the
mistakes made by English people in France, and
vice versa; indeed the Comtesse de Beaulieu told

some very laughable anecdotes of her own expe-
rience in London. After finger-glasses were
handed round, we were all escorted back again in

the same order to the drawing-room. On the way,
we saw eight lovely little girls, all dressed alike,

playing in the billiard-room. They accompanied
us into the drawing-room, and as soon as eoffee

was dispensed, the party quickly broke into little

social knots. Music, conversation, and looking at

the gentlemen playing billiards in the adjoining
apartment, made the evening pass most agreeably.
When the drawing-room was lighting up, a new
contrivance struck us as having a pretty effect.

Two brilliant lamps were placed in superb china
vases, on each side of the mantel-piece, throwing
down a light upon a pyramidal stand of flowers,

which entirely concealed the fireplace. Tea was
served at a late hour. The marquis told us that,

although they always had this beverage in Paris,

they had not yet habituated themselves to it in the
country. Tea, indeed, is still a rare luxury among
the French.
We had been so long accustomed to the narrow

and uncomfortable beds in French hotels, that

when, on having retired for the night, we sunk in

capacious down couches, with linen akin to cam-
bric, and pillows trimmed with fine lace, we could
scarcely credit our senses that we were really in

France. We arose early to enjoy the delightful

view from our windows. The beautiful park,

studded with lofty clumps of trees, reminded us

of merry England. At eight o'clock the waiting-

maid of the marchioness brought in a large tray

covered with a napkin, upon which were placed

tea, coffee, hot rolls, butter in curious devices

covered with pieces of ice, and sundry kinds of

cakes quite hot. The cups and saucers were each

ornamented by a marquis' coronet, and were of

the finest Sevres china. The entire establishment

being conducted by men-servants, with the excep-

tion of the respective waiting-maids and nursery

attendants, was the reason that the marchioness,

in consideration of our English prejudices, was so

kind as to let her own maid bring in our break-

fast, which we enjoyed very much.
Fain would we now have rambled about the

grounds, but, knowing that it is customary for the

ladies to stay in their own rooms until the bell for

the grand dejuner, or general breakfast, summons
all the family, we constrained ourselves to con-

form to the rules of the house. By adhering to

this plan, each separate family is enabled to make
their own private arrangements, and give their

orders for the day, the remainder of which they
spend together free from household cares. The
ladies have each a cup of coffee at eight o'clock,

or earlier, and the gentlemen also when they are

indisposed, but not otherwise. Prevented from
going out, we took the opportunity of taking a

look round the apartments allotted for our use.

Our bedrooms were very large, carpeted all over,

and superbly furnished with footstools, arm and
small chairs, sofas, marble-topped cabinets, chests

of drawers, dressing-tables, and last, but certainly
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not least in our estimation, capacious mahogany
bedsteads, terminating at each end in Greek scrolls,

and provided with two sets of curtains, appended

to a gilt coronet, fastened into the wall, the out-

side hangings light-colored silk, to match the win-

dow-curtains, the inside ones fine clear white mus-

lin. In the centre of each bedroom stood a library

table, furnished with writing materials, matches,

wafers, almanacs, wherein the saints' days were
peculiarly notified ; and these articles complete the

list, with the addition of hanging pin-cushions at

each side of the large looking-glass which stood

on the mantel-piece. Attached to each sleeping

apartment was a handsome dressing-room, leading

to another small apartment designed for a wait-

ing-maid, from which there is an exit to the cor-

ridor. Each visitor therefore may be said to have
a cluster of two or three private apartments. The
other parts of the mansion are on the same princely

scale. It was built in the reign of Louis XIII.,

and consists of a centre two stories high, with a

wing at each side of the same height. Staircases

lead to the long corridors, which run from one

end of the chateau to the other, and from which
all the bedrooms are entered. The lower corridor

is hung with family porti-aits—knights and belles

of " high degree"—and is lighted by the windows
which form part of the facade. The lower floor

of one of the wings contains the suite of rooms
appropriated to the marchioness, the other those

of the marquis, and the entire upper part of each
is occupied by the children, their servants, and
English governesses. The drawing, billiard, and
dining-rooms, are noble apartments, and, with

antechambers, run the entire length and breadth

of the chateau. In one of the drawing-rooms is

placed a marble bust of the Duke de Bourdeaux,
in a most conspicuous position. It is valuable

both as a likeness, and as a fine work of art.

Luxury and comfort are singularly combined in

this charming room, from which the grounds can
be entered by means of a flight of steps.

The ladies had the kindness again to call at our
door, to convey us down stairs as soon as the bell

rang for general breakfast. We found all the

family assembled in the drawing-room. Some of

the gentlemen had been walking in the grounds,
others in the village, and the intellectual comte
had been giving his accustomed German lessons

to his daughters. We were all conducted in the

same order to the dining-room as we had been the

preceding evening. We found the beautiful pol-

ished table covered by a delicious melange of

poultry, joints of roasted meat, bread, cakes, po-

tatoes in divers forms, and most recherche made
dishes. Tea, coffee, and chocolate were poured
out from silver pots by servants at each person's

desire, the cups and saucers alone being placed on
the table. Eggs, poached and dressed in oil, we
found to be delicious : they were, however, served

singly in small earthenware pipkins with handles,

which certainly appeared rather incongruous
amongst such a brilliant display of plate. Sweet-
meats of the rarest and most curious description,

strawberries, cherries, and various fruits, some of

them iced, were also present; likewise wines and
liqueurs—the whole reminding me of the far-

famed breakfasts of the Scotch. The absence of

a table-cloth, however, gave a foreign air to the

repast. Finger-glasses, as at dinner, was the sig-

nal for rising from table, when we were again

marshalled to the drawing room, where all the

children were assembled, preparatory to their

walking out. They breakfast, at halfpast seven
o'clock, and have all their lessons over by twelve,

after which thev take exercise and dine. Music,
reading, and different kinds of needlework occupy
them until five o'clock, when they take some light

supper, and appear in the drawing-room, after

their parents' dinner, for about an hour—a cus-

tom which is infinitely preferable to the English
habit of admitting a troop of children into the din-

ing room during the dessert.

Having settled ourselves in the drawing-room,
some of the party sat down to embroidery, and
others to reading, the table being covered with
newspapers just arrived from Paris ; whilst we
visited by invitation the apartments of the mar-
chioness, which, as before observed, occupy all

the ground-floor of the left wing. We entered

her library from a door in the drawing-room lead-

ing into it, and were much pleased to find such a

choice collection of French translations of English
works, as madame cannot read them in the orig-

inal. Sir Walter Scott's works occupied a large

space. We were much amused, on opening one
of his novels, by seeing an attempt at a translation

of Edie Ochiltree's Scotch ; and a very queer at-

tempt it was. In a recess stood a handsome bed-

stead, draped with pale blue gros de Naples, cov-

ered by the most beautiful and delicate lace-work

of that species called application. The coverlet

and toilet-cover were likewise of the same mate-

rial ; the former was flounced round in a corre-

sponding pattern. All these elegant specimens

of needlecraft have been the result of the mar-
chioness' own industry. In the middle of a large

bow-window stood the toilet-table, covered by a

profusion of silver, gold, china, Venice glass, and
colored stone dressing utensils. Near the fire-

place is hung a rosary, in a glass-case, which was
pointed out to us with pride and veneration, as it

is believed to contain a piece of the true cross.

The beads are formed from precious stones. This

interesting object was presented to an ances-

tor of the marchioness by the celebrated Pere
Joseph, the friend and agent of Richelieu.

The gentlemen and the marchioness having pro-

posed a walk through the grounds, in order to

show them to us, we readily assented, and were
greatly pleased with the excursion. The walks

were diversified, and so well laid out, that from

different points of the higher grounds we had

charming prospects of the country around, in-

cluding the old village and church of Liniere.

Finally, we visited the orangerie and hothouses,

and were then conducted by the marchioness to

her favorite spot, laid out to resemble, and called

an English garden. She showed us a small par-

terre of pretty Scotch roses, which had been sent

her as a present from the venerable Lord Lyne-

doch, a brother in arms of the marquis. We had

scarcely returned to the house, when we were

told to prepare for a drive, as they wished us to

see some of the neighboring chateaux. When
we were ready, three handsome equipages drove

up—acaleche, Brougham, and the Comte de Beau-
lieu's favorite, each drawn by a pair of fine Eng-
lish horses. We visited two chateaux. One of

these contained a rare collection of paintings by
the old masters, hung- in a gallery evidently copied

from the Louvre. The luxury of everything there

was regal. Precious bronzes and antique marble
busts were distributed through the apartments.
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The dining-room was worthy of Lucullus. The
house had belonged to one of the ancient noblesse,

whose widow, after his decapitation, had been
obliged to sell it for a trifle to a citizen. This
man had a daughter in whom all his wealth cen-
tred ; she married a young member of the old

aristocracy, arid is now a widow with two chil-

dren. Some years back, her husband was sent as

ambassador to England by Louis XVIII. We
were particularly struck by the sofas with awnings
dispersed through the grounds, and by an octagon
room, some of the windows of which opened upon
the lawn ; they had also awnings over them, and
at each side of the steps flowers in vases. A
beautiful ornamented cottage in the grounds was
most tastefully furnished, and would make a

charming summer abode. The riding house and
some of the stables are built with the stones which
once formed a part of the celebrated convent, the
" Port Royal," where the virtuous Arnaulds flour-

ished so long, both as reformers and as the great

supporters of Jansenism. At the other chateau
the garden pleased us most. The noble duke who
is the proprietor seldom visits it ; therefore it pre-

sented a very different appearance from the one we
had just quitted. On our return we entered a

very ancient church, with most exquisitely painted

windows. Madame de Beaulieu was much pleased

at her eldest daughter, nine years old, being able

to recognize and narrate the different Scripture

histories set forth thereon. As soon as we arrived

within sight of the great altar, all our friends,

gentlemen as well as ladies, dropped upon their

knees, and appeared for some minutes to be lost in

devotion. After a delightful drive, we returned

to Lini&re just in time to dress for dinner.

As I have now detailed our proceedings for one
day, it would be only a vain repetition to continue

to do so, as nearly every hour was spent much in

the same manner, with some exceptions ; as, for

instance, when the day was wet, we each took
our work and had some interesting conversation.

The marchioness was engaged upon the finest

piece of needlework we ever saw, which is in-

tended as a cover for the great altar in her own
church at Liniere. Every day, after our first

breakfast, we read until the general one, always
over night providing ourselves with the books
which we desired to peruse. During a morning
excursion we visited the ruins of one of the strong-

holds of the bold Jean de Montford, Duke of Brit-

tany, celebrated in one of the ruthless wars of the
fourteenth century.

During our stay we had many animated discus-

sions relative to the difference both in manners and
customs of our respective countries; but they all

ended, as such conversations generally do, by
leaving each individual wedded to the opinion ex<-

pressed at first. One part of French chateau life

had for some years puzzled us, but we think we
understand it now; I allude to the harmonious
manner in which many branches of one family re-

side under the same roof. The Marquis de Tour-
ville, one day, when speaking on this subject, said

he rejoiced to entertain us at his chateau, that we
might witness the patriarchal manner in which he

lived with his daughters and their husbands and

children, among whom never a jar occurred. I am
inclined to ascribe this felicity to the strict etiquette

and habitual politeness of the French. Although
all relations, and living together in one house, each

branch keeps itself to itself, and no one takes

undue liberties with another. I observed that the
two sons-in-law of the marchioness always ad-
dressed her as rnaman, or ma chcre maman. One
tolerably obvious reason for this clubbing together
of families is narrowness of fortune. It will also

be recollected that, by the new law of inheritance

in France, properties are divided equally among
the children, and all seem to maintain an equal
hold on the paternal feelings. While acknowl-
edging that this practice of equal division seems
the most reasonable and just, I have, after all,

doubts of its general efficacy. It no doubt appears
scandalous, that, by our law of primogeniture,
while the elder son gets all, the younger sons get
nothing; yet it causes universal exertion, and is

probably best for the nation at large. Few things
are more striking to a stranger in France than the
hosts of genteel idlers everywhere—men waiting
for slices of their fathers' fortune ; and it would
not, I think, improve society in England to fill it

with such a class of persons. I am, however, no
politician, and speak diffidently on a question of
such moment.
At the chateau, a German gentleman had been

invited to meet us, and to remain for some days,
as he had the reputation of speaking English flu-

ently. When this worthy man, however, was
placed next one of our party at dinner, not a word
could he muster in our language ; and he appeared
to discover for the first time that reading and
speaking a foreign tongue are two separate things.

He, however, conversed fluently in French ; and
being a very well informed man, we considered
him a great addition to our little society. He bore

the jokes passed upon his failure of English with
much good humor. The perfect harmony which
prevailed in this family was delightful to witness.

The venerable marquis was considered by the

children as common property during the hour they
remained in the drawing-room after dinner. One
beautiful urchin climbed his knee ; a little girl

seated herself on the other ; one pulled his hair
;

another mounted on his back : in fact, he resem-
bled Gulliver when the Lilliputians covered him
all over. The parents were likewise besieged

;

but the instant the time for going to bed arrived,

there was no hankering, no shuffling, to gain half

an hour. Strict obedience was demanded, and, I

must say, cheerfully paid. The Comtesse de
Beaulieu's two eldest daughters played the piano

remarkably well. The second, who is only eight

years old, is quite a musical genius. Both con-

duct themselves like women. They asked us such

intelligent questions relative to our country, which
they are most anxious to see, that it was a pleas-

ure to answer them. They both speak and write

our language correctly. The young vicomtesse

has two lovely little boys who were beginning to

lisp English ; and from what I saw and heard

here and elsewhere, I should imagine the lime

is not far distant when every one among the higher

classes in France will be able to speak English as

well as ourselves. The constant intercourse with
England and America is forcing on this result.

I am now brought to the conclusion of my visit.

The day of our departure from this charming
mansion arrived, and we were obliged to bid adieu

to our friends, whom we quitted with much regret,

mingled with gratitude, for the very kind and hos-

pitable manner in which we had been treated

during our stay in the chateau.
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From Chambers' Journal.

RAILWAY LITERATURE.

Amongst the very great alterations in our

social system which railway extension over the

breadth and length of Great Britain has produced,

the effect it has had upon literature should not be

overlooked. Railways have created a new class

of publications exclusively devoted to their inter-

ests. They have called into existence not merely

a new branch of literature, but a whole literature

of their own, with each department definitely

marked and industriously filled. They have their

useful, serious, business books and periodicals for

the public to consult, as it does the Ready-Reck-
oner or the Times newspaper. They have also

their light and graceful belles-lettres, which the

fashionable world is beginning to prefer to com-
mon-place poetry and blase fiction. A glance at

this new and comprehensive literature will assur-

edly be instructive of the ever-advancing progress

of this country.

In the useful department, preeminence must be

given to a neat waistcoat-pocket compendium,
which is as portable as the tiniest Ready-Reckoner,
and quite as necessary to the man of business. It

may be with truth designated the traveller's best

companion, although its real title is " Bradshaw's
Railway Guide." It consists of a set of tables,

interspersed with distinctly engraved maps. The
tables tell us the respective distances, the times

of starting from and arriving at every railway sta-

tion in Great Britain ; to which is added a list of

the fares for each distance. Supposing, therefore,

a man to be lounging in the neighborhood of John
o' Groat's a few years hence, (when all the rail-

ways in this island shall have been complete,) and
he possess a copy of Mr. Bradshaw's miniature

time-book, he will only have to make one or two
references to it to be able to inform himself of the

hour, nay, of the precise minute, at which he
would arrive at the Land's End in Cornwall.
Even by the aid of the edition now before us, a

traveller being in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, may very

safely order by post a dinner for the next day at

Mr. Wynn's excellent hotel in Falmouth at a cer-

tain number of minutes before or after any particu-

lar hour ; and start with the assurance that,

though he will have to go over some four hundred
and sixty miles— not of ground exactly, but of iron

rail—he will be nearly sure of finding himself
seated at table just as the Falmouth cook is dish-

ing up the pilchards. He can also, before setting

out, calculate from the lists of fares the exact
amount of money the excursion will cost him, and
know, by consulting the maps, through what
counties, towns, and villages he will pass. All
this information, and much more about steamboats,
coaches, and carriers, is compressed into the
smallest possible compass, and bound up in a neat
cloth cover.

Next in utility, though perhaps far above Mr.
Bradshaw's little work in point of importance,
come several newspapers, which are exclusively
devoted to railway affairs. Those already exist-

ing are the Railway Journal, the Railway Times,
the Railway Record, and the Irish Railway Ga-
zette, published weekly, and the Railway Regis-
ter, issued monthly. All these periodicals are

conducted by scientific men, with a high degree
of respectability and independence ; the last, a
most essential qualification ; for their conductors
are manifestly more open to temptations of partial-

ity and favoritism than any other class of editors.

Hence there resides much influence in these jour-
nals for good or for evil. Being looked up to by
the public as authorities on the subject to which
they are devoted, they have the power either to

puff off unstable schemes, which are never intended
to be carried further than the share market ; or,

by dint of cautious inquiry and fearless exposure,
to guard capitalists against them. As vehicles

for the publication of various transactions con-
nected with old as well as new lines, they put
their readers in possession of data upon which to

form correct opinions concerning the actual condi-

tion and progress not only of particular companies,
but of the aggregate of the new but gigantic inter-

est which is now centred in this mode of convey-
ance. To the honor of all the important compa-
nies be it spoken, open unconcealed trading appears
to be their rule of conduct, and each publishes a
weekly account of the amount of business done
during every eight days. Under the head of
" Official railway traffic returns," there appears in

the railway newspapers a table setting forth the
money received for the transit of passengers and
goods. That every means of calculation and
deduction may be afforded to the interested reader,

beside this item is placed the amount of receipts

of the corresponding weeks in as many previous

years as the line has been in operation ; also the
authorized capital of every company, the amount
of its periodical expenses, and the dividend per
cent, received by each shareholder at the last

division of profits. Thus, by the aid of the rail-

way journals, a person who wishes to invest

money may know the exact value of the shares he
would purchase on the very day he desires to buy
them ; and, moreover, be able to form a tolerably

correct notion as to whether the property is likely

to improve, or to become deteriorated in value.

Thanks, therefore, to the exertions of " railway
editors," there is no species of property which a

capitalist can purchase with his eyes so widely
open as railway property ; for if he wishes to

invest his money in houses, he must depend greatly

upon the opinion of his builder, or upon the inter-

ested report he gets regarding the character and
responsibility of the tenants. If, again, he desires

land property, he is almost entirely in the hands
of his surveyor; but, in buying railway shares, he
has only to consult the railway newspapers, and
he may judge unerringly for himself. To assist

him in such cases, the "Railway Record" at-

taches to its weekly account " Notes on the traffic

table," in which is set forth a short stalement of

the condition (whether finished or not) of the line,

or any specialty in the monetary affairs of each

company.
There is one peculiarity belonging to these

newspapers which, so far as we recollect, no

others possess. They are entirely and unmixedly
devoted to their one subject, to the exclusion of

every other description of matter whatever. The
military and naval journals contain short accounts

of what is going on in the civil world ; the doings
of laymen' are recorded in the religious papers;
and, in short, most of the publications addressed
to special classes show some little sympathy with
the ordinary affairs of life by some brief chronicle
of them. Not so with the papers under considera-
tion. We have one before us, for instance, con-
taining twenty-four pages of close print, and not
one single word relative to anything besides rail-

ways. So inflexible do the conductors appear in
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this respect, that they even exclude the flourishing

eloquence of puffing- advertisers. Out often pages
of advertisements, not one but has direct or indi-

rect reference to railways. Besides several of

the official advertisements of the various compa-
nies, they consist of announcements of patent

inventions for particular parts of railway machine-
ry, of the names and addresses of share-brokers,

and other announcements only relating to rail-

ways. The news is equally exclusive. Reports
of meetings of companies, letters from aggrieved
travellers or disappointed shareholders, information

concerning foreign railways, railway police re-

ports, with a leading article, and an essay or two
on locomotive topics, form the sum of contents in

a railway newspaper.
From the researches we have made from time

to time in these very exclusive vehicles of railway

information, we may conscientiously say that

—

considering the temptations we have before hinted

at which lie in their way to diverge from the

straight line of honesty and truth—a better con-

ducted class of newspapers does not exist. Some,
of course, are better than others ; but it would be

as invidious as unnecessary here to make distinc-

tions.

A few of the temptations to which railway

editors are exposed, may be mentioned in the sec-

ond section of our little treatise on the useful de-

partment of railway literature. The readers of

general newspapers may have observed that al-

most every one of these organs, whether provin-

cial or metropolitan, devotes a column or so to

" Railway Intelligence," in which all the several

haps that, the railway is heir to are duly chroni-

cled. Where, in ihe case of a provincial paper,

a line is projected or in progress through the dis-

trict in which it is published, that of course forms
the subject for the exercise of the editor's pen

—

the pivot on which to turn the graces of rhetoric

in his leaders. When rival lines are proposed,

rival newspapers naturally take a stand in their

favor, and a fierce pen and ink war ensues ; which
introduces us to the controversial department of

railway literature. Without hinting a breath of

disrespect against provincial editors as a body, we
may now produce our instances of the temptations

to tergiversation to which they are exposed. We
learn from one of the parliamentary reports, that

in a certain district a warfare between two rival

companies ran so high, and was so energetically

supported, that the older of the projecting compa-
nies thought it expedient to " buy off" the opposi-

tion of their vigorous opponent, and he was soon

able to present an exception to a very general rule
;

namely, that of a literary man retiring upon a for-

tune ! In his case railway literature had proved a

golden eg^r, though he managed to hatch it under
very discreditable circumstances. Another even

stronger example of the height to which literary

warfare has been carried, is mentioned on good
authority. In a midland county, an editor wielded

his facts and his logic so manfully, that, in the

opinion of the opposed company, he created an

effect upon the minds of his readers far too serious

not to damage, perhaps to overthrow, their pro-

ject. Against bribes—unlike his above-mentioned

brother journalist—he was proof. A new paper

was started in opposition, but the leaders were

weak and ineffective compared with his. Every
scheme was tried that ingenuity could invent, or

cash execute, to silence him ; but the more this

was attempted, the stronger he wrote, and the

more fiercely he denounced the scheme. At length

one of the directors hit upon an expedient worthy
of Machiavel. He got himself cautiously intro-

duced to the proprietor of the journal, professed a

desire to risk a few thousands in a newspaper
property, and by the dazzling offers he made,
actually induced the unconscious proprietor, un-

known to his editor, (who would perhaps have
told him better,) to sell the property. The mo-
ment the bargain was concluded, it was discovered,

too late, that the railway company had, through
the wily director, possessed themselves of the

copyright of the paper, of the printing-office, and
of the services of the editor. He, however, nobly
refused to change his railway politics, and was
accordingly dismissed, taking with him the respect

both of friends and enemies. This case will

readily be credited when we state that in one of

the reports adverted to, it is stated that the cost, of
a certain railway in " buying off" opposition from
land proprietors as well as editors, and in law,

amounted to .£1800 per mile; and that before a

single rail was laid, or a spade put into the

ground.

Before dismissing the four well-conducted spe-

cial railway journals, and the regular stand which
railway intelligence and controversy has taken in

the columns of the press in general, we must not

forget that the London Gazette has of late become
almost a railway newspaper. By a recent act of

parliament, not only notices of every projected

line must be set forth, but the decisions of the

government railway board concerning their expe-

diency promulgated in that official publication.

During the present session of parliament, notices

for no fewer than 248 new branches or new lines

have been issued, and it is no uncommon thing to

see the Gazette nearly filled with them.

But of the vast masses of printing called into

existence by railways, there is nothing to equal in

quantity the reports of parliamentary committees

—

those enormous folio " blue-books," so dreadful to

the visions of busy editors, but so dear to the eyes

of enthusiastic statisticians. Whenever a dispute

occurs concerning the expediency of having inore

than one line laid down between the same places,

or when certain interested parties deem any rail-

way whatever inexpedient, the controversy is

referred to a" select committee of the House of

Commons." These committees consist of some
eight or ten members of parliament, who hear evi-

dence on both sides, and give their decision in

" reports." It often happens that weeks are em-
ployed in merely taking evidence ; every word of

which is accurately noted in short-hand, afterwards

printed, and stitched into the well-known blue

covers. Besides this, there is a report of the

committee printed separately, as well as addenda,

appendices, &c. Now, it happened that, in the

course of the last session of parliament, between
forty and fifty of these committees sat, heard evi-

dence, reported, and—printed. Consequently, at

the very least five-and-forty blue-books were
issued, with their equally blue satellites, in the

shape of reports, additions and appendices. Sup-
posing we give to each of these twelve hundred
and fifty pages, (a moderate average,) we may
calculate that in one year railway speculation and
railway opposition called into existence upwards of
sixty thousand folio pages of print ! And this is not

all. These reports give rise to countless pamphlets,
written either in reply to some of the witnesses, or

for the advocacy of particular views. As regards the
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Utility or instructiveness of the blue-book branch

of railway literature, we can only say that its

chief fault is its extreme bulkiness ; for much
honey is to be extracted from it. Amongst the

witnesses are the most eminent engineers, who
furnish valuable information in answer to questions

put to them
;

practical men of business supply les-

sons of sound wisdom ; whilst non-professional

witnesses sometimes relieve the tedium of scien-

tific detail by the quaintness or jocularity of their

replies.

From the statistical, periodical, and controver-

sial writings which the all-powerful locomotive

has created, we now turn to its historical litera-

ture. Upon this subject much has been written,

and a short summary of what has already appeared

we now propose to give. Railways being still in

their infancy, of course their history is short.

The mere notion of lessening the draught of

wheeled carriages by running them on the smooth

surface of wooden or iron rails, is by no means
new ; such rails, in the form of grooves or ruts,

for the reception of the edges of wheels, and

called trams, were in use quite two centuries ago

in the English collieries. Roger North, in de-

scribing the "way-leaves" granted for the priv-

ilege of laying down such roads, and of transit

over them at Newcastle, says, " When men have

pieces of ground between the colliery and the riv-

er, they sell leave to lead coals over their ground,

and so dear, that the owner of a rood of ground

will expect .£20 per annum for this leave. The
manner of the carriage is by laying rails of tim-

ber from the colliery down to the river exactly

straight and parallel, and bulky carts are made
with four rowlets fitting these rails, whereby the

carriage is so easy, that one horse will draw down
four or five chaldrons of coals, and is an immense
benefit to the coal merchants."*

This practice was somewhat older than 167G,

when the above passage was written. By the

middle, however, of the last century, the iron

works of Shropshire and Staffordshire had be-

come sufficiently extensive to enable the North-

umberland coal proprietors to substitute iron 1'or

wooden trams, and to attract the system south-

ward. In 1760, iron plates were first laid down
upon wooden rails in Colebrook Dale, Shropshire,

and were speedily adopted in all the English and

Welsh mines and collieries ; so that by 1811 there

were, in South Wales alone, above 150 miles of

this description of railway. Still, the power of

steam remained unapplied till the year 1813, when
Mr. George Stephenson constructed the first loco-

motive engine. Mere theorists thought him crazed
;

for it was never supposed that the smooth wheels

of a steam-carriage would adhere sufficiently to

the equally smooth rails, so as to produce locomo-

tion. It was thought that the wheels would run,

or rather slip, round without moving the carriage
;

that, in short, " they would not bite.'''' But
George Stephenson determined to try by actual

experiment. " The first locomotive which I

made," said that gentleman, at a dinner given to

him late last year in Newcastle, " was at Killing-

worth colliery, and with Lord Ravensworth's
money. Yes ! Lord Ravensworth and Co. were

the first parties that would intrust me with money
to make a locomotive engine. That engine was
made 32 years ago, and we called it ' My Lord.'

I said to my friends that there was no limit to the

*Life of Lord Keeper Guilford, vol. i., p. 20;

speed of such an engine, provided the works could

be made to stand." A partial failure on the

Stockton and Darlington line—on which Stephen-
son's locomotive was tried, and which was open-

ed in 1625, for conveying passengers by means
of horse-draught—led to a temporary prejudice

against his sanguine views as to amount of speed.

One writer, who professed himself a friend of lo-

comotive engines, delivered himself as follows :

—

"It is far from my wish to promulgate to the

world that the ridiculous expectations, or rather

professions, of the enthusiastic speculatist will be

realized, and that we shall see engines travelling

at the rate of twelve, sixteen, eighteen, twenty
miles an hour. Nothing could do more harm to-

wards their general adoption and improvement
than the promulgation of such nonsense!'''

Still Stephenson
v
who knew well what he

was about, persisted in asserting the above " non-

sense ;" but it was so little heeded even by experi-

enced men, that when, in 1828, the promoters of

the Liverpool and Manchester railway employed
him, and he was summoned as a witness before a

committee of the House of Commons, they in-

treated him not to shock the common sense of the

members by stating his expectations of higher

speed than ten miles an hour. " When," said

Mr. Stephenson, in the above-quoted speech, "I
went, to Liverpool to plan a line to Manchester,

I pledged myself to attain a speed of ten miles an

hour. I said I had no doubt the locomotive might
be made to go much faster, but we had better

be moderate at the beginning. The directors

said I was quite right ; for if, when they went
to parliament, I talked of going at a greater

rate than ten miles an hour, I would put a cross

on the concern. It was not an easy task for

me to keep the engine down to ten miles an

hour ; but it must be done, and I did my best. I

had to place myself in that most unpleasant of all

positions—the witness box of a parliamentary

committee. I was not long in it, 1 assure you,

before I began to wish for a hole to creep out at.

I could not find words to satisfy either the com-
mittee or myself. Some one inquired if I were a

foreigner, and another hinted that I was mad. But
I put up with every rebuff, and went on with my
plans, determined not to be put down. Assistance

gradually increased—improvements were made
every day—and to-day a train which started from

London in the morning, has brought me in the af-

ternoon to my native soil, and enabled me to take

my place in this room, and see around me many
faces which I have great pleasure in looking

upon." Thanks to the indomitable perseverance

of Stephenson in persisting in his " nonsense,"

there are at present nearly a hundred lines in

Great Britain in full operation, on not one of which
is the average rate of speed less than twenty miles

per hour. So much for the " ridiculous expecta-

tions of enthusiastic speculatists." From this

scrap of railway history, we turn to a considera-

tion of its light literature.

We cannot conscientiously recommend so strong-
ly as the railway newspapers, certain other peri-

odicals professing to be devoted to the lighter mat-
ters which float about railways, because they seem;
in a great measure to hoist false colors. On look-
ing into them, we cannot perceive that they are

anything more than repertories of general facts

and stray witticisms, illustrated with wood en-
gravings. We must therefore dismiss them at

once, to consider the effects which railways are
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gradually spreading over the current literature of
the day.

Composed as a railway train is of mechanical
details, and connected as it is with utilitarian max-
ims and doings, it possesses, we believe, some of

the elements of poetry. Sink details—remove it

to a distance where we only witness its force and
speed, and, even as a sight, it becomes sublime.

Regard it further as a recent product of man's
restless ingenuity—a surprising application of
physical principles to the convenience of our race,

and the sublimity becomes moral. Here there

surely is poetry. Against railways, indeed, the

voice of a distinguished English poet has lately

been raised. But his effusion was promptly an-

swered by other sonneteers, who adopted the views
we are now advocating. And why should it not

be? The ship, with all its attributes and acces-

sories, has for ages furnished similes for poets :

who can say that, when time has sufficiently hal-

lowed such objects, steamers and locomotives will

not be equally prolific in tropes ? To the novelist,

a railway train is invaluable ; for where can he
bring his characters so unexpectedly, yet so prob-

ably together as in a double-seated carriage'? His
elopements may be managed with far more celeri-

ty—hence with far more excitement—by rail than

by the slow-going posters of the old north road
;

and then for a catastrophe, what would satisfy

poetical justice and a melo-dramatic author so

abundantly, as to crush up all his bad characters by
a railway collision ? We perceive that one writer

has taken to the rail for his plots in right earnest.

In recent numbers of the Dublin University Mag-
azine appears a series entitled "Tales of the

Trains, being some chapters of Railroad Ro-
mance."
We take leave of the subject by mentioning one

very gratifying fact which is intimately connected

with it. Some of the liberal-minded amongst the

railway directories have provided for their engi-

neers, stokers, and other employees, small and

compact libraries for their amusement or instruc-

tion during the many intervals of leisure which
necessarily occur. These collections of books,

enclosed in a case so as to be easily removed from
one station to another, form libraries always at the

command of the companies' servants at the hours

they most need them. Sometime ago we had the

pleasure of selecting such a collection at the re-

quest of the authorities of a railway near Edin-
burgh.

From the Foreign Quarterly Review.

SOCIAL ANARCHY IN FRANCE.

Du Pretre, de la Femme, et de la Famille, par Jules
Michelet. Paris : 1845.

During the last four years, France has been the

theatre of a passionate struggle of which few

tidings have reached us here in England. It is

not because the struggle was unimportant, or un-

worthy of European attention, but because other

and political struggles which made more noise,

usurped our attention, that we heard so little of

the angry and profound dissension which agitated

most serious minds. The struggle we allude to is

that between the Jesuits and the Philosophers ;

and we hope to present our readers with a detailed

account of it in our next.

Meanwhile, there lies before us the latest mani-

festo of the anti-Jesuit party—the brilliant book

of the historian Michelet—which is exciting such
a sensation, that we must at once take notice of it

as a separate publication. It is, indeed, a book
which has an individual interest quite independent

of the quarrel whence it originated. It is a book
which at all times would be welcomed as a pro-

found insight into the social life of France, but

which is particularly valuable at the present time,

when in our own country there is a powerful, per-

severing influence at work, which strives to hurry

society into accepting spiritual direction and ce-

libacy, the two monster evils of Catholicism. We
speak of that active, ardent, and, if successful,

terrible sect, the Puseyites. Its more recondite

principles we are not now to discuss ; but what it

openly avows, we may openly challenge ; it avows
its preference for the celibacy of priests ; and it

avows, though less boldly, its approbation of con-

fession and spiritual direction.

This brings the subject of M. Michelet's work
home to our " business and bosoms." This makes
that which is a subject of European interest a

special subject of English interest. His work is

full of eloquent indignation, piquant portraits, his-

torical traits, and subtle analysis ; but these are

literary qualities which the majority of people

would be tolerably indifferent to, did they not

all combine to illustrate one strong, vehement
purpose, and that purpose practical.

" The family is in question
;

"That home where we would all fain repose,

after so many useless efforts, so many illusions de-

stroyed. We return home very wearied do we
find repose there ?

" We must not dissimulate, we must frankly

confess to ourselves the real state of things.

There exists in the bosom of society—in the fam-

ily circle—a serious dissension, nay, the most seri-

ous of all dissensions.
" We may talk with our mothers, our wives, or

our daughters, on all those matters about which
we talk with our acquaintances : on business, on

the news of the day, but not at all on matters

nearest the heart, on religion, on God, on the

soul.
" Take the instant when you would fain find

yourself united with your family in one common
feeling, in the repose of the evening, round the

family table ; there, in your home, at your own
hearth, venture to utter a word on these matters

;

your mother sadly shakes her head, your wife con-

tradicts you, your daughter, although silent, disap-

proves. They are on one side of the table, you
on the other, and alone.

" It would seem as if in the midst of them, op-

posite to you, sat an invisible man to contradict

what you say."

Such is the mysterious opening of the work.

That invisible enemy is the priest. To show how
the priest becomes )'

,our enemy, and your power-

ful enemy, is the object of what follows. Al-

though we entirely agree in the reasons M. Miche-
let alleges, and quite see the force of his argu-

ments against celibacy, confession, and direction,

as destructive to domestic peace, we think he has

omitted two elements of the social anarchy, ele-

ments which marvellously facilitate the dangerous

powers given to the priest by confession and di-

rection. These, as supplimentary rather than

contradictory to his work, we may briefly indi-

cate.

1st. The husband has not the same faith as his
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wife. In France, while the girls are sedulously

educated in the principles of the church, and turn

out religious, often devout women, the boys, with

the greater license of public schools, and the gen-

eral, almost universal skepticism, or, at least, in-

difference in matters of religion prevalent amongst
men, and apparent in every shape of French liter-

ature, are found to have no religion at all. There
is very little Voltairianism in France ; but there is

a wide-spread indifference ; no polemics, but no
fervor of belief, not even fervor of disbelief.

When we say France, we mean, of course, Paris
;

for to some of the provinces the same charge will

not apply.

What is the consequence
1

? A timid, devout,

serious girl, is sold in marriage to an ambitious,

occupied, or frivolous man. But the man, whether
he be ambitious, over-worked, or frivolous, is sure

to be indifferent to all religious matters. We re-

peat, indifferent. Were he a positive skeptic, he
might convert her ; and then, at least, there would
be sympathy. But he does not attempt it. All

her religious scruples are received with a shrug,
her heart's effusions seared by a bon mot; her

sympathies are outraged. She married without
love ; she is soon to be a wife without respect, as

well as without love for him who ought to be her
all-in-all.

But her sympathies though chilled, are not sti-

fled ; they are agitating the heart, they struggle

for utterance. An English wife so situated, if

not cursed with some " female friend and counsel-

lor,*' would soon make up her mind ; keeping her
thoughts to herself, praying in her own way, and
praying for her husband, she would devote her-

self to the education of her children. There
would be a " silent sorrow" in the home, as there

must always be when such differences exist. But
the husband would possess a wife, the children a

mother, the house, a mistress. The French wife
has not this refuge. The priest is at her side.

To him she is bound to confide her sorrows, and
how willingly does she perform the duty ! To
him she tells all—the secret of her soul, the se-

cret of her home. She asks advice, and receives
it ; but from that moment she is lost. The priest

sits at the hearth, in the place where the husband
should sit. The priest has all the deepest utter-

ances of the young heart poured into his ear ; he
is the only one to sympathize with her. She is

une femme incomprise ; but the priest is there
ready to understand her ; he is there with the
most poisonous of all flattery—sympathy ! He is

there, unconsciously, unwillingly, the refuge for

all her disappointed aspirations, all her outraged
feelings. She does not love her husband ; love-

matches are rare in France, and the affection she
could bestow on him, and which in time might
ripen into love, she bestows on another.

This is no exaggerated picture ; it is the inevi-

table result of an unhappy position. The priest is

perhaps the hastener of the evil ; he is not the

first cause of it. If he were the first cause, why
is he not so wherever Catholicism is accepted ?

Why not in Spain, in Italy, in Ireland ? M. Miche-
let will not contend that the sad evil he so elo-

quently exposes, exists to anything like the same
extent in those countries as in France ; and why
not? Simply, we believe, because the priest is

not there so often called in to interfere. The faith

of the wife is also the faith of the husband, her
aspirations, if not always shared, are always un-

derstood ; her deepest thoughts find an echo in

her husband's heart; what she holds sacred, he
holds sacred. Upon these points, the priest is not
called to interfere. He may listen to her confes-

sion, he may direct her conduct ; but he has not
to listen to the outpourings of a wounded spirit

;

he has not to soothe and flatter la femme incom-
prise.

2nd. The mother does not nurse her infant, does

not educate her child. This point is perhaps of

less importance than the former, but less than that

only, and being coupled with it, becomes of fear-

ful importance. M. Michelet has finely treated

that portion of it which concerns education. It

wrings from him expressions of the noblest kind
;

and wisely, feelingly, does he exhort the reader to

pay attention to the claims of nature in this re-

spect, and not be led away by the foolish notion of

a mother's care making her son effeminate. Wil-
lingly would we transfer to our pages all the pas-

sages in which he treats of this matter ; but we
must be content to refer our readers—who will, we
trust, all become his readers—to the work itself.

But this is not all the question. That the child

is best educated by the mother, because she alone

rightly understands him, when the father or the

tutor so often misunderstands him, so often ex-

pects him to appreciate that which is above his

comprehension—this will scarcely be denied. We
mean, of course, a competent mother, not a silly,

doting woman. But M. Michelet is a Frenchman,
and as such, we may venture to say, is not so

much alive to the importance of the mother's

nursing her child, as all Englishmen are ; and
here we fancy he overlooks a grave consideration.

Our readers are probably aware, that it is the very

general custom in France for women not only to

procure wet-nurses for their infants, (as many
English mothers unhappily also do,) but for the

infants to be sent away into the country to nurse.

A serious social error. We pass over all col-

lateral evils to dwell solely on those which imme-
diately bear upon our present subject. The young
mother is left alone ! She has no husband to

love ; she has no child to occupy her thoughts—no

child to form the centre of all her hopes, her

fears, her thousand womanly affections.

Remember, the case is stronger than with the

English mother, who, if she were to send her

baby away from her, would (unless a young wife

and mother, and to her the case does not so well

apply) have other children to occupy her affec-

tions. The French are often facetious on the

subject of large English families ; and they little

imagine how much of their own social anarchy

results from their obedience to Plato's uncom-
promising and audacious law of proportioning the

number of children to the amount of property

—

oi'x VTiiQ x\
t

v ovviav rroiovusvoi rove naiSaq, tvXafioO-

uevoi ntv'tav /; jiuXefior.* It is a subject we dare

not dwell upon. Enough that the position of the

wife and mother is an isolated one. The infant is

sent away to nurse. When it returns home it is

almost time for it to be sent to school. The
mother is thus alone. What are her resources?
To be thus alone is to be a prey to the demon

of Ennui. The fearful effects of that condition
M. Michelet has pointed out ; and in one epigram
he has condensed volumes: "Ennui makes her
receive friends she knows to be enemies—curious,
envious, calumnious." If it makes such society
agreeable, what charm must it not lend to the

* "De Rep." ii., p. 85, ed Bekker ; confer also "Le-
ges," v., p. 397.
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society of one who feels for her, understands her,

flatters her, occupies her'? There are two persons

who are capable of this :—a priest and a lover.

How often the two are one !

The last phrase will startle many ; but it was
not written carelessly. The priest differs essen-

tially from the clergyman ; and it is because they
differ, and because the Puseyite tendency is to

make them resemble, that we feel reticence would
now be cowardice. We assert, therefore, calmly,

but distinctly, that the priest is but too often the

lover of the woman whose conscience he directs.

The thing is natural, often inevitable. M.'Miche-
let's work abundantly proves it ; and thousands

of daily examples confirm his work. It is an

awful fact; but its very awfulness only the more
stringently forces examination of its causes.

Our readers, if personally unacquainted with

French society, and drawing their notions of it

from novels and vaudevilles, may imagine that

every married French woman has, or will have,

her lover. Indeed, to believe the novelists, love

seems only possible when it is adulterous. But,

although there is prodigious exaggeration in all

this—although there are French homes as happy
as English homes, and French wives as chaste, as

fond, and as devoted as English wives, the exag-
geration is the over-statement of a real truth.

Adultery does exist in France to a frightful ex-

tent; and we have just named two powerful

causes. The lover is accepted because he fills

the " aching void" of an unoccupied heart. He
is the centre of feelings which have no other

centre. He takes the place of husband and chil-

dren. When he is not chosen to fill that place

the priest is chosen.

The priest, as confessor, possesses the secret of

a woman's soul ; he knows every half-formed hope,

every dim desire, every thwarted feeling. The
priest, as spiritual director, animates that woman
with his own ideas, moves her with his own will,

fashions her according to his own fancy. And
this priest is doomed to celibacy. He is a man,
but is bound to pluck from his heart the feelings

of a man. If he is without faith, he makes des-

perate use of his power over those confiding in

him. If he is sincerely devout, he has to strug-

gle with his passions, and there is a perilous

chance of his being defeated in that struggle.

And even should he come off victorious, still the

mischief done is incalculable and irreparable.

The woman's virtue has been preserved but by an
accident, by a power extraneous to herself. She
was wax in her spiritual director's hands ; she
has ceased to be a person, and is become a thing.

There is something diabolical in the institution

of celibacy accompanying confession. Paul Louis
Courrier has painted a fearful picture of the priest's

position as an unmarried confessor ; and as Cour-
rier's works are far less read than they deserve to

be, we make no scruple of transferring his power-
ful sentences to our pages.

" What a life, what a condition is that of our
priests ! Love is forbidden them, marriage espe-

cially ; women are given up to them. They may
not have one of their own, and yet live familiarly

with all, nay, in the confidential, intimate privity

of their hidden actions, of all their thoughts. An
innocent girl first hears the priest under her moth-
er's wing ; he then calls her to him, speaks alone

with her, and is the first to talk of sin to her be-

fore she can have known it. When instructed

she marries ; when married, he still confesses and

governs her. He has preceded the husband in

her affections, and will always maintain himself in

them. What she would not venture to confide to

her mother, or confess to her husband, he, a

priest, must know it, asks it, hears it, and yet he
shall not be her lover. How could he indeed? is

he not tonsured'/ He hears whispered in his ear,

by a young woman, her faults, passions, desires,

weaknesses, receives her sighs without feeling

agitated, and he is five-and-twenty !

"To confess a woman ! imagine what that is.

At the end of the church a species of closet or

sentry-box is erected against the wall, where this

priest, wise and pious as I have known some, but yet

a man, and young, (they are almost all so,) awaits
in the evening, after vespers, his young penitent,

whom he loves, and who knows it ; love cannot be
concealed from the beloved person. You will

stop me there : his character of priest, his educa-
tion, his vow.—I reply that there is no vow which
holds good, that every village cure just come from
the seminary, healthy, robust, and vigorous, doubt-

less loves one of his parishioners. It cannot be

otherwise, and if you contest this, I will say more
still, and that is, that he loves them all, those at

least of his own age ; but he prefers one, who
appears to him, if not more beautiful than the

others, more modest and wiser, and whom he
would marry ; he would make her a virtuous, pious,

wife if it were not for the pope. He sees her

daily, meets her at church or elsewhere, and sit-

ting opposite her in the winter evenings, he im-

bibes, imprudent man ! the poison of her eyes.
" Now I ask you, when he hears that one com-

ing the next day, and approaching the confessional,

when he recognizes her footsteps and can say, ' It

is she ;' what is passing in the mind of the poor

confessor? Honesty, duty, wise resolutions, are

here of little use, without peculiarly heavenly

grace. I will suppose him a saint; unable to

fly, he apparently groans, sighs, recommends him-

self to God ; but if he is only a man, he shudders,

desires, and already unwillingly, without know-
ing it, perhaps, he hopes. She arrives, kneels

down at his knees, before him whose heart leaps

and palpitates. You are young, monsieur, or

you have been so ; between ourselves, what do

you think of such a situation ? Alone most of

the time, and having these walls, these vaulted

roofs as sole witnesses, they talk ; of what? alas !

of all that is not innocent. They talk, or rather

murmur, in a low voice, and their lips approach

each other, and their breaths mingle. This lasts

for an hour or more, and is often renewed.
" Do not think I invent. This scene takes place

such as I describe it, and through all France ; is

renewed daily by forty thousand young priests

with as many young girls whom they love, be-

cause they are men, whom they confess in this

manner, entirely tete-a-tete, and visit, because they

are priests, and whom they do not marry because

the pope is opposed to it."

Paul Louis might have added another argument.
Forbidden fruit is proverbially of all fruit the most
coveted. The very fact of man's imagination be-

ing thus stimulated by contradiction is enough to

constitute temptation. What is temptation? It

is the irritation of the soul, produced by the pres-

ence of an object desired, but forbidden. Were it

not desired, there could be no temptation. Often

there would be no desire were it not forbidden.

No v it is well that men should conquer their de-

sires ; it is well that they should learn to calculate
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consequences, and to forego the present enjoyment,

if that enjoyment must be too clearly purchased.

And such mastery all wise men possess. But,

although a man may conquer one desire, although

he may resist one temptation, because by an effort

of the will he can rise superior to his own pas-

sions, such a state of effort is spasmodic, not nor-

mal : it may conquer once, it cannot always

conquer. It is an effort ; and the very nature of

effort is spasmodical and temporary ; it must
relax, and in relaxing the man succumbs. The
vehemence with which a man resists temptation is

a latent cause of his fall, if the temptation con-

tinue. "When a woman hesitates she's lost;"

when a man does not at once shut himself out from
the possibility of a recurring temptation he is lost.

Let us take an illustration from another class.

You are residing in the house of a friend whose
wife is extremely fascinating. You begin to per-

ceive that she interests you too much, and, con-

scious of the peril, you either put a guard upon
your feelings, or, which is by far the wiser plan,

you quit the house. By an effort, you have con-

quered. But there was only wisdom in your ef-

fort ; there was no virtue ; for this fascinating

woman was not only another's, but had shown no

signs of interest in you. This is a simple and,

doubtless, common case. But now let. us make it

more complicated. Instead of being merely her

friend, you are her confidant ; and you are made
the repository of all her secrets, of thoughts
which neither her mother nor her husband ever

know
;

you are reverenced as a superior be-

ing
;
your word is law

;
your menace terrible.

She almost worships you ; and you cannot leave

her, cannot shun her, cannot put a stop to those

confidences which torment you. In vain you
struggle : you conquer to-day only to renew the

fight to-morrow. The agonizing irritation of the

soul named Temptation, is perpetually present.

How many men are there who could withstand

this?

This the priest has to suffer ; and to him the

peril is greater, because he is blinded by soph-
isms. A man in love with his friend's wife
sees everything clearly enough ; he knows his

guilt, and shuns or braves it with open eyes. But
the priest has the spiritual care of her he loves

;

her soul is in his hands. He is connected with
her by the most sacred ties ; his interest in her he
disguises to himself under the cloak of spiritual

anxiety. He can always quiet the voice of con-
science, by an equivoque. The mystic language
of love is also the mystic language of religion,

and what guilt is shrouded under this equivoque,
the history of priestcraft may show. Parler
Vamour c'est faire Vamour, is a profound truth.

From the love of God, it is easy to descend to the

love of man ; especially when this man is a priest,

that is to say, a mediator between the woman and
God, one who says, " God hears you through me

;

through me he will reply." This man, whom
she has seen at the altar, and there invested with

all the sacred robes and sacred associations of his

office ; whom she has visited in the confessional,

and there laid bare her soul to him ; whose visits

she has received in her boudoir, and there sub-

mitted to his direction, this man whom she wor-
ships, is supposed to be an idea, a priest ; no one

supposing him to be a man, with a man's pas-

sions !

M. Michelet's book contains the proofs of what
we have just said ; but they are too numerous to

quote. We shall only borrow from his work the
passages he gives from an unexceptionable author-
ity, Llorente :

"Llorente, a contemporary, relates (t. iii., ch.

28, article 2, ed. 1817,) that when he was secre-

tary to the Inquisition, a capuchin was brought
before that tribunal, who directed a community of

beguines, and had seduced almost all of them, by
persuading them they were not leaving the road

to perfection. He told each of them in the con-

fessional that he had received from God a singular

favor :
' Our Lord,' he said, ' has deigned to show

himself to me in the sacrament, and has said to me :

Almost all the souls that thou dost direct here, are

pleasing to me, but especially such a one (the capu-

chin named her to whom he spoke.) She is already

so perfect, that she has conquered every passion,

except carnal desire, which torments her very much.
Therefore, wishing virtue to have its reward, and
that she should serve me tranquilly, I charge thee

to give her a dispensation, but only to be made use

of with thee ; she need speak of it to no confessor
;

that would be useless, as with such a dispensation

she cannot sin.' Out of seventeen beguines of

which the community was composed, the intrepid

capuchin gave the dispensation to thirteen, who
were discreet for some length of time : one of

them, however, fell ill, expected to die, and dis-

covered everything, declaring that she had never

been able to believe in the dispensation, but that

she had profited by it.

" I remember," says Llorente, " having said

to him :
' But, father, is it not astonishing that

this singular virtue should have belonged exactly

to the thirteen young and handsome ones, and not

at all to the other four, who were ugly or old?

'

He coolly replied, ' The Holy Spirit inspires

where it listeth.'
"

" The same author in the same chapter, while

reproaching the Protestants with having exagger-

ated the corruption of confessors, avows that :
' In

the sixteenth century, the Inquisition had imposed

on women the obligation of denouncing guilty con-

fessors, but the denunciations were so numerous,

that the penitents were declared dispensed from

denouncing.' "

It is painful thus to drag to light the iniquities

which have sullied the past ; but our arguments

would be suspected of gross exaggeration, were

they not in some measure supported by these his-

torical facts ; and although we are as unwilling as

any one, to hold a body of men responsible for the

acts of their predecessors, we are surely keeping

within the legitimate bounds of argument, in thus

pointing out the results of an institution ; results

which we hold to be inherent in the very nature

of that institution. We may as well anticipate an

objection which is sure to be made. It will be

said that the picture we have drawn of the priest

and the wife is not a fair one, because it is not

true of all priests and all wives ; it is an excep-

tion, and not to be treated as the rule.

We accept this objection, and admit that the

case we have considered does not apply to all

wives. Let us explain, however. In the case we
have considered, we assumed the wife to be truly

religious, to have married a man she does not love,

and who does not share her faith, and to have no
children at home with her. This we say is the
common, though not universal, position of French
wives ; and wherever it exists, the consequences
we have pointed out will certainly follow. But
the wife is not religious? In that case she would
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not be in danger from the priest ; but in that case

the evils of the institution of priesthood would not

have a trial. We say that celibacy, confession,

and direction, have an almost inevitable tendency
to convert the priest into a lover. This being the

point we wish to illustrate, we are right in se-

lecting only such cases as admit of the natural op-
eration of this tendency. It would be no argument
against the purity of a clergyman's doctrine and
example, that several persons who never entered
his church, and never paid attention to his acts,

were notoriously dissolute and profane. In the

same way, it is no argument against the danger
of priesthood, that those persons who have no re-

ligion, or who seldom come in contact with the

priests, are entirely free from the evil effects which
are found to follow in other cases. If there is a
real vice in the institution, it will best display it-

self where the surrounding circumstances are most
favorable to its free operation : that is, in con-

vents, and in families such as we have described.

M. Michelet says, that the priest is the cause
of the social disunion ; and to show how he is the

cause, the book was written. He is the cause, be-

cause he possesses the wife, possesses her soul as

a confessor, directs it as a director. He is the real

master of the house. Old Selden long ago saw the

nature of the priestly tactics. " When the priests

come into a family," he says, " they do as a man
that would set fire on a house ; he does not put fire

to the brick wall, but thrusts it into the thatch.

They work upon the women, and let the men
alone." And have we not had experience enough
of the truth of this in our own country? Are
not the Cantwells and the Stigginses abundant ?

Do we not find the essence of " direction," if not

its name, among certain classes of religionists

professing the strongest antipathy to Romanism?
It were a serious error to suppose, that M. Mi-
chelet is only fighting against an evil endured by
France. He fights against an evil which we are

all bound to take arms against, because it more or

less openly menaces us all. Wherever the priest

departs from the strict nature of his office, inter-

feres with temporal matters, and with the private

concerns of family life, and makes himself privy

keeper of the several consciences of his flock,

there direction exists to all intents and purposes.

Having thus endeavored to point out the dan-
gerous tendencies of direction, especially when
accompanied by celibacy, we may now proceed to

give an account of the book in which M. Michelet
has so brilliantly exposed them : an account we
would gladly enrich with piquant extracts, but
that our space forbids it.

It is divided into three parts. The first is an
historical appreciation of direction and its theories

in the seventeenth century. This is touched in

his own masterly manner. All the brilliant quali-

ties of the historian assist him here ; and exqui-

site are the pictures he paints of Saint Frangois de
Sales and Madame de Chantal, of Bossuet and la

Soeur Cornuau, of Fenelon and Madame de la

Maison Fort, and of Madame Guyon. Beside

these portraits are little cabinet pictures of the

inner life of much of the seventeenth century

;

and La Devotion Aisee, and La Devotion Galante,

let us into the secret of the times. Contrasted

with these cabinet pictures, there are some of

those ghastly subjects worthy of the pencils of

Rebeyra and Francia ; we speak of Molinos—the

society of Le Sacre Cceur—la mere Agueda et

Marie Alacoque.

The second part is devoted to an appreciation

of direction in the nineteenth century. In this

Michelet examines, in detail, the whole question

of direction ; the means by which the priest ac-

quires his power, and the ends for which he uses

it. This second part we have made use of in the

foregoing pages, but the reader will find it a far

more satisfactory exposition. It contains, more-
over, a fearful exposure of the convent system

;

in the course of which he refers to Eugene Sue's
" Juif Errant," the third volume of which con-

tains the real history of Mademoiselle B. "It
took place recently," says M. Michelet, "but in

a convent, not in a mad-house."
The third part is devoted to a brief considera-

tion of the Family : a subject we have already

touched upon. From this brief outline, our

readers will gather an idea of the extent and
variety of the subject treated ; and when we add,

that it is treated by M. Michelet, we have said

enough to excite the most eager curiosity.

From Chambers' Edinburgh Journal.

JOHN JOACHIM WINCKELMANN. '

John Joachim Winckelmann, the celebrated

historian of ancient art, was born on the 9th of
December, 1717, at Stendal, a town of Prussia,

about eighty miles from Berlin. His father be-

longed to almost the lowest rank of life, being in

fact a cobbler, struggling not only with poverty

but with disease, which, at an early period of
Winckelmann's life, forced him to take refuge in

an hospital. As the boy grew up, he showed
great anxiety to go to school ; but his parents

were unwilling to lose even his trifling services,

and it was not without much difficulty that he at

last persuaded them to send him to the burgh
seminary. Once there, the rector, Esaias Wil-
helm Tappert, a very worthy man, was struck

with his dawning genius and earnest perseverance.

He offered to instruct him for less than the usual

fee, and by procuring him at the same time ad-

mission into the choir, enabled him, without draw-
ing on his father's scanty resources, to remain at

school. Young Winckelmann proved the most
apt and diligent of scholars ; he seldom joined in

the sports of his companions : generally, when
they were playing, he might be seen conning some
difficult passage of a classic, or learning by heart

from a manuscript before him long lists of Greek
and Latin words. With his industry and fine

faculties he made such progress, that Tappert pro-

moted him, while quite a stripling, to the rank of

usher ; some also of the Stendal burghers em-
ployed him in giving private lessons to their chil-

dren ; and with the trifling gains thus acquired,

Winckelmann began to find himself contributing to

the support of his parents.

In time, a closer intimacy sprang up between
the rector and his young protege. Tappert lost

his eyesight, and the other became his daily visitor,

read to him, wrote for him, and tried in a thousand
ways to cheer his solitary hours. The chief want
of Winckelmann, as of every poor student, that of
books, was now supplied. He had free access to

his patron's well-chosen library, and he read with
avidity Homer, the Greek dramatists, and works
on archaeology and history. Meanwhile he was
giving indications of something rarer than even an
industrious and affectionate disposition. He wished
to travel, he used to say, when quite a child

;
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above all, he longed to visit Egypt, that he might
behold the pyramids. His innate love for objects

of art began also to display itself, as well as it

could in a place so sequestered as Stendal. Long
after, when the poor cobbler's son had become a

famous man, his companions remembered how he

incited them, by the hope of some petty reward, to

search the surrounding country for antiquarian

remains ; and, so recently as 1821, two Roman
urns were to be seen in the library of the Stendal

school, which were exhibited with pride as the

product of one of these excursions.

When he had reached his seventeenth year, the

kind Tappert despatched him to Berlin, with a let-

ter of introduction to the rector of a gymnasium
there, under whose roof he remained for a twelve-

month, alternately instructing and instructed. He
was then recalled to Stendal, where his friend the

rector placed him at the head of the choir. He
spent the next four years in unremitting study, en-

deavoring at the same time to support himself and
assist his family by teaching in public and in pri-

vate. We have no detailed account of his life

during this period. One anecdote only remains,

which relates to his residence in Berlin, and de-

serves to be repeated as a pleasing illustration of

his youthful enthusiasm. He had heard, it is

said, that the library of the celebrated Fabricius

w7as about to be sold at Hamburgh, and he de-

termined to proceed there on foot and be present

at the sale. He set out accordingly, asking
charity (a common practice with poor German stu-

dents in their rambles, and not considered dis-

graceful) of the clergymen whose houses he passed
on the road ; and having collected in this way a

little sum, he purchased on his arrival some of his

darling poets, and returned to Berlin overjoyed
with his success.

Winckelmann was now twenty-one, and it was
quite time for him to choose a profession. His
Stendal friends thought him fitted for the church,

and they sent him to obtain the necessary qualifi-

cations at the university of Halle. He had no
special inclination towards theology, but he obeyed
in silence, and applied himself to it with his usual

ardor. At Halle he had access to public libraries,

and his studies seem to have been of the most mis-
cellaneous kind, ranging from Homer and the

higher mathematics, to medicine and the ponder-
ous tomes of the feudal lawyers. At the end of
two years he abandoned theology, probably be-
cause the help from home began to fail him. He
remained at Halle for six months longer, arrang-
ing the library of one of the academic authorities

;

and then, with the small sum that he received for

this, found himself thrown friendless upon the

world. He was too poor to enter any profession,

and a thousand vague wishes began to agitate his

breast. His love of study had been confirmed into

a habit : the magnificent gallery at Dresden, to

which, on the occasion of some festivities, he had
paid a flying visit, was ever before his eyes, and
he resolved to devote his life to literature and art.

Meanwhile his early passion for wandering re-

vived, and he now put in execution a scheme
which savors of less wisdom than might have been
expected from a youth of twenty-three, who had
seen something of the world. Fascinated with a

fresh perusal of Caesar's Commentaries, he began,

in the summer of 1740, a pedestrian journey to

France, solely, his biographers assure us, to visit

the scene of the great Roman's military exploits.

As is usual in such cases, his funds were speedily

exhausted ; and when near Frankfort-on-the-

Maine, he was compelled to retrace his steps.

The most laughable part of the story remains to

be told. Arriving at the bridge of Fulda, he re-

marked his own dishevelled, travel-stained appear-
ance, and fancying no one near, resolved to remedy
it. He had pulled out a razor, and was about to

operate on his chin, when he heard a noise, and
turning round, perceived a party of ladies, who,
thinking him on the point of committing suicide,

were shouting for help. The truth, however, was
speedily explained, and the fair intruders, it is

added, generously forced on his acceptance a gift

of money sufficient for him to pursue his retreat in

comfort.

Poor Winckelmann now discovered that life was
made of sterner stuff than such romantic dreams.

He went to Jena, and there, besides mastering

Italian and English, struggled hard to complete

his knowledge of medicine, with a view to making
it a profession. But this scheme also, after a few
months, poverty compelled him to forego. He
became tutor in a family at Heimersleben, and
during the year and a half which he spent there,

devoted his leisure to historical studies, reading,

we are informed, Bayle's dictionary twice through.

At last the conrectorship of the school at Seehau-
sen was offered him, with a yearly salary of 250
thalers, little more than 35Z. Small as this was,

it was a larger income than he had ever enjoyed :

it enabled him to send something to his infirm and
aged parents ; accordingly, he accepted the post

with joy, and in the autumn of 1743 we find him
installed at Seehausen.

During no period of his life does Winckelmann
appear more deserving of our regard than in the

years of obscure drudgery which he passed at

Seehausen. He found, on his arrival, none of his

scholars acquainted with more than the first rudi-

ments of Latin and Greek ; many were ignorant

of their ABC ; and the poorer ones could obtain

no money from their parents for the purchase of

the necessary school-books. Thus, in spite of his

title of conrector, Winckelmann had little scope

for the display of his fine genius and deep eru-

dition. But nothing daunted, nothing discouraged

him. He made, with his own hand, copies of

such passages in the classical authors as his

scholars became qualified to read, and these he

distributed among them. He labored and labored,

until at last things began to wear a flourishing

aspect. Beyond the sphere, too, of his immediate

duties, he found time both for his own intellectual

improvement and for the indulgence of his kindly

disposition. After school, he gave a few private

lessons. In the evening, a favorite pupil, whom
he instructed in philosophy and mathematics, re-

mained till ten. Then Winckelmann belonged to

himself. Seizing his Sophocles, (a favorite author,

of whom he was projecting a new edition,) he read

and annotated till midnight. When twelve struck,

he never dreamt of going to bed, but, wrapping
himself closely in an old fur cloak, leant back in

his chair, and slept among his books till four. Pie

then renewed his own studies for two hours more
;

at six the favorite pupil returned, and stayed until

it was time to open school. Few scholars of

Winckelmann's eminence have had, during the

early portion of their career, so little leisure for

private study ; none ever turned that little to better

account.

Five years of this laborious existence did not
impair Winckelmann's health of body or cheerful-

ness of mind. He was modest and wise enough
to be content with his situation, and might have
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remained all his life at Seehausen, had not some
vexatious interference on the part of the school-
inspector forced him reluctantly to leave it. After
resolving on this step, he made several unsuccess-
ful at tempts to procure employment, and had finally
made up his mind to betake himself to London,
where, with his knowledge of languages, he hoped
easily to obtain a situation as corrector of the
press. Happily, during a brief visit to Dresden,
in the June of 1748, he heard some one mention
the vast collection of books which the Count Von
Biinau, at his estate of Nothenitz, near Dresden,
was then amassing and arranging. He penned
immediately a modest letter to that nobleman, im-
ploring the most trifling literary engagement. The
count inquired into his character and accomplish-
ments, was pleased with both, and offered his pe-
titioner a subordinate post in his library, with a
yearly salary of 12/. ! Winckelmann accepted the
offer, received the money for his travelling ex-
penses, hurried to Stendal, takincf with him all the
books he had through life painfully collected, com-
missioned a friend to sell them, and apply the pro-
ceeds in a weekly allowance to his father, to

whom he bade farewell, and then proceeded, light
of heart, to Nothenitz.
The count was engaged in the composition of a

history of the German empire, and Winckelmann's
principal employment at Nothenitz was to make
such copies of, and extracts from, old documents
as were to find a place in that work. He acquit-
ted himself altogether to the satisfaction of his em-
ployer

;
nay, at first he labored with such assi-

duity that his hair became gray : we do not find,

however, that he received any more solid en-
couragement from his excellency than praises and
kind words. Nevertheless, with board and lodg-
ing provided him, and a little leisure on his hands,
Winckelmann was for some time tolerably happy.
He had a noble library at his command ; from time
to time he made excursions to Dresden, where he
could converse with such men as Hagedorn and
Oeser; and, still better, range at will through its

picture-gallery and collection of antiquities. At
last, what with the laborious fulfilment of his
duties and the intensity of his private studies, even
his Herculean strength gave way; his health
grew daily worse ; his drooping gait and emaciated
frame betokened the approach of death; and his
friends advised him, if he wished to live, at once
to seek a warmer climate. Meanwhile (in the
spring of 1751) Archinto, the papal nuncio at

Dresden, came to Nothenitz, and made, during
his stay there, Winckelmann's acquaintance. He
was charmed with his learning and exquisite taste,

and, observing his debility, strongly recommended
him to go to Italy. " That," cried Winckelmann,
" is the goal of all my wishes." The nuncio beg-
ged him to pay him a visit at Dresden. There he
introduced him to Father Ranch, the confessor of
the king; and both hinted, among other things,

that Winckelmann, by becoming a Catholic, might
obtain a pension from the court of Dresden, and
thus repair to Italy. Hints soon became per-

suasions : after long wavering, in an evil hour
Winckelmann consented, and on the 11th of July,

1754, abjured Lutheranism to enter the pale of the

Romish church. Such changes, when they pro-

ceed from conviction, can never deserve to be
visited with reprobation ; but in this case, the most
friendly of Winckelmann's biographers admit far

other motives were at work. We learn with
pleasure, that at the moment he was severely
punished by the estrangement of his very dearest

friends. At the same time, the Count Von Btinau

must not escape uncensured. Even the tolerant

and aristocratic Goethe is indignant at his nig-

gardly neglect : the acquisition of a book-rarity

the less, nay, a simple application from a minister

of his influence to the court of Dresden, would have

furnished the slender aid which Winckelmann pur-

chased at so dear a rate.

His excellency contented himself with being

very angry, and Winckelmann was soon of course

forced to quit Nothenitz. He repaired to Dres-

den ; and here he found himself moneyless as

ever : Archinto was in Italy, and Ranch, though
very polite, kept his hand closed. Meanwhile,
Winckelmann (narrowly escaping starvation) pro-

jected, drew, wrote, and studied—the last gene-

rally in the Briihl library, where Heyne was then

employed. "It is a curious fact," remarks Mr.
Carlyle, in his notice of the latter,* "that these

two men, so singularly correspondent in their early

sufferings, subsequent distinction, line of study,

and rugged enthusiasm of character, were at one

time, while both as yet were under the horizon,

brought into partial contact. ' An acquaintance

of another sort/ saysHeeren, ' the young Heyne
was to make in the Briihl library, with a person

whose importance he could not then anticipate.

One frequent visitor of this establishment was a

certain almost wholly unknown man, whose visits

could not be specially desirable for the librarians,

such endless labor did he cost them. He seemed

insatiable in reading, and called for so many books,

that his reception there grew rather of the coolest.

It was John Winckelmann. Meditating his jour-

ney for Italy, he was then laying in preparations

for it. Thus did these two men become, if not

confidential, yet acquainted; who at that time,

both still in darkness and poverty, could little sup-

pose that in a few years they were to he the teach-

ers of cultivated Europe, and the ornaments of

their nation.' " For Winckelmann, both the

"darkness" and the "poverty" were soon to be

at an end. He found means, in the May of 1755,

to publish his first book, the " Reflections on Imi-

tation of the Greeks in Painting and Statuary,"

which was dedicated to the king, and brought its

author high and sudden fame. A month or two
afterwards, he received the promise of an annual

pension of 30/. ; Rauch sent eighty ducats for

travelling expenses ; and in the following October

Winckelmann, now about to enter his thirty-ninth

year, found himself at last in Rome.
It is not our intention to detail with the same

minuteness the remaining thirteen years of Winck-
elmann's life, years of almost uninterrupted hap-

piness. In Rome his health was completely re-

stored ; he needed little for the supply of his bodily

wants, and that little he always obtained without

difficulty. When his pension ceased, on the death,

in 1759, of his patron Archinto, the Cardinal

Albani invited him to become keeper of his collec-

tions, with an ample salary, and merely nominal
duties. He was appointed by the Pope, in 1763,

Antiquario della Camera Apostolica, or Superin-

tendant of the Antiquities of Rome, an honorable

post, congenial to his tastes. He lived on a famil-

iar footing with the great and opulent ; the most
eminent of the artists resident in Rome were his

daily companions ; he had free access to the noblest

collections of art in the world ; and in the purest

intellectual enjoyment and effort, he speedily for-

got his past sufferings and struggles. Every

* Miscellanies, vol. ii., pp. 42-3.
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foreigner of distinction who visited the Eternal

City was proud to have Winckelmann for a cice-

rone : he himself delighted, when he found rank

and genuine taste combined, to act in that capacity,

and his conversation on such occasions was of the

most brilliant and fasinating kind. The thoughts

and emotions which were excited in him by the

beautiful remains of antiquity, found moreover en-

during expression in a long series of masterly

writings. The principal of these, his History of

Ancient Art, was begun in the second year of his

residence at Rome, and published at Dresden in

1764.

The publication of this work raised him to the

pinnacle of European celebrity, and more than one

German potentate (the great Frederick among the

rest) endeavored, without success, to tempt Winck-
elmann to his court. His friends in Germany,
however, prevailed upon him, in 1768, to pay them
a visit ; and, in the company of a Roman sculptor

named Cavaceppi, he set out for his native country

in the April of that year. But as the distance

increased between him and his beloved Rome, he

sank into a deep melancholy : when they were
crossing the Tyrolean Alps, he pointed to the

gloomy sky overhead, and exclaimed, "Torniamo
a Roma," (Let us return to Rome.) Cavaceppi
persuaded him to continue his journey, and they

reached. Ratisbon, where the Empress-Queen,
Maria Theresa, was then residing. Winckel-
mann now resolved to go no further. The Aus-
trian prime minister, Kaunitz, himself joined his

expostulations to those of Cavaceppi in vain. He
remained at Ratisbon till the end of May, and
having been presented to the empress, who be-

stowed on him some costly medals in proof of her
regard, proceeded to Trieste, were (preserving,

we know not why, a strict incognito) he took an

apartment in a hotel, purposing to sail to Italy in

the first ship bound for Ancona.
He met at the common dining-table of the hotel

an Italian stranger named Francesco Arcangeli,

who, it afterwards appeared, had been banished

for theft from the Austrian dominions. This
scoundrel easily gained his confidence, by introduc-

ing him to the captain of a ship bound for Ancona,
and by an agreeable and winning manner. The
unsuspecting Winckelmann told him everything

about himself except his name, and showed him
the presents of the empress ; these excited the Ital-

ian's cupidity. On Wednesday, the 8th of June,
Arcangeli left the hotel early in the morning, and
having made some purchases, returned to his room,
where he remained for some time, and then (as

he was daily in the habit of doing) paid a visit to

Winckelmann in his apartment. The latter was
sitting, without neck-cloth or upper garment, at

his writing-table, on which, as it chanced, there

lay unfinished his literary testament. He rose to

greet his guest, and they walked together up and
down the room till ten, talking of his approaching
departure. Winckelmann was -in the gayest hu-
mor, spoke with enthusiasm of his patron Albani's
splendid villa, and begged the other to come and
visit him at Rome. Suddenly Arcangeli asked
him to show the company at dinner that day the

empress' medals. He refused. " Will you tell

me, then, what your name isV " No ; I do not

wish to be recognized," was Winckelmann 's reply
;

and, offended with the abruptness of the questions,

he sat down, with his back towards the Italian,

and began to write. Arcangeli immediately took

from his pocket, and threw over Winckelmann's
head, a knotted cord, which, as he started up,

tightened round his throat. They closed, and had
struggled together for a short time, when Arcangeli
drew a knife and plunged it into his victim. At
this moment a servant, hearing the noise, rushed
up and opened the door, through which Arcangeli
escaped unpursued. It is needless to protract the
catastrophe. Physicians were summoned ; but all

was vain ; and at four in the afternoon Winckel-
mann expired. The assassin was some weeks
afterwards captured, tried, and executed.

The news of this unexpected, mysterious,
and melancholy death, was received with regret

throughout all Europe, especially in Germany,
where many of his admirers (the youthful Goethe
among the number) were ignorant of Winckel-
mann's abrupt return towards Italy, and were
preparing to welcome him with enthusiasm. We
have left ourselves no room to speak of his works :

his biography is now before the reader. We wish
that Winckelmann, by avoiding the fatal error of
apostasy, had allowed us to say that his was a
life altogether worthy of a scholar and a man.

From Hood's Magazine.

THE HERRING PIE.

It was a cold winter's evening : the rich banker
Brounker had drawn his easy chair close into the

corner of the stove, and sat smoking his long clay

pipe with great complacency, while his intimate

friend, Van Grote, employed in exactly the same
manner, occupied the opposite corner. All was
quiet in the house, for Brounker's wife and chil-

dren were gone to a masked ball, and, secure from
fear of interruption, the two friends indulged in a

confidential conversation.
" I cannot think," said Van Grote, " why you

should refuse your consent to the marriage.

Berkenrode can give his daughter a good fortune,

and you say that your son is desperately in love

with her."
" I don't object to it," said Brounker. " It is

my wife who will not hear of it."

" And what reason has she for refusing?"
" One which I cannot tell you," said his friend,

sinking his voice.
" Oh ! a mystery.—Come, out with it. You

know I have always been frank and open with you,

even to giving you my opinion of your absurd
jealousy of your wife."

" Jealous of my wife ? nonsense ! Have I not

just sent her to a masked ball V
" I don't wonder you boast of it. I should like

to have seen you do as much when you were first

married. To be sure, you had reason to look

sharply after her, for she was the prettiest woman
in Amsterdam. Unfortunately, she has taken such
advantage of your love, that the grey mare has

become the better horse, and you refuse an

advantageous match for your son, to gratify her

caprice."

"You are quite wrong, my good friend. I

never allow any one to be master here but my-
self; and in the present instance I cannot blame
Clotilda. The secret of her refusal lies in a her-

ring pie."
" A herring pie !" exclaimed Van Grote.
" Yes, a herring pie. You may remember it

was a favorite dainty of mine, and that my wife
could not endure even the smell of it. Well,
during the first years of my marriage, I must con-
fess that I was a little—a very little—jealous of
Clotilda. My situation obliged me to keep open
house, and among the young sparks who visited
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us, none gave me so much uneasiness as the hand-
some Colonel Berkenrode. The reputation that

he had already acquired for gallantry was enough
to create alarm, and the marked attention he paid

my wife convinced me it was well founded. What
could I do ? It was impossible to forbid him the

house, for he had it in his power to deprive me of
the government contracts ; in other words, to ruin

me. After pondering deeply on the subject, I de-

cided on doing nothing, until the danger should
become imminent ; all that was necessary was to

know how things really stood. Having just pur-

chased this house, I caused a secret closet to be
made behind the stove here. It communicates
with my private room, and from it I could over-

hear everything that passed in this apartment with-

out risk of being discovered. Thank God I have
had no use for it for the last twenty years, and,

indeed, I do not even know what has become of

the key. Satisfied with this precaution, I did not

hesitate to leave Clotilda when any of her ad-

mirers paid her a visit, though I promise you that

some of the colonel's gallant speeches made me
wince."

" Upon my word," interrupted his friend,

"you showed a most commendable patience. In

your place I should have contented myself with
forbidding my wife to receive his visits."

" There spoke the old bachelor. But as I did

not want to drive her headlong into his arms, I

went a different way to work. Day after day I

was forced to listen to the insidious arguments of

the seducer. My wife—I must own she made a

stout defence—at one time tried ridicule, at another
entreaty, to deter him from his pursuit of her.

He began to lose hope in proportion as I gained it,

till one day he bethought himself of threatening to

blow out his brains if she would not show him
some compassion. Moved at this proof of the

strength of his passion, she burst into tears, and
pleaded that she was not free—in short, she gave
him to understand that I was the obstacle to his

happiness. Berkenrode was too well skilled in

the art of seduction not to see that he had gained

a point. He raved, cursed me as the cause of his

misery, and tried to obtain a promise from her in

case she should become a widow. She stopped
him peremptorily ; but. I never closed an eye that

night, and Clotilda, though she did not know that

I watched her, was as uneasy as myself. On the

following day a circumstance occurred that in-

creased her agitation. While at breakfast, a mes-
sage came from the cook asking to see me alone.

I desired him to come in (as I was not in the habit

of interfering in domestic affairs) and communicate
his business in my wife's presence. When the

man entered he was as pale as a ghost, and
scarcely seemed to know what he was about. At
last he told me that he had received a packet con-

taining a small bottle, three hundred guldens, and

a note, in which he was requested to put the con-

tents of the former into the first herring pie he
should prepare for me. He wTas assured that he

might do so without fear, as the contents of the

bottle were quite harmless, and would give a de-

licious flavor to the pie. An additional reward
was promised if he complied with the request and

kept his own counsel. The honest fellow, who
was much attached to me, said he was convinced

there must be something wrong in the affair, and
should not be happy till bottle and money were
out of his hands. I poured a few drops of the

liquid on a lump of sugar, and gave it to my wife's

lap-dog. It fell into convulsions, and died in a

few minutes. The case was now plain ; there

had been an attempt to poison me. Never shall I

forget Clotilda's pale face as she threw herself

weeping into my arms— ' Poison ! A murderer !'

she exclaimed, clasping me as if to shield me from

danger; 'Merciful Heaven, protect us both!' I

consoled her with the assurance that I was thank-

ful to my unknown enemy, who was the means of

showing me how much she loved me. That day
Berkenrode came at the usual hour ; but in vain

did I take my seat in my hiding-place, he was not

admitted. I afterwards found that she had sent

him a letter, threatening if ever he came again

that her husband should be informed of all that

had passed. He made many attempts to soften

her resolution, but to no purpose, and a year after-

wards he married. No acquaintance has ever

existed between the families ; and now you know
why my wife refuses her consent to our son's mar-
riage with Berkenrode's daughter."

" I cannot blame her," said Van Grote. " Who
would have thought that Berkenrode, a soldier,

and a man of honor, could have been capable of

such a rascally deed ?"

"Ha! ha! ha !" laughed Brounker ;
" and do

you really think it was the general who sent the

poison ?"

" Why, who else ?"
" Myself, to be sure ! The whole was my own

contrivance, and it cost me three hundred guldens

in a present to my cook ; but it was money well

laid out, for I saved my wife, and got rid of her

troublesome lap-dog at the same time."

"Do you know, Brounker, I think it was
rather a shabby trick to leave Berkenrode under

such an imputation ; and now that your son's

happiness depends on your wife's being unde-

ceived
"

"lam aware of all that, but to undeceive her

now is not so easy as you think. How can I

expect her to disbelieve a circumstance in which
for the last twenty years she has put implicit

faith?"

He was interrupted by the entrance ofVrow
Brounker. Her cheeks were flushed, and she

saluted Van Grote rather stiffly.

" What ! not at the ball, Clotilda?" asked her

husband.
" No ! I had a bad headache," she replied,

" and Maurice has promised to take charge of his

sisters. But I have come to tell you that I have

been thinking over his marriage with Mina Ber-

kenrode, and have altered my mind on that sub-

ject. In short, I shall withdraw my opposition to

the match."
The friends looked at each other in astonish-

ment.
" By the bye," she continued, " here is a key

I found some time ago ; I think it must belong to

you."
" Well, Clotilda," said her husband, striving to

hide his confusion as he took the key, " this is

good news about the marriage "

" Suppose you and your friend celebrate it

by a supper. There is a herring pie in the

house, and you need not fear that it is poi-

soned."
She left the room. Brounker looked foolish,

and Van Grote rubbed his hands as he ex-

claimed, " Caught in your own trap ! He who
digs a pit for his enemy shall fall into it him-

self."
" Nevertheless," replied Brounker, " I think I

have got well out of mine."
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